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The/ Organisation for Econcimic Co-operation and Dcvcl-
.upment OECD, ,cad sit up under a C.orn ennein signed in Paris on
14t11 December. 196p. %%111(11 RA:Rides that the OEC:D shall pro-
mote policres designed:

to !tale% e the highest sustainable economic growth and
employment mad a...rising standard of thing in Member
countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus
to contribute to the development of the world economy;
to contribute to sound economic expawsign in Member as

non-member countries in the proem of economic
development: -

to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multi-
lateral non-diicNiminator basis in accordance with inter -
national obligations.

lilt:Members of OECD are Australia, Austna, Belgium, Cana-
,. da. Denmark. Finland. Frame, the Federal Republic of Germany,

Greece, Iceland. Ireland, Italy, laRan, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands Neu Zealand, No'ruaN, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-
land; Turke..the United Kingdoin and the United States.

The Centre for Educational Research and Innovation was created in
June 1968 b) the (,ourittl of 'the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Drzelopment for on initial period of three years, with the help of rants
from the Ford Foundation and Mt Royal Dutch Shell Group of Companies.
In Ala) 19:1. the r-owned decided that the Centre should continue its work
fora kiliod of Iny years as from is! January, 1972.

The main obiectizec of the l.entre are as follorts:.,,
, to promote and support the development of research activities in

education and undertake such research aawities where appropriate,
to promote and support pilot expenmcnts with a rieu to introdiking
and kiting innorations in the educational system :
to promote the dezelopment of co-operation bat en .110-iber coun-
trio in tke. fil,ofiTycational research.grid ingoration:

. The' Car& uiric Within. the 'Orgarnsatwn forEconomie
opt-ration and Dr.elopmrn!'rr accordance aith the &cr.:ions of the Council
of the Organisation, under the authonty of the Secretor:I-General. It is

h) a Go,errung Board Ompaild of one nation-al expert in its field
01 eompetena from each of the &minim* partutpating 11213 programme of
u ork.

A

*

OECD. 1976.
Qucrics concerning permission% or translation rights should be
'addressed to:

Director of Information, OECD
2 rue Andre-Pascal. 75775 PARIS CEDEX l6;
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PREFACE

Institutions of higher learning have always been tly respons-

ible or dealing with the problems of social change. This respbnsibil-

ity consists din carrying out three fundamental tasks : -education,

research and community service.

.AlLthough the generally monodisciplirary organisation of facul-

ties, departments.or schools in the past enabled higher education to

,perform thise tasks for the benefit of society, .conditions now appear

to have cAnged: ,
Questions relating to man and his environnement, and'nore particu-

larlythe problems caused by steadily increasing industrialisatiOn

and eve -growing consumer demand, can no longer be dealt with by .

traditional higher-education structures, especially those of

universities. A manifesf'need which has emerged is that scoots,

departments and institutes.teaching the environmental sciences be

deVeloped along hori;ontal, interdisciplinary lines.

ThE educational_task of these institutions should be to enlight-

in the ordinary..citizgn, train future specialists and generalists as

,well.as teaching staffat every level, and organise the further or
,

...continued training of.decision-markers and certain nofessional

groups.(doctors, lawyers;'ar6hitects and enginegrs). The research

task would be to promote the study and preparation of short -term

solutions, togethef with longer-tern studies such as those coveripg

the operation-bf-ecosyst'ems 'influenced by man. Their ervice.task

should primarily+e conducted for the benefit of local or regional

"communit)ies which sk,for-their assistance.
.

The present repor discusses all.these aspects which were debat-

ed at a.Conference held by CERI at Rungsted, Denmark, in 1974.

It is gratifyinfg to note that in the various Mepher countries
. ,

shanY universities institutions of higher learning have undertaken

furthef the environmental sciences..These outstanding initiatives

are the 'leaven promising the irenewal of higher educatibn and its.

relations with society on Are geheral scale.
7

rt

V.R.G43S A

2 Director,
Centre for Educational Research

and innovation
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ADDRESS BY EMILE VAN LERNEP

SECRETARY -GENERA, OF THE OECD
I

Your Royal Highness, Madame Millistei, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure for me, ds Secretary-General of the Orga-

_.nise-tion-for-Economic_ Co-operation and Development; to open this

Conferev'e Sealing with education and tie enviromment.-TIle_people of

'Denmark have demons4rated in many ways their resolve to h,ernesseco-

nomic development to the improvement of the natural and social envi-

ronment. The participation in this,conference is ample evidence, of

the world-wide character of these problems.,In addition to the distin-

guished Danish personalities, the importance of thisgaThering is

heightened by the presence of many recognised experts, national re-

mesentativesiftdm botb hemispheres, and members of several inter-

national organisations. I would life in particidar,to welcome on.

behalf of,zhe OECD His Royal Highness Prince Henrik,'MiSs Tove,_Nielsen,

Miniii,er,oidEducation,:end my, honoured predecesSor at the OECD,

`Professor Thorkil Kristensen.

Ladies and Gentlemen, when the history of the quarter century

foll:owing World War II is written the extraordinary capacity df the

Avanced industrial nations to manage their economies so as.to

tain steady economic progress and high leyel; of employment will sure-

ly be an outstanding feature. In the troubles of the moment we

should not forget that simple reality. But, like so many Other remark-
,

able achievement; .this progress has brought complications,as well

as rewards. We are dependent on economic growth to,bring 'the benefits

of material progress to all citizens, to solve our social problems, -

and to give aid to`developing countries on the scale that is needed..

However, is it inevitable that the process of growth shoiild take the

form of,eyer-increasing industrialisation, the growin& predominance

of the urban mode of life, and those forts of spendi4.which tyPify

the "consumer': society - thereby transforming the nature) and social

t" envir6nment in ways which may be deteimental to qua!iity of lifer? '

The challenge for the coming qyarter of the centu4 is1to make our

economic systems serve .,the human "and social purpoes which, iA the

last, analysis, are their "raisEn'dtatre". The methods of organising

:Oroductibn must reflect the right of all titizgns in the labour force

10



f
. ' not only so adequate income but also to satisfying work. Amore be-

k e

lanced,protessof growth must produce equal oNortunities and benefits
)

for both urtan af.d rural sr2cror.,. The inte'rnational divi.sion of labour

.and the conserquPnt,ovrenents tetweeh counsr:0-: of people, capita/ and

technical "kkow-how" =Lgt_ oirortugity of ,all' nation's,

both developing,. 4nd developed, to share in the benefits of economic

prosperity. In a word, econoikcs must be more clearlyX,oriented to its
T

basic purpose,: the welfare of p'eople on a world -wide scale.1

The. OECD advocates the need for-thisjrOader concept Of growth :

a reconciliation Of material progress, social advance and welfare for

` the individual citizen, and Letter distribution of wealtharound'the,,

world. Early in the 1960s the OiTanisation recognised that economic

'growth; as a principal otjective,.was dependent on ihe.skills and in
.

vehtiveness of people, and thei,efore that expenditure On edupatibn
,

and scientific research was an investment'in economic growth as well

asa social necessity_ Today the educational and scientific communities

the-play an important role in ework'of the Organisation, as witnessed'

by tge participants at this Conference. In the late 1960s the earlier

' objective of ecknomigrowth wasbrOadened toincludethe improvement

of the quality of life. As-a result of these wider concerns,, theOrga-

nisation first began to explore possibly means for the control and

management of environmental Side-effects of growth,'and, second.

launchedl,a prograrre of pocial indicators to Serve as -usignposts"for

economic and social progress. Today,in 1974, theOECC is respondinto
the'prOblem pcsed"by the energy crisis and the'growing scareity-of

raw materials as a potential d siuption in the economic and techno-

logical balanc, petween countries which may have widespread social.

1%.

ramifications.

Even if ,the grave problemt brought on by th umulative effebts

of the energy crisis and inflation are, bound to occup he-centre of

tbday's scene for an international economic Organisation s as the

OECB, they should not divert us from thi, fundamental, long -teem als r17
of our economic and social policies, Tile appearance of new Problems

in the;areas of the human environment, education,energy and raw mate-' -a
rials are full indications of the changing circumstances of economics

"development. While sOch circumstances may occasionally force us to

concentrate onindividual issues, anAncreasingly human and just

process of growth must remain our central -goal. To enrich rather titan

,... to damage the eroiinolicent )hichafterall was the heritage of our

firrefathers - sM-ely be,aimajor and contiinuing preoccupation

within this broader view of growth. .1

What is needed is a long-term integrated vicw'of the whole pror
cess which Pulls together'tfie economic, teChhical ant social elements

. , .

0fthe problem,.11olicies for pteVention as well.as cure, and positiye
. -r

11
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Action by governments to aAisi the marKet to respond to,:pgse needs.

The meeting of the Ministers responsible for the Environment in the
e'(

OECD Member countries which' will take place in November 1974, there-
.'

. fore come at a,p1-4itiOus motRnt, .
.

Action at thepolitical level must, however, build on toe know-

a:d skills w icy c-1;=dcatioral instl'r.LtionS, both

shcols and universities, can create. Mx predecessor, Thorkil

Yrisensen, ..ias indeed forgsighted wlen"he proposed n 1968 the crea-

%clot- cf a ..'ertre forr4ticazional Research and Innovation in the OECD,

and enitoutaged tte Centre to take a,bold.apprpach t educational

was :be cf the stLder- revolt, 'aid One of the basic

at-iU,.:es of sa;leret thet traumatic- :..ear was that knowledge, as

matt rob relevant to sotiety.

clay; we Sze gatsered to discus% how he universities have responded

how, withoutforfeitine :relied= And scientific creativity, the world

research.and lgetning Can respond to the Ivaiities of, the environ-'

rent tat':...rrOunds it. Dare': say that this diloguekbetween knot edge

an \reality, between tae world inside and that beyond the walls of

'acadaemia, ig ,the essence of, ana,pot the perversiin of, the scien;ti.-,

- fit method ? ScfetiCe,even at the frostier of pureicnOwledge, is an
- %

exploration of reality.%.
.

Be that as it me, our hopes of derfling with the problem of the

emvironment fie to a significant 'extent in,the education of those who

cansee the,probldms:of the environment in an jntegrat4d way. The,

principle of:tnepolllwcer pas", by virtue of which the costsors'e-

ducing negatAve side-effects to acceptable.levels'are borne by .thos1%,. w
w0,o"A"lie 'thee; tould'te complemented by a more .fogitive

vapiroach4

The coFileFtion and planning of industrial prosesseaShould.foretee,

and avoid such:ide-effects , a possible cpi nementary principle could.

then be "'lip planner preventri°T
-

his will only bd possible if the

lw"stitutions of higheducation, both in their:Ondergraduate anch-POst-
%-.

,gradUSte 'edcation and in their research and
.

evelopmertt programmes,

are able to reconcile'profe7Ssional specialisation with the real needs

of the .i%nvironment. The new technologies which are needed for.sus-

tained economic. de4'clopment will bvmore,realily-:4cceptab/e if the
.0prilutfor' deriying from these new rechnolOgifs can be forest:en .and

prevented by intlitrial dfcielohlmakers. I therefore look upbn this

Conference as an important event in the endeavour tdadvance.towards

zosi-ive Iti integrated ehvirgmental planning, in which technological

economic, social aild hnnap considerations are -wren due '
.

RtnieFer% (14,0A.AoLt i-.4-^ about tot.sst-de.,

In fact=, -KrognireS special efforts to overt-One the centrifugal for-
ces of specialisation that are everywhere ari our post-industrial so-
ciety. How can 'we find better ways to prepare people for interdisci-

.

12
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plinary work ? How Can institutions join in more productive peZrtner-

ship's ? These are problems that must beanswered.

It is for this rea n that the OECD has watched With intense

interest the evolution of the programme thatsbrings us togethgr today.

Since 1971 CERI has pursued these issues with the help of many.ex-

netts. The prcduct of this work is the base from which we begin our

eliberattons today : 2' cases studies from 8 countries and 10 valua4

-hle working papers.

It is =6 hope that we can =Tie alead from this solid base of

infor=ation, so that the concluding session of this Conference will

set forth :

- an analysis of tte el;.tments that must be brought Together for

i-,per environmental edscation : what'discilines, what
.

,siontent, ha: ;raztical cxpe -ce, what students, _What teacp-

., ing 7.thods, what community r-

- an assessment of 'our experience : the size and structure di'"

programmes .hatwork,best, the optimal educational relation-

-, -Ship wi industry and job oppoi-tlinities, the most effective

ways to4lUvolve students and community'in educa.tional planning,

the benef4ts coordinated action cambring to the quality of

4 *:' the world in which we live.

a protpec.us for action that'will help guide the future of

environmentffil education itielf, but will also reach -into

, broader questions : the lessons that might be applied to other
are.

as Of social concefn such,as healt11,.social services, and

employmeritv

,"such results, I assure you, wil1 have a9, impact i11.01.11, Member

countries and on the international.level as well.

Ladies,and Gentlemen, let me conclude by expres sing my thanks

to. the many people ark organisations wt.o hx.c..contributed to this

Conference ; the Steering Group and its able Chairman, Mr. Jens

Hedegaard tte experts who hate prepared the reports and taken part

in the innovative programmes we will ee discussing , all of you who

have core so far to earticipate inours .
4
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0,:DRESS BY h.F.H..FFINCE HENIII., CF EENMAPI

Mr. Secretary-Genera:, Madame

:t gives re gredtpleasure to

of tre 2onfererce or Ervirormental

0

Minister, Ladies and Gentlemen,

te ;fli:,:h you today for the opening-

Education at1.7ost-Secondary Level.
' The world envirOnment has acquired a res. neanirri beco= -

-3v: We have realised the importance of

our environment te.caue it is ro. threatened by the spread of cities,
the growth 451 populations and pollution for industry. We are begin-

nn' to see_Nature in the se light as certain animal species in
'which we zhc,. an irtereat orly when we realise that they .are in danger
of exncicr.

N .1tnd yebNafture is mast and'prodgal. There is living space for
all human beings in this world and for many =ore a well. But whereas
previous generations were able to demolish, transform and build with
impunity and without dat-.aging the world around the orA.he heritage

-erf bygmfe aiett, mould-aee,- tha4 More than half-way tArough the
ctntury have .arr:ved at a stage in which the accumulation of

human mismanagemenin all areas - architectural, cultural, natural,
or even - rck threaters with inexorable detruc_tion a way of
life and a civilisation wt:oh have been handed down to us through the
centu=lea and.mirror our history.

We rust of course accept ohw..ge ard rove forward, otherwise our
civils:atiorr.would rerair: static and sclerosis 6ould se: in. Butseven
as ohante we rust resieot and prmtct nature, that cog: essential
of human posses:ion:, for it ia.the only env.ironment in which an can
thrive%

Iast fe,W*dec.des-h-v:c wrouV des-rue:4=r that in many cases
is irreversible, whether it.be along the shores of the Mediterranean,
on the plains of No.th Arner.ica, on the suits of the Alps or at the
approaches to our cities. Industrial ..ivilsation't%e spre'ad,its can-
met wi.1hout r.11ikard for landscapes or the human beings whothave to live
there. To prevent Thar disease, which is still

getting completely out of hand certain organi-

public opinion have sonde d theealarm and set
arouse the community to 3 danger vtach ray wel

within bounds, from
...a:ions and a section of

forth on a crusade to

I be irremediable if we
do not iace up to it with all speed.

' f



The 'time has come to speak out and to marshall our forces if our

environment is to be / saved. For a battle will indeed have to be fought

/

,

andatimp is not on our side. So it is hea;teRing that the OECD has

convened this Conference Ubose theme "Environmental Educatiod at

Post-Secondary Lepel" shows the importance 4,-. attaches to the outcome

of this struggle. By itS action in enlistintg the "p3st-secondary lev-

el" in this crusade the 3EC::,' has called u new and absolutely fresh

troops who are destined to be the spearhea of operations in the years
to'come.

.

) In devising new, educational curricula directly concerned with

the environment and appealing to the youn and. the not so young to

husband both cur energy resources and our .iving space, we are at',-rpt-
I:7 -c :',.'t ;NO deep-seated needs : to p tect and improve our en-

vironmentand to train new generationstto 1 bring'to fruition a.po cy
whoe seeds We are sowing. today.

I am convinced that your work, here will''be fruitful ardhave far -1
reaching effects not only Ln your individual. countries but also at
international leVel. . .

t .

I can imagine how ruck preparatory work has gone into tis confer -
=e !-c...: :ivc1,...',,cur di:.-clzsi;ons will be during the four days it

is to last. I want to express my most.sinceregood wishes for the

success of this conference, for I know your enthusiasm and determina-
,

tion and also the interest with which we shall be folleaing your ef-
forts. Your task is not'only to ensure that the tree of rife flowers

ifirthe coning, ears but also' to pivfect the vitality of its deepest

roots so that our society and our 4ole 'civilisation caMontinue to
flourish in all serenity.

OW

16
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E:WARE W. WEI31;ER, CHANCELLOR OF TRE IMIVEISITY

OF WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY, UNITED STATES

Environmental Education : An Academic Plan for Universities.

icur Royal Highness, Mr Secretary-General, Madame Ministir,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The three principal forces in the world today are the explosion

cf ;:opuiation, the rapid develppment of social and physicarltechno-
ig- erd tt. of rising expEctatiork.Currertlr, the popu-
llation of the world is growing at a rate of almost 100 additional per-
sons per minute. The nuMber o hUman beings will be.doUbled in a
thirty -year- period, if present trends continue. And, even if thi 'mirth

rate is brought down to a mere replacement level, in all countries

throughout the planet Earth, it will take several decades before the
population increase tapers off, and we-finally reach'a point.oepopu-
lation, stability.

The consequences of ever-more-people are far more serious Than
would be indicated by the simple arithmetic of the population eXplo-

sion. The resource requirements for each human being are increasing

every yea'. There ere several reasons for this. Among then are the
eScalation of demands on the part of all peoples and the iM.pressive

development of social and physical technology year-,after year on a
continuing basis. ,Such technology responds to human demands fdr a
tetter life, and in turn makes it possibleto develop even greater
expectations, for the future. But technology is eXpensiveinterms of
-resources; Each'year there is a greater demand for energy, pot just

in total amount, but in the amount per captta..Each year the good ',

standards are raieed.-Mis results in a demand for more, a greater
variety of, and higher\quality of foots stuffs per'capita. Each year
the demands are raised for housing,, tiansportation, communication,
and other valued aspe-ots of our society.

As a result, the depletion rate of some of our natural'resquives
has reached serious propbrHons..Agricultural land ip at a premiAm.
The green revolution has real limitations. The world's use of pet-.
jean and fossil fuels in thd last thirty years has created an energy
cl'isn'..0 major proportions. The. reserves of several minerals are

.dangerous1}. low.
".

...

.

..
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Social and cultural resources axe being used'at an ever increas-

ing rate per capita, as well as those in the realm of the biophysi-

cal. The intensity of the use of our political institutions, the heavy

stress or the family, and the preponderance of urban society the world

around, with all its Consequences for the inadequate social institu-

tion k-lown. as a city - trends such as these place an ever greater re-.

fiance upon the social structure or social technology of the world at

a time when its development has been pressed to keep pace with events.

The, effects of transportation and communication technology, along

with usrldwide industrialization, threaten the very fabric of honoured

and p.:=`ized cultures. Will the faCt of the planet Earth being one world

mean that all cultural differences fade ? Will modernization bring a ,

uniformity of values such that there are no true alternatives. in pat-

terns of liVing and belief's ? This homogenization of cultures is not

j.lst a matter...of the industrialized world versus the less developed

world. Nor is it the West.versus the FAst. The raintenanc,_:dsd strength-
ening of ::::ereger.: and complementary cultures is a problem withik

countries as well aOlamong countries. As people =Id people become

closer, a threat of sameness and loss of identity emerges.

: -2...,..Because of the press of pbpulation and the steaay'srcwth of human

expectation'''and of physical and social td2hnology, the rate of change

in the world is accelerating. There is thus lets ;ire to adjust to

altered circumstances. What was a residential section of a city one

year is a commercial or industrial district another: Whatwas a

farraingr.o...254.ty one year is an urban subdivision the next. .What

was an are4lored continent'one generation. is apeopled and intercon-
.

netted set of :giving communities-twenty years later.

This is the kind of world which higher education must address

in the, last quarter of the tentieth century. It is.a-restless world.

It: is a world demanding action now. It it not a world ,that can wait.

If universities are A assume a ire vital roe in society, they

. cannot afford to wait/ either. They.malst re-examine their philosophi-

cal basis. They must thoughtgully'question their reason for being.

They must join the jF,orld, rather than considering themselves refuges
.)

from it. The world4is their focus. Society is their datum. Education,

and universityed ation in partcular, must become environtental in

the broadest se a..of. that term. C

Tradition ly, the classical university has tried to remain aloof

from society. ir''hes'been a retreat, a philosophical Mecca. It has

been based o the somewhat Iuxurious'notion that society should pro-

gide a cloi ,er for.thinking. During their period of residence at a

juniversity students have been expected.to:relsove.thentelves fromso-

:%ciety. e the classical university has accomRlished far.more

debate on how zany angels could dance on the point of a pin, it has

17
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emphasized Knowledge for knowledge's sake, disciplinary learning for

the di-sip-line's sake, professional knowledge for the professions's

sake, and autonomy from the rest of society.

-Today the needs are for a university :hat is more fully a part
of st,siety, eves while retaining its autonomy and academic freedom.
The reeds are for a unZversity that has a sense of social responsi-

bility, that tat-, a ;roblem orientation to its curriculum, that is

conserned 4itt future tire, and t.!%at seeks the integration of know'-
:se. L.ct. .4s -.erire each of the four elements i>f a university aca--.

O mis plan bace4 or. .environtental education.

ri-st t'ver, the ervir7arental orisisdthat is engulfing the
rld, tnere is a reed for'universities with academic plans based,.

ul.-or a ptilcss;h, of social rasponsibility. Pecause of the explosion

.t of rowledge, every university and every scholar and studnt Lust be
h.:Eh:, selective in the areas of k.ro..:1e-dge in which they specialize.
Father that having such a selection made on the basis of pure insti-

tutloral or personal whim, 3r on the basis of disciplinary considera-
ions, it wou1.1 be preferable to make such a sele"ction on the basis

of a sense of social rest.sonsibility
. .r1r A philosophy of-social responsibility requires a decision on a

student's p;rt that he has a stake in the world, and that he is going
to, use his opportunity of acquiring knowledge to prepare himself to

' 14elpfng make the world a better place. Similar decisions are required
of 'ichclan t: e. university. This does not mean,an endorsement
of art,- par:ccular politisal movement. It does wean that universities
must ettlfy ,eleents of relevance, and incorporate them into a
uriversity's m:szion and curriculum. A ukiiverqty can help make know).-

socially applicable and assist the Student end the larger =cc-
runit; ir acquirinvskillt in hOi; to brin:g about so,Af change. A

urircit., education can be made relevant', can be made an experience
in social responsibqity, if we in 1.qghSi.education wish to take
appro;r:lte

A uni7eo.i't. should offer opportunities to studentsto boighte6
their areness of all 'kinds of environtital concerns - cultural,
social, and biophysical. While institutions of higher eduaation must
be careful no to resort to ixdoctrinatIOn techniques, it,is their
role to provi Apportunities for stIlde*s to rethink the value bases
of their lives and their society. And' it is well to renenber that
such cardinal virtues as love and peace are not'attainable if we do
not have a substntial quality of life 'irk this world: It is-irportpnt

that all persons fi.rd ruch of their LderiAty as human beings in their
relations with other human beings. Thisi.s.not to argue that the"
group or the state is always superior tai tie individual. It is to in-
sist that no human being can find his oulp identity in a meaningful
way separate from his relations with othet human beings.



Second, environmental education is funda entally probler-orienteg

education. it suggests, in its broadest sense that a student, a scho-
lar an a ur..versity should select courses a points of emphasis

related to certain kinds of problems in .c..hict, they have a particular

interest. These protlems could be of d biophysical nature, such as

the world's -severe shortage of energy. They sould.relate to unrecycled

waste, or to problems of pollution in general. The physioal quantity
of nc-.-mre...4.h%- reseurces couZd pose challenging questiOns, along

with the depletion rate. The impact of mar on rte entire nor - tuna :'

hiophysical environmerlt could provide a framewon: of study and anai-

that -ould.be rewarding. ;':ere, are increasing concerns relative

tc water qual-ty,'airality, and soil quality that need to be ad-

dressed by professor and _..:dents alike. Ir the social environment

phere, himar living environments need tote studied. In this urban
1..orld, many ,tudents are professors isefully devz:ze their ener-

gies to relating *ro...Iedgc ts oreoting better home environments, bet-7

terrecreutiontil environments, and Bette- work environmants. The rela-
tionship of the (:OOM:C and the political systems f;.c...human living

. .

environments is ree.tra-i. In regard to cultural environments, again

the professor ind student are presented with many possibilities. There.
is the potential threat of cultural homogenization bath within and

among countries. Pegional and ettlic art, music, and drama are increaD-
ingl, under attack, by forces Making for sameness in the41,wrid aud.in

particular societies. But whatever the focus, there are plentiful op-
portunities for problem orientation in any of the arts and sciences-

and the related professions. A problem orieatatian will give a new \
meaning to learning, and an enhanced motivation for learning. In turn,
the role f universities will be strengthened in the estimate of stu-
drts an even rd-re important, in the estimate orthe larger community.

Th rd, a new time perspective - future tire - needs to be adopted
by uni rsiies. Historis,ally, universities have tended to emphasize
the p st. They have prided themselves ot being depositories of knowl-
edge In tact, the ry idea of a university and a university library'
brie visions of old manuscripts.and dusty books of want' years of age.
Yin edge of the past will always be impotant,of course* Put the past

mus .be studied principally for'the lessons it contains for the future.
In ruth, futurisr should become the concern of all brieches of bowl- ,
e e and of most so-rses. In additionoursesspecially oriented to"
the future should t- developea. FOr example, a university might oTfer
a seminar in a student's last year in which tht student would be re-
quired to project the dirensions of a probler and its alternative solu-
tionc. over.a ts.enty- or fsr :-; _ar period of time. Solutions to

Problems are not likely to be adequate if only the present or'the near
future is considered. In any event, the real potential of environmental
education at a university level can be reached only within a cantext
of future tine.

la



!curth, integration of knowledge As it is applied to particular

protlems a requisite of environmental education. There is a resur-

ge-.t ;eel to permit and encourage both student and faculty member to

reliale an/ and all aspects of knOwledge to environmental probtpga.

ta:e i.e.:xi many words about roltloi-sc.plinarity, interaisciplina-.

r.t dnd rdn4disciplinarity. In fact;%.shere is nothinglgrong,

diseiplindrity. All of these asp&ts of knowledge can

1.e rk:deots en.:ironmentd1 problems. Thus, oft could imagine eleients

sf u1 bei'g applied to environmental problems in one or

atctx part: of the curriculum or student's learning experience. In

4 ddd.t.or, there could edsila-be multidisciplinary and interdiscipli-

-41-", co_ r. ap,lied to the Lme.range of problems. The Concept,,of

.r:egrat., sf -.nouledge is fundamentally a concept that requires

Dee-:e:, of approach to a problem. It does not deny the validkty and.

:f disciplinary knowledge. Nor does it embrace.interdisci-

plindr.t.ii._r irterdiscilinarity's sake. Rather,44 requires a re-sorr
ild_e d-ever particular areas Of knowledge are useful.an'd valua-

tie to -t, problem objectives at hand. Of coutse,44,a this as an
.

'tP

opjeotive, rucr greater emphasis will have tq be fc4fed On interdisci-

plirarity than has been true tip to now.

A univeirsity which adopts an academic plan based on social re-

oPientation,'future time, and integration of

Knowledge is f,andamentally committed to educating its students in pro-
blem solving. 2ver the years universities have done rather poonlY in_

dpvelopin'g the problem-solving abilities of their students. Normally

there dr relatively few opportunities for students to lam how to

vdentify problems, how to develop alternative solutions, and how to

tare effective steps toward implementation. Social change is often

f,-caght of a: something that can be prescribed,somethingforsomeone
-Ise, ratter thein-c-h;-;. that is evolved and personally experienced,

ail even personally painful. Social change is often discussed in the

atstract, but seldom it there a concerted attempt to develop instru-
,

mental atilitis among the students. An iTortant factor to keep'in

mind' is .thdttimstrumntal abilities are needed among all kinds of

people, regardless of theif position in society, their field of know-
ledge, or the problnwith which they are concerned. Instrumental

%abilities .are needed just'as ruch among the physicai sciences and the
bio'logical sciences as they are among the social ssionces and the
uma,ltie.7. They are needed among professionals, among specialists,

and A-org generalists. every student is a potential decision-mAker. If

studertsolre tojecome eflective participants in community betterment
it year to cometheishoald be permitted and enconragedto enhance

their problem-solving abilities while enrolled at universities. ,
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Problem-solving and instrumental abilities'can be strengthened
.

in many ways. There must be flexibility in the content of a university
. .

education, so that each student can adapt the curricul.p to the kird

of problem focus he or she would most like to pursue. There need to

be opportunities for students to take initiative in their own learning,

just as they would take initiative in'regard to problem-solving at a.

rime after graduation, Thef< should be opportunities for internships .-

and special projects in the community, fogesed upon social change and

environmentallonces-ns. Such experiential education underlinesIthe fact

that not allknowledge is obtainable on campuses of universities. Com-

munity members must be involved-with professors and students if off -

campus experiences are to be effective. -In this way students'can.

learn that most social change takes plaile as a result of cooperation,

not confrontationftEnvironmental education should be multi - cultural,

since the solution to environmental problems may vary culture to cul-

vire, and cert./filly ways of implementing solutions will vary., culture

to culture. Furthermore, environmental concerns are system concerns.

In our wOrld, everything.ks oonnected to everything elge..These in-.

terlocking systems must be understood and must be changed if we are

to make progress in quality of life. Cybernetics becomes of great

concern to those who would emphasize environmental education.

Thus envinmental education is a philosophy of idudatilan. This
.

philpsophy proVideS clear guidelines for those who would intrdeuce

change in universities. These guidelines are applicable whether envi-

ro4ental education is to be introduced throughout an entire -waver-, -

si y or in just part of a university. They are applicable whether
.-

* th university, Institute, faculty, or school Is old and established 4.

aknew and unstructured. They are applicable whether the approach is'

s'1 ecialist or generalist, a'Vocatiofial'or f;rofessional. And they are

agplicable'regardless of the academic area, disciplinary field or
40*s bject matter concerKed. .

.

The need for environmental education has never.been greater. And
i is a worldwideneed.'The recognized leaderin thfs.wpadwide move-

.

ment is the Organisation.for Economic Cooperation and Development.' or. '".-
mo than four years OECD, through the Centre for Educational Research
an 'Innovation, has been actively encouraging universities around the

w6 la to be alert to opportunities and responsibilities in environ-

men al education. Its conference at Nice in. September 1970 was an ini-.
tia exploration into the nature of.interdisciplinarity. It was the

`con ensus of that conference That interdisciplinarity was.anuiportant
tre in higher education. However, the trend could be neither condem-
ned or endorsed, the conferees felt, apart from the use to whit inter-

.
' disc plinarity was to be put. Since OECD is essentially a problem-(.

orie ted-Organisation, it was not Surprising that its next step was
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taken promptic,.^4n April1S% it sponsored a very productive seminar

on environmental education at,ToUrs. Essentially, the Tours.seminar

identified much of the -ideological or philosophical Ate of environ-,

mental educavierr. It also made important contributions tpdefining and

delimiting the concept oeenvironmental education. Through the OECD

publication programme, the r4sults of then? efforts became widely

known. And no4, three .y.ear.; later, we haive yet another. initiative by'
4

OECD. TIiis time the preparation for the conference rias,be preceded,
by a set of case' studies and surveys. Conference part'icip ion is

67
broader than ever before.-.The emphasis is upon actuat experience with

envrtonmenial education, and problems of imrlementiA it still further.

The Member countries of OECD t>eara special regpersibility in

regard 'fcl environmental educationJ.T1-ey are the more advanced imOus-
trial countries. They hav,e'complex environmental problems, of a kind
that other :our-ries will soon experience.'And they have. substantial

systtms cf education., which have. developed over many yeaTs..These

systems in turn haves influenced pd,pre continuingPto influence edu-

.cationalpatterns in many other 0:pantries around the world.
Up.toonow the systems of highereducation, in-the various OECD

countries, while having many differencei, have essentially shown
similar tendencies. Almost witholit.exCeption,thebulk of institutions...
ofligher education in these countries have followed theclassical .

model of higher education. Isn these universities, professors arepri-
114 warily identified by thed.isciplines or professions to which th4i .

belong. Th4 emphasis is-on .the, accumulation of _new knowledge and the_
.ic.quiribg,of knowledge for knowledge's sake.Inthe lash few years, a
nui6er of Member countrieshave created nemkAiversities. Some of these
have become experimental universities, and have not-Jollowed the Clas-
sical model. Several of them have.become explicitly oriented toward
environmental education. InLs.till other instances, there are particu:
jar fat'ultie.; or institutes or'schools of much larger universities that

have become the experimental models in environmental education..

Thus it is apparent that we in environmental education have made
some progress. We started some years ago with discussions of the envi-

". ronmental Frisis and with observations on interdisciplinarity. We then.
proceded to'definethe concept of environental education and identi-
fy warp of its initial applica'tion. Mew, judging from the papers 04,
this Conference, we are concerned with its Kirther implemeAtation and
wa',141 its status within our universities - hopefully a co-equal status.

Have we then come to the end df thd line ? Are we now attaining
our ultirate'goal ? to we cpme to Rungsted to celebrate the last confer-,t-rce devoted to the development of environmental education for OECD
countries ? What is, and will be the significance of the Rungsted
conference ?
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I belite that Rungsted is not ,the conclusiop of our efforts.

Rather, it repi,esents.a significant midway point in 0 lOng-term ef-

fort to reform higher education. It 4ignifies the, introduction'of..

environmental education into at least one of the c icuTa of -at'

least star universities in.each of the OECD county 'es. And the,x)nfer-

ence 'hamesulted in the description and analysis of these program-

mes and the identifioatiOn of the conditions under which they can be.

introduced and can prosper. That. is no small accomplishment. We have,

a right to a certain satisfaction.

There remain three important tasis allad,howeverl Tirst,enrironmen-
..

tal education is in danger of being restricted 6y being viewed either

'as just another general education-course (another course "add-on"),

or as anotebr department, institute, school, or faculty in competi-
.

'tion with other departments,'instituies, schools, or feculties., We-

must keep our eyes on the long-range objective, namely; that enVi-
,

'ronmentAl education should pervade all kinds of curricula,all.kinds.

of departments, institutes, schools or faculties.

Second,-up to now we have been concerned with individdalsuniver-

sities and their curricula: the time has come when ue.should focus
.

our attentimilon systems of universities. Each of our, countries has

such a system or a series of systems$ Each system contains, several

or many universities. Within each of these systems, will the pattern

of the last five years Prevail,with the classical node' of universi-. ,

!ties continuing to dominate, and environmental education retaining.,a
'-

small experimental - and hopefully, co.-equal_- status, here and there ?

Or, has the time not come to remove the "experimental" label from
$ ,

environmental education ?'Given our substantial experience with it,

and giAten the urgencf of world environmental problems,should not envi-

ronmental education be a major thrust'of each higher educational

'system ? .

. .

,My own response to these latter questions is definitely in the

affirmative. It is time that OECD Methber countries rethought the

1

principles underlying their systems of higher,educa ion. If environr

mental education is to assume its proper and justified role, the cies-
.

,' , sical Model of a university should become the exception, rather'than

the rule. Ehvironmental education, broadly. conceived as a particular..

kind of approach to education, should predominate inthe.vast majority `

of universities And university curricula. Most universities and univer-

sity curricula shouldmove in its direction.
0.

A-third task,lies.before us. Environmental educaticuas ptroblat-

Oiented eduAtion. The study of environallA rust not be artificially separated from
.0

thestudyof other pressing problems of the world. The
. 4 .

conflict and =operation, the poblecs of htsaan identity, the prcblems.. O no -
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mil development - these are a,few of the countless areas of human_
, It

concern. And environment isrelated, but perhaps naalways central,"
to each of them. ., °

. .
.

We in-environamntal education have an opportunity to.give

leadership to probleM-oriented education, and not just to narrower
environmental education. This is a necessary nixt step if the tdrm
"environmental" is to etain a broad meaning. More important, the

. . -
ultimate significance of the environment$11 approach to at-education lies,

in, such a course of aCtipn -/in relating environmental factors to the
other problems of the world.

.s

Thus afteb RungSted we will still have importantunfinished
I work to do. The goal is to work forsystems of higher .education in
- lt

a
each of our countries in whichproblem-orienteeducation is the nor-
mal pattern in the majority of universities: As a supplement to this
normal pattern, one or two universities, or supplemental parts of^

expecteduniversities, should be expected to retain the classical model and
emphasize basic research and knowledge for knowledge's sake. One or

twovniversities, ar supplemental parts of universities, should be
boldlY_experimental They should move onbeyontthe confines of prcr-

blem-oriented or environmental education.as presently conceived. But
each system in the main shouldoemphasize'problem-orienred;education:.

.
....in most of,ite univensttied.-

.*

This is an ambitious g4l.,tt is'not attainable. ulcAly or.eadiA:,.

I./. But nothing short of an ambitious .goal is adequafeto t 11 6
a 1.-

___ educational needs 'of our prohIembes -T,Porld--da I'

.111,
.

,. .
,,..
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ADDRESS BY 'HRS. TOVE NIELSEN, CANDSH MINISTER OF EDUCATION
1 .

. ..
,41 4-...... . .

:four Royal Highness, Mr. Secretary-Gegeral,11.adies and Gentlemen,

.On behalf of the DanishG9vernment it lika great pleasure for

''me to welcome you to Denmark to this conference of Environmental
) .

Education at Post-Secondary Level:lie are flattered that the .OECD.

has chosen our country as a:site for this very important meeting,` and,. :,
__I feel convinced that the ,.results of this conference will contribute

.

.to enlarge oure.efforts in the field of emlibo Lnmenia,education n the
fuIure,

.
. . -,

All over the,%vorld the tendency towards a closer relationship
. '

between education and the co9muniiy'is
t

a predominant:feature and thus L. ,

...

the emergence of environment as a,public issue has been reficted ads's..

in tile rapid groTeth of the envIromentel programmes in education?. .,,...h

Environmental edUcaticin being of an international character ..o
--

makes *a wide.international cooperation natural and essential., In view
... , ,-9f the iwi416us conferences at 14e and l'onrsand-,--their 411c-ckssypnd

--"-..-:-;"-0.3__L..-_-.0
,
trvat wilk..,N1..*,:4_.%eOEC.W.GERT-liaS carried "teat -.

,----------77:-._-rt;±,viat to_expressTay ipinreciation for the fielp4It
-.! hand which is thus stretched out -5c, national authorities in,6rder
''to facilitate theirefforts in the stryggle.fOr a bet-p-environment,

. .

4 p and for the aid the environmental programmes at our upiver?i.tielmay:

receive from the, results of this and the two above-mentioped cori0OrL
to .ences. . . . .

. .

P.

We all feel that the demandsjor an improved society are growing ,

in these yeaps and it is my hope that-the achievements of your work
. -, in the coming days will be a step towards this goal., . - . ,

With these few words I wish all participants a successful . '
.

conferenc6 and four days of harework.

3
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REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORKING GROUPS

"SCNARY RECOMMENDATIONS

Responsible authorities in OECD Member countries are urged to :

i)-'encourage the acceptance and development Of environmental

interdisciplinary academic units which would provide ap-

propriate training for the specialists and generalists,

profesci nals, eduCators and decision-makers as defied

in the ports and recpmmendations of the Working Groups ;

ii)- support the establishment of interdisciplinary environ-

mental research institutes as distinct from multi -or pluri-

disciplinary institutes which may not'have integrated ap-

proaches towards the design of research or synthesis of

results. These interdisciplinary inititutesshould be linked_

with the Xraching institutions and should receive spe--;

cial-allocatiOns ofresources for their activibies';

iii)- encourage and support the establishment of National Councils

of Environmental Education to promote enviroimental edufa-

tion at the preprimary,'primary, secondargand*post-secon-

dary levels +;
iv)- "levelop the principle of recurrent eduCation - discussed in

previous OECD pliblic&tiOns - as a` long -term strategy for

the future of environmental education. in { he it:mediate

future, educators, professionals, and decision - makers should

have better opportunities for retraining and for expanding

their environmental knowledge and skill. This could be -

achieved by developing a flexible for!botb

systems of education and work.
1

Academic institutions that engage in environmental education

are urged to:

v)- be fully 'aware that such interdisciplinary pi,ograttes are

.believed to be best implemented through a problem solving

4 approach, issue-oriented and system-oriented ease studieft,

team teaching and practical. field work ;

vi)- assure leadership roles in establishineforums to formalize

,communication between interdisciplinary-teats and decision-

makers on community and regional environmental problems.
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Organisations involved in international environmental research
and education are urged to :

vii)- continue and expand the coordination and cooperation of
their work in order to avoid

unnecessary duplication of
efffiforte.

viii)- maintain a flow of information on environmental education
and research, with particular respect to manpower, re-
sources and institutional facilities.

,44 S
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Working Group N° 1

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATI'DN FOR SPECIALIST? AND GENERALISTS

Chairman,: P. Jones, Canada

Rapporteur : P. Leconte, Belgium

ao

1. The members of the Rungsted conference emphasiied the priority

need to promote simultaneously :

a) the training of a larger number of specialists in thenatural

or human sciences able to treat environmental problems.

b) an ability in these trainees to communicate adequately with

other specialists whose work has an environmental impact.

2. This requires that in the various disciplines and at the various

levels of university and post-university education a.training in the

field of environmental action and inteudisciplinarytcommunication be

prompted.'In order to accomplish this objective we specifically

recommend that :

1)- EachtECZ Member country evaluate how many disciplined

specialists should receive environmental training and how

many people night be required of ageneral natural or so-

cial sciencesor humanities baakround with emphasis onl

. environmental quality over the next 15-20 years. These

evaluations should recognise the consequences of the

Member country's environmental and science policy and

provide a basis for the development of national environ-

mental education policy at the post-secondary level.

..)- .Member countries encourage the development and acceptance

of Environmental Academic units at sone of their post-se-

condary institutions. In order to ensure the adequate

developmentiof these interdisciplinary units it is further
4

recommended that special additionalfinancial resources be

allocated specifically to such units to maintain their

interdisciplinary balance.

In some cases inter - institutional (store than one university)

educational units may be desirable to optimis" the use of expdse

and human resources. 29.
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iii)- General overview courses be made available to all students

early in their studies. These courses should provide a

conceptual framework'being both of value in itself and a

point of departure for further studies

problems.

It is recognised that a broad variety of subject matter should

be presented including the natural and social sciences, law and econo-
mics as well as the humariries.

iv)- While every effort Should be =ade to create a variety of'

educational program=es there will still be a need for

training in the specialised disciplpes that mait'e up

Envaron=esntal Sciences,natural and social sciences both

pure and applied, and hunanities.

Fecognising the difficulties these disciplines face idrtackling

many environmental problems we strongly urge that special educational.

and otter efforts be made to facilitate co==unication between experts.
This is a for that.iea= work which we see as essential

for the solution of =any environmental problems.

v)- Each,OEC: Member country should encourage and support the

for=ation of a national'council for environmental educa-

tion and fesearch centres (faculties, depart=ents, insti-

tutes, e tc.) for the purposes of exchanging information

or perhaps pooling of resources for the national good.

Future international meetings might b4 planned to bring

such national councils together to exchange information

on an international level.

vi)-While recognising its specific term3of reference, this

Working Group nevertheless urges Mber countries,to cm-

phasize the world-wide significance of enviTonmentol.edu-

cation. This should b?.. in :errs bath' of optirisAv the
O

management of resources'in industrialised countries and

providing the basis foe third world industrialisation with

minimum environMental impact of,wmrld-wide consequences.
t
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Working Group N° 2 :

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION FOR PROFESSIONALS

Chairman': United States

Rapporteur : F.F.4Regan, OECD.

EDUCATIONAL POLICY .

1. 76 improve thpe environmental comp/hent of professional eduCation

in existing and planned programmes, goals should be formulated (aqd,

where possible, implemented) at a national level. Previous educational

preparation and fut:5e employment opportunities for those qualifying.

in the programmes should be considered within this planhing.process.

DEFINITION

2, IA the context of this statement, a professional is ddfined as

ar individuarwho (a) bears independent analytical and :judgmental

responsibilities, and (b) possesses a qualification,:usually approved
by some regulatory body or recognised educational institution. A
post- secondary education is normally implied.

NECESSARY COMPONENTS

a) In general, all professional education should include some

'multidisciplinary orientation, which is the essence'of an
environmental perspective. This orientation is necessary to

ensure an adequate scope of subject concern and the ability

to communicate with ether professionals.

b) For professionals with responsibilities significantly in-

volving the environment, the educational process should

also include extensive, in-depth training in a subject or
skill related to the control of environmental problems.



c) If the prpfessienal to be given responsibilities for co-

ordinating, managing,/or synthesizing the efforts of other

professionals in the environmental field, a third educational

component consisiin5 of broad but rigorous training in envi-

ronmental systems is ,required.

dONTINUING AND RECURRENT EDUCATION

3. Educational opportunities for practising professionals should

exist to :

a) Plovide recurrent education in new fields of environmental

specialisation.

b) Refresh earlier educations becoming out of date through

technological obsolescence.

c) Provide the broad environmental orientation necessary to

the environmental co-ordinator or manaAtr.

d) Retrain teachers.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNIC/LIES
.

4. Extensive use of problem-oriented case studies as,a technique

of interdisciplinary education is encouraged. Institutional flexibi-
lify and innovation, however; is needed to cope with the evaluation

and guidance'of'students end to provide edequatm instruction.

S. Systers analysis and synthesis is an essential aspect of envi-

ronmental teaching. There is a need to emphasize four professional

considerations :
-.0- Social and human (including involvement of the public)

ii)- Ecological.

iii)- Management and Information syttems (including the decision-

making process)

iv)- Technological.

INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

6. International agencies are encouraged to maintain a flow of envi-
ronmental information for professionals. Both dhort-range developments,
such as new technologies or threats, and long-range trends, such as
eesource limitations, are involved. The exchange of professional ex-

_pertise across national and geographical borders also enhances abili-
ties to cope with environmental problems. Agencies should also pro-
mote the development of envfronmental_education at all levels and, in
particular, for professionals.
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ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS

-;

4,

'. In implementing these recommendations, a set of itfcitutional

obstacles are recognised
s.

a) The likely reluctance and, in many cases, inibt4ty of

decision-makers to adopt these proposals.

t) The difficulties in disseminating thp necessaryAttformation

in a form acceptable to decision-makers.

c) The inertia of Altitudes in professional and acadOcic insti-

tutidhs.

d) The difficulties of implementing =id-career envirqttental

education for managers because of occupational preOures.

e) The difficulties in defining "environmental scientoie and
the vagueneSs of environmental responsibilities:

f) The shortage of appropriately qualified teachers,
0
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Working Group N° 3

ENVIRONY=TAL EDUCATION FOR EDUCATORS

.4-

ChairM'an : J. Ruble, Belgium

Rapporteur : T. DAY, United Kingdom

1. This working group included both those who had taught in schools
and are now involved in teacher education and others interested in

this field because some of the students attending their courses will
become teachers. The group did not have experience of all patterns of
teacher education found in the countries represented. in many. cases
the courses discussed had relatively few student§ and had been iMiope-

*ration for a very short time.

2. The intentions of such courses were. discussed. Some placed empha-
sis on dealing with problems arising in the environment (complex envi-

ronmental situations) whereas °thefts used environmental situations as
illustrations of more general theMes, concepts and methods of study.
Both groups realised that no course can be organised around chance.
environment1 incidents ; what is essential is that from work focused

on particular environmental problems, generalisations and systematic
schemes should be drawn which can :hen be applied to. other situations.

No consensus on the organisation of courses could be achieved in the

group but there was general agreement that it is useful to include de-
velopment of a Systems approach:

3. Environmental education rust include some consideration of value
judgments. An interdisciplinary approach to the study of Ipvironmental

problems faoilitates this. No one wished to inculate particular values.
but rather to provide opportunities for the development of an adequate
personal value system. This kind of education requires-that the
tial and recurrent education of teachers should lead then to examine
and to develop their own value systems. At the same time, it is neces-
sary to help these teachers.to produce learning situations thit foster
'the same kind of developments in qair pupils. Useful techniques for
this kind of education might include choosing exaMples with value-laden

content, using real-life situations and exercises involving roieLplaying
and simulation. In addition an examination of the developments in moral
education might be helpful. Always, the age and so the readiness of the
pupili for a particular kind of edudetiott must be considered.
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4. Interdisciplinary teaching, which oaten involves .looking atpar-

ticular situations fro= many angles, was favoured. Besides fosterPrg

value education, this ki.d of approach ensures that pupils gradually ,

. ,

develop a schclauti: understanding of the environment. Nevertheless,

interdisciplinary teaching has been found to pose severe problems. Im-

plementation .Ahindered by the insecurity of individual teachers and

by organisational constraints. Although it was felt teat all teachers

' shout z receive zo=o envirommental education,at present it is likely

tc Trot( neces:.ary to us( those specialised in separate disciplines

in prdviding: this. Teachers who are required to take part in inter-

discIplinary teaching need tb be given time for planning their vork

ard cpcdrtuniti for additionll .-raining. It is also useful to be able

to :ail ,.porn outside experts. Those who are most successful are like-

ly to be spilled in asking questions to stimulate discovery learning

arc able Sc accept a less well-defined authoritative role than

ore teachers ..:ho see themselves as instructors.

S. All innovations introducing environmental education'into school

involve a sympathetic attitude fro= educational administrators, from
. -

the school principal ard.fro= the,teachers themselves. It is necess-

aryto (nsurc than those at all levels of the educational system gain

some'insight into environmental education. As this area involves the

handling of sensitive issues not all teachers will feel competent or
will find the task attractive.

77E.:011:11. MATIONS
1

1)- Dpportunity for environmental education should be made

available for thoseinvolved at all levels in school

education -.administrators principals of schoolsandtea,11-

ebs. All teachers shbWd receive some environmental edu-

cation while undergoing training. At present it is likely

to be recessary tb use experts from'separate disciplines

to provide this. .

ii)- It should be recogrased that teachers involved in environ-

mental education need to.be given tine to prepare and to

consult with colleagues. Their teaching hours should be

reduced and it is urged that finance should be available to
rake this-possi,ple.

iii)- Environmental education involves the development of person-
al value systems but not the inculcation of particular

values. Teachers undertaking environmental education should

be encouraged to examine and develop their own values and

should be shown ways of leading to similar.developments in

their pupils.
c"
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iv) - Environmental education should entail interdisciplinary
teadhing since this leads both to an appreciation of

-e, ;.int4ftelationships and provides good' opportunities
for eXamination of values. -`?f

v) - Courses for teachers of environmental education should
include consideration of the specifying of objectives,
the design of work suitable for particular age groups
and pratice with a range of appropriate teaching skills.
'These include the organisation of field-work, groupwork,
team-teaching and problem oriented approaches.

'vi) - Research should take place on the problems of interdis-

cipYinary teaching which include the personal insecurity
of teachers and the conditions thatpIrTdt or prevent,
co- operation Of teachers andtear-teaming.

vii) - A detailed progrAmme'of
investigation of the effectiveness

of environmental education for teachers should be
instigated. This should attempt t evaluate theeffemtive-
nessIof present teacher training (programmes and the
implementation of change that such training initiates..

viii) At the same time, it is necessary to discover how
effective are particular attempt at purri,culum change -

and.what factors operate to ensure effectiveness.
- Study should be made of the desirable balance and

organisation of contents within courses of environmental
education, and particularly of the relationship between
natural scienceand social aspects and between local
and global emphasis.

x) - There is at present no shared language toprovide a
common framework for discussion of the objectives involved
In educating teachers in this area, and this should be
given early attention.

3
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'Working. Group N° 4

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION FOR DECISION MAKERS

8 Chairman : H.G. Royston, CEI

tRapporteur :.A. Broknlea, Australia

PREAMBLE

1. The target group of decision makers, in this context, has the

power to make decisions affecting significantly the rinality of life

and environment of many people external to their own group. It in-

zlts.d.:s paiticidra, civil servants, industrialists (including bankers,

real estate develppers,speculators), trade union groups, and, to a

larger extent, citizens' .action groups.'

2.. The decisicro-making process may operate in ways inimical to envi-

44L)

xenmentalwell-being . unshar informatiori,undisclosed alternatives,

unconsulted viewpoints, unaccotin able actions,inaccessible people,

ineffectual involvement, covert' ?ersuaders, limited data-`base,.opera-

ticnal time constraints; unclear'responsibilities and boundaries,in-

ecility to rcmate ..sions, inadequate social impact assessment, by-

passing government processes by industry, unwillingness to listen

and an inability to be heard, inability to lealm from mistakes, polit-

ical sensitivities closing out review, ego involvement.

3. High levels of literacy, income and technological development are
.

not the necessary and sufficient conditions to avert an uneven and

inequitatle incidence of environmental deterioration and social dis-

axnity. Furthermore, low levels of.literacy and technological experr

tise do not, in themselves, preclude social and environmental.impro-

vement. The crucial parameter is the quality of the relationship

between the decision makers and the people - if a narked gap exists,

then environmental and social problems will,inevitably arise. Thht

iap,may De a sensitivity gap, an information gap, an accountability
,

gap,and no on. . ,
.

4. *45, prime objective of any environmental education activity for de-

cision rakers should be to improve the quality of the decisions made

in such a way that would ensure lasting reductions in the total burden

of environmental deterioration and social disanenity, as well as an

amelioration of the inequities that generally accompagny them.

36
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5.. The variety*f environmerdal education activities reflects an

adjustment to"the-milieu it which the decision-making takes place.

The activities range from seminars to short,. courses and to post-graduate

training for some, and may involve single types of decision makers or

mixed troups of various kinds of decision makers, and may take place

in a tertiary institution (college, institute, university), in a Field

situation, or combinations of these. The programmes may vary an the level

of technical competence required, but will generally elaborate the ways

in which environmental problems arise, the methods of environmental

problem solving, arid the sources of information needed.

6. The full costs and the effectiyenessoof Bach environmental edu-

cation activity for decision makers have to be evaluated. An'effective

course may generate more work for the tertiary Institution. Wile a small

university s'ares a custodial responsibility for the future of society,

its community involvement should in no way compromise its research base

and independent integrity or its scholars. The goal of community involye-

ment is, in fact, a better and more effective university and not its

conversion to a vehicle for achieving the aspirations e.f pOwerful decision

making groups.

RECOMMENDATICNS ,

i) - That each Member government of OFCD should establish.a

National Council on EnVironmental Education. This.Counoil

would develop curricula in'environmental.education sensitive

to itq national cultural setting, and responsive to its

national needs. A ifirst task might be, to develop a_programme.

for decision-makers.

ii) - That the approach to the educational task should be-Problem
'

issue- and systems-oriented, so that decision-makers may come

to understand the theoretical bases and concepts of environ-

mental science, the nature and evaluation of the consequences

of decisions and the decisa6n-making process (especially-as

regards impact hssessment and cost-Benefit analysis),
,

ally on local, then regional,.and subsequently global scales, \.

and in societies of varying cultural ideologies and settings.

Among the significant outcomes of such an approach would he

an understanding of the basic laws; diversity, and constraints

inherenX in ecosystems, insight into how and why environmental

problems have arisen, and competence in thetnethodologies of

environmental problem solving, including systems analYSIs and

problem definition.

'iii) - That appropriate institutional structures e.g. Environmental

Forums, be established in OECD Member.countries to formalise

moommuni,cation between scientists and decision-makers on

community and regional environmental problems.
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Working Group N° s :

)

1 A THE SUBJECT CONTENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

Chairman : O. Francis, Canada.

Rapporteur :.S: Struwe, Denmark

1. It was recognised that the specific content of individual pro-

.. grammes would vary widely depending on the major objectives and orien-
.

tation 'programmes and their level within post-secondary institu-

tions. They should reflect broad societal nedUs and jokopportunities

available to graduates as revealed through Manpower surveys, job
ZIA

analyses, and opportunities created by new laws and government poli-
.

cies.

2! The group'agreed, however, that environmental studies programmes
have a need for an introductory overview course and a more advanced

integration course as part of any overall curriculum thrtPlcludes

training in particular disciplinary fields.

3. The,appropriate approach to the overview course would be a pro-

bleM-oriented one. Problems would be analysed through a systejn based

on reasonin(that would examine historical, biophysical, socio-

economic and technological aspects of problems and poO.sible solutions:
4. The Advanced integration course would stress research methodol-
ogies,4 systems analyses,'and team work...on selected research problems
. ,

in applied studies such as environmental impact analyses. One main

purpope of the advance'course would be to provide eperience in team
work to people already trained in different disciplines and profes-
sions.

S. The group agreed that an annotated bibliography from present
.

courses would be of very great use for assisting in the selection of
topics ana methods in environmental education. Also a newsletter deal-
ing with the.content of.these courses would ease the spread of ideas

and contact between teachers. This need is particularly strong for
the introductory overview. course.

.
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Working Group N°'6

TEACHING AND TRAININGTMETHODS

Chairman : P. Schneidei, Germany',
int

Tm'ppo : M. Vosman, Netherlfnds

1. The field allocated to this working group was so broad that. wa

had to restrict ourselves to certain aspects only. Methods" in differ-

ent countries are so diverse that it was difficult to give recomme4-

dations for all. The case studies and other documents supplied by

OECD '(especially Document were most helpfuldn our discussions.
2. Each teaching method has advantages and disadvantages. dnehas

to arrive at an appropri&ebalarrpe between them for an optimum course", t

bearing in mind the different needsof various groups of students.
3. In general we would fAvour.teaching apd learning methods that

actively i ve the students father: thin those where the student is

merelx a recipien . Such adtivities presuppose high btaff/student tai

tios, flexible organisations and necessarY lesources,

4.* . in some circumstances we feel lectures to be appropriate, Their .

particular value is in the inspiration they can' give and the panorama

# they can pi,esent highlighting significant items. it is envisaged that

courses will not be dominated by lectures, and that leCture sessions

will be integrated with other activities such arieminars and discus-

sion groups.

5. Fieldwork is recommended because it confronts the student with

an actual problem that can be Analysed and so can lead to abetter

ability.to pose useful "questions and to an understanding,of the pro-

cess of decision-making. It is one of the ways to expose students to

a whole problem.. It prevents them from being content with too simplq

a Solution, thus minimising the likelihoolofreductionism, Also the
,

student can'recognise his own limitations in this kind of study and

can ieconsider,his'own attituded and valu4s. Finally, he is enabled

to discover the needs for diverse skills of communication.

6. Simulation and role ipying:are thought to be necessary
because they give oppOrtunities for increased understandiAg of

'many viewpoints and the operation of Natural systems. They also pro-
,

vide possibilities for examining problems.on A4etXy of scales and
levels and for practice in deCisiOn-makini and enhancing personal
-Concern.
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7 The breadth of environmental education and the varietyofexper-

iersce of hunts entering courses leads to problems. This requires the

deVelopment of techniques for diagnosis of individual weaknesses. It

is necessary to produce individual learning programmes to help stu-

dents to rectify these shortcoming. Such programmes would be econom-
ically viable if they were used over a number of years or shared by

'several institutions.

8. Communication : It is desirable in such a diverse field as envi-
s rontental edwation that a variety of metbosis of communications and

vocabularies, codes ano4ymbols be used in teaching and expected of

ffiestudents. These include verbal, graphical,numerical, statistical
and systems languages.
A
9. Team teaching : ';pe breadth of environmental education is such

that team teaching is essential. Retraining of Leathers for working.

in teams is likely t6 be needed.

-MO
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Working Group 1°?7:

THE RESEARCH BASE REQUIRED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Chairman : D. Kuenen, Netherland;

Rapporteur : P. Trehen, France

RESEARCH IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL FIELD

1

1. This research'is of two types :

1)- Long-term research : This deals with the functioning of
' natural and humanised ecosystems and defines the varying.

degrees of inter-relationships between then and human

activities, and the impact of these ecosystems cc: htman

life.

ii)- 'Research into local real-life problems in their environ-
ment.

2. These two tentative definitions give rise to the following impor- .

_tent observations, f

- Both types of research must be interdisciplinary and this pre-
.

supposes increased liaison between those doing it., the majorfty
of whoa must also be teachers.

Interdiiciplinarity must be based on integrating principles

which may be related to the global systems approach. Some

aspects are quantifiable, for example, resources and transfeils

of energy or Cyclesof%elements. Others - for example certain
human aspects - are not, or not yet, quantifiable.

CONDITIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

3. Besides the university centres, there will have to be pluri-
eseiplinary science institutes, independent of the universities, for
teams working on general themes relating to one or other of the two

research fields described above, and composed of researchers of very
diverse origins. ,Their job must be to ensure continuity in research
for which the universities cannot take olt the responsibility, but

they will function in close liaison with the university centres, The

.1
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way these teams are structured must not diPend on the usual adminis-

trative procedureWbut must be allowed to come about by a process of

crystallisation. The team will develop by converging on already exist-

irg nuclei doing research on such matters as local problems of real

life.

4. In associating themsel es with these teams, researchers will

ii°undertake to cake this the' principal task. These pluridisciplinary

scielie institutes will rely, moreover, on institutes or specialised
, teams which by theii influence enable these specialists to keep in

touch with the current state of knowledge in their special fields.

S. It is necessary to emphasize how difficult it is at present.to

integrate the human aspects with the aspects relating to the,exact.

sciences.

6. The new conception of work within these teams is based on two
main ideas : acceptance of the existence of different levels of intern

vention in a Piece of research, and willingness to work as a team.

;Pas new approach should also make it possible for researchers to

become aware of the fundamental principle of the developing.nature

of research fields brought about by the general advanCe of human
knowledge on a broad front. It can be summed up in a few basic prin-
ciples :

.

.

- unity of place ; .

- coordination bf resech ;
.

- each researcher rust remain a member of the group of his

original diskipline ;
.- fte research currently being done becomes environmental re-

.

search as soon as activity at each level, is fitted into the

framework of the more general problems.'

INTEGRATING RESEARCH WITH TEACHING

40k
7. In integrating research with teaching, the responsibilities of
teacher - researchers for the' transmission of knowledge must not be

fdrgotten. Integration constitutes an awakening, but it cannot it any

way replace the adq5isition by the student of knowledge which forms;
part of the inherited sum of human knowledge.

8: Students must be made to participate in research, but limits must
be set to such participation :

the immediate aim is to increase the student's experience

rather than add to his knowledge ;

- to begin with, su9iresearch should preferably be oriented to-
wards practical problems. o

i 4
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9. It is essential to make a good' match between the level of the

student.and the level of research. If this match is badly made, the

result will be that thestudent will become accustomed to superficial-.
ity and will get a false idea of the nature of research. The choice
will also depend on the personality of the student.

10. Lastly, integration implies the development of pedagogical.

research.
.

4.
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Working.Group N° 8 :

RECURRENT EDUCATION

Chairman : J. 3ussanyi, United Kinhom

Rapporteur : M. Willey, United Kingdon

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I

.
lb;

S. The gr6up felt that the principle of recurrent education as
already discussed.in previous OECD publications should be adopted

as a long-tern strategy for the future. This strategy entails the
modificatiOn of existing educational structures by the development of

a system whereby all individuals can return to the educational process

at. appropriate periods throughout their career. It is necessary
because of the. changing needs of.individuals to fit into a changing
society and because of the rapid advance of knowledge,and it providps
the means for further education, re-education and re-training, and
updating.

2. The implementation of such a strategy involves numerous problems
whose solutions must be elaborated according to the conditions obtain-
irg in each country. The group felt the following problems and as-
pects to be particularly important :

-.a) McchaniimS for releasefrom employment to enable persons to

attend courses. Whatever the details of mechanisms elaborated,
they should form a system whereby4the indiVidual should not
be constrained by his or her employer to attend a certain

course but should have the right of free choice. Further, theme

right to have time off should be embodied in appropriate- legis-
Jlation such as is already evolving in various countries.

b) Mechanisms for financing recurrent education.

c) Selection 61 subject matter, with particular attention to
the needs of the target groups.

d),Organisation of courses : arrangement of subject matter, so

options, duration, tine- tabling, use of facilities provided

by industrial and other establishments.

.45
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e) Recurrent education should not be confined to universities

but should Involve also other educational 'establishments, some

of which already have considerable expertise in the organisa-

tion of part-time education. Rut universities should play an

active teaching and co-ordinating role.

1!

5) The strategy implies a re-appraisal and the development of a

new partnership and system of interaction etween universities,

other educational establishments and various sectors of the

outside world.

3. In the field of environmental recurrent education in particular,

the group fllt :

a) Tnacourses should be run'to achieve two major objectives
:

i) awareness and a general overview of environmental issues

and Problems ;

ii) expertise In particular environmentally relevant fields.

b) That three target groups should b; particularly catered for,

which in the short term might be given the following

ties :

I. People in positions of management and decision- making.
II. Specialists/professionals witt major'environmental

ommitments.

III. The general public.

For categOry I the need is for awareness and overview courses,

and in sone cases for expertise curses.
.

For category II expertise courses are reqUired which should

however include a considerable element of interdisciplinary pro-

ject work to broaden their activity and enllance contact with other

specialists/professionals. As citizens, people in this category
also require awareness and overview courses.

Far category III awareness and overview courses are the require-
ment.

Project work is important also for categories I and III.

c) That certain special research needs exist, especially into :
i) the impact and usefulness of courses ;

ii) procedures for asseslment.of adult. students' work espe-,

cially in view df the diversity of and within environ-
mental aourses' offered :

iii) pedagogital methods for heterogeneous groups.

d) that the mechanisms and problems of the implementation of

recommendations require elucidation and that the idea of

national Environmental Education Councils should be supportedr-i
andfurther developedr
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. Working Group N° 9 :

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

AND'ITS RESEARCH BASE

Chairman : G. Sewell, United States

Rapporteur : Celt.cia,.Unes.o

In the context of global conrunality, international co- erat ion

in enviibnmental education and its resear,-..kba-,e rust b- established

to fulfil the following needs :

PA2finine probiers, y,te ntialities and standardizing rerhods

Environmental problems .r potentialities are often not easily
distinguishable within a single nation with a relatively homogeneous

economy, physical conditions, and culture. International comparisons

permit these 15roblems or potentialities to be more clearly defined and,
therefare-:have a dace LT. teaching, research, and' decision - raking.

riirthermore the conparison of resulrs tt international levels is

often hindered by the diversity of methods and pro'cedures enployed.

2. Transfer of knowl,:,,Ite and skills

International transfer of environmental knowledge and skills will

enhance the Ibility to cope with connon envirdnmental problems. Further-

rore, ratters r7elevar,t to curricular innovation, development of methods

in, environmental educes' ion and related areas should be included as an

integral part of inforrion flow and exchange.

3. Solving international pollution problems

Pollutant. do-not respect national borders. Some degre of inter-

national co-operation in fostering public awareness and research is

necessary to achieve control mea-eres.

u. International traihi.ng of environnental students

Opportunities should b- developed to permit students to benefit

from participation.in educational and research programmes outside of

their own countries. Such training should be adequately credited.
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S. Research and evaluation of economic and technological anicranne

OECD Member countries, whpn geanting'or extending economic or
technological assistance to other countries, should investigate and

assess the environmental consequences of such aid. They should further
consider providing r.cipient countries with appropriately trained per-
sonnel to protect those environmental aspects characteristics they

themselves consider of cultural-and social value«

6. Co-operation with.and between inrernarional agpncieq and ;ni-r

provision, of services

The consideration of international ventures calls for the identi-

fication of all organisations already involved internationally in envi-
ronmental re earth training and education. It should further acknowledge
their existing and future protects and programmes. Moreover there should
be an attempt to 'achieve co- ordination and co-operation between agen-
cies with a view to avoiding duplication of efforts.

The OECD can play a further co-ordinating role in these interna-
tional ventures. It should develop an administrative structure which
would, serve three -pecific functions. First, to co-operate with' other

international agencies fo inform Member nations of ipternationalneeds
in the areas of environmental research And education. Secondly, the

-Organisation should inform potentialuser groups about the human and

technical resources of the education and research agem.Yes. Finally,

in order to assist both the research/education agencies and the poten-

tial user groups, it should identify facilities, manpower and finan-
cial resources that may beused to sole international environmental --
education problems.

,

It is also suggested that the services and activities identified

in the preceding paragraph should involve as many institutions as is

practital. The only Irritation should be thIlthe co-operating univer-

sity should be of an acceptable academic standard.

In enhancing" international co-operation the following problems

must be overcome :

i) The reluctance ofsome nations to allobete funds to co-
operative international environmental research ventures and
environmental Monitoring. Hitherto this has stood in the

way of tlesirable problem solving effort.

ii) Frequent lack of consciousness of educators and students

as to the international dimInsions of environmental problems.

iii) Institutions, both academic end governmental, have sometimes

been relatively unaccommodating towards the absence and re-

turn of students And staff performing international research,

teaching or studies.
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AN OVERVIEW AND SUN} ING-UP THE RUNGS CONFERENCE

.."41111 by
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INTRODUC1iON

THE CALL FOR "ENVIRONHENTAL'EPUCATION"

The wave of environmental concerns which swept over the indus-

trialized countries of the West in the late 1960s is-still too recent

to be placid in a proper histbrical perspe tive. It reflected the

emergence and coning together of a Lumber tf sharpened insight, and

awarenesses which were brought about, it:would seem, by thesense of

deterioration of familiar landscapes and settlements, and a rather
suddeit realization of the magnitude And interconnectediess of tht ma-

jor problems facing the world.

Certainly the component forces at work - the steady growth of

human populations. ; the drive to maintain economic growth and develop-

'ment it industrialiZed countries and to launch it over the rest of

the world ; the spreading urbanization and rapid growth of metropoli-

tan centres ; and the sustained development and application of science

an3 'ethnology - have all been the' object of close attention in various

ways for some time. It was with the realization that the dynamic:

interrelationships within and among thjse forces wet4 generating all.

manner of Unforeseen aAd'xnintended consequences that "environment"

cane to the forefront. The world seemed <1 rift amid complexities that

desperately neeled understanding, not just to avoiiipe ipoOlOnient

and the undesirable, but to preserve the very.possibilii'y' of continued

human survival in a habitable world. It was with thlislrofouild sense V
0

of an unknown, yet threatening future that the "en4onmen

sent" came forth to rally and respond. .

The vigorous public discussion which followed did o(ten more 1

passion than understanding. The debates and disagreements over what

were causes, symptoms and effects, and the demand for immediate action

to reverse undesirable trends served to demonstrate just how little

was actually known. Out of this came alsothe realization that pro-

blems called "environmental" were manifest ;n some form everywhere and

had to be approached in a concerted wanner from a number of different .

directions at a number of different leve)s. Above all it was soon reco-

gnized that to do tlas effectively, much greater understal/ding about

the interrelationships of people within their environments would have

to be obtained, a view dramatized by the imagery of "spaceship earth"

and reflected in the insistent call for greater ecological conscious-

'nesss.
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It is now generally accepted that environmental problems Ire suf-

ficiently complex to defy.once-and-for Tall solutions. This has made

the need for significant institutional changes all the more apparent

in order to cope with them on a long-term and continuing basis. While

the public debate reported and stimulated by the mass media is dying

down ("pollution" can be front page news for only so long), the s,eds

Of the dSanges d matded are gradually taking root. A number of OECD

countries have, for example, e tablished Ministries of EnviAnment in

some form or other to mobilize governmental responses, and a number

have rade significant iiviguations ir. policy, legislation, and-environ-

mertal managementprogr es. The nternatignal organizations have

also response', no bly OECD with the creation of its high level

Environment Commies ee in 1970, and the Unite: Nations with the crea-

tion of the i7n:ted Nations Environment Programme f011owing the major%

world "Conference on the Human Environment" held at Stockholm in 1972.

The educational impliceions of, the new environmental awareness

were also soon recognize! to %e profound. At issue was not just the

need for scientific facts and data, although these were sorely missing

in critical areas, but the n.ed to re-introduce more holistic inter-

pmtive systems to assess and integrate them. "Environment" in this

erne served to proclaim the need for a renewed sense of perspective,

balance and integration in the,se,rch for a clearer understanding of

the human predicament in contemporary 4istory. In other ways it has

come to symbolize a need for some countervailing influence against'

the fragmentation of knowledge and skills into many isolated .pecial-
t

isms e.reri to the point that narrow mastery/ of the detailed and see-
r

cific has far to often been accepted as the only goal worthy of pur-

suit in higher education.

THE CHALLENGE TO POST-SECONDAY EDUCATION

''bile post-secondary institutions ire of particular interest here,

there is little doubt th,t a strong case ca! be aide to proiwteaaare-

ness and s elementary understa ding of environmental situations

in the primary and secondary schools. If it is gone about correctly

"environment" can provide a powerful motivation for learning in thee

context of general educat;ch based on experiences directly accessible

to children a: d youth. Fortunately there are promising signs that this

is appreciated in a number of countries.

Post- secon'ary institutions and partic,.larIy the ,.niversities pose

a, greater dilfrma. On the one hand in many countries it is they who

exercise almost Al prerogatives for training the professionals who *

are most responsible for treating or managing the environments we have,.,

SO
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and for generating thrqugh
re.eareb the knowledge, and understanding

needed to do this creatively. On the other hand, universities, in the.
Western industrialized nauntries at least, have a long and cherished
tradition of'detaching themselves from the immediate. concerns of the

.world -nd marked me:,istanCe to any hint of outside pressures to Change
their ways. Therefore, while teachers and students. from post-secondary
institutions in a number of countries often engaged themselves in the
debte over "environment" and readily called for change everywhere
else in society it soon became clear that the "challenge of environ-

. went" one also posed very directly to the higher educational sys-
tem itself. 91--;:e were quick to point thii out. The conventional strnc-
ture.of post'-secondlry institutivm with their monodisciplinary azd
quasi- independent components and isolated professional Faculties
seemed.ill-equipped even to accept "environment" as something wor-
thy of serious attentien let alone respond to it.

During the later 1960s hnever, universities in the West were
already being cnallenged through direct confrontations by their own
students - Berkeley and Nanterre symSolized the era - and the angry,
alienated mood of that,period which denanded.universities to account
for their praAti.ees and behaviours, justify allege! Complicity in the
il's of Western society, and give Alp 'hierarchical preserves of privi-
leged aloofness was quick to spread. This moverent.is also too recent
to see in perspective, and

it is noteworthy that it already seemssto
have vanished as fast as it appeared What 'his may signify_ is any-
thing bht clear. However, in passing', it is interesting to speculate
on the possible significance

of having had.the student mood of alien-
ation and confrontation coincide with the "environmental crises ".
awareness which swept through the

Western industrialized cOuntriet at
about the same time. Did the

perceived.envirpflmental crisis help fuel
the storm of protest ? Or did a wider awareness of the complexity of
societal problems, revealed

to some throughprolesting their exis-
tence, generate renewed -.Tport for serious intellectual enquiry and
research and renewed respect for the importance of enhanced competen-
cies in the profe,sions and related technical fields ?

Either way, the mood and events of-the later 1960s made post-
secondary educational systehs reasonably receptive to some of the
innovative changes being proposed ,inder the rubric of environmental
studies or environmental sciences. It was largely during this period
that post-secondary level environmental education took hold and took'
shape and it iq at least debatable whether the same rate of success-
ful introduction )f environmental education programmes could be anti-
cipated if they were only being

proposed now. Certainly, it is quite
reasonable to expect that countries already having such program*
wil create few if any 'ditional ones in the near future. This is
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.
as it should be. Any remaining or newly found potential for change and

innovation in higher educational systems might best be used in other

ways.(1)
4

FROM NICE TO RUNGSTED VIA TOURS

Discussions of environmental matters.make recurr'ng reference to

the need for understa,ding dynamic
interrelationships, to overlooked

consequences of development and change, to ecosystems and the desire--

bility of seeking a renewed sense of "balance". This not only implies

hew directions for analytical ehquiry, it raises with a sense of urgen-

cy the need for syntheses and integration. While academic scholar-hip

and 'research have always bee:, concerned with integration, the search

has been more for unifying theories within established diiCiplineq.

The concerns of "environment" like other more practical areas of

human af+airs quire integration of urfdPrstadding among disciplines.

However, environmental' situations pose this needforintegrative under

standing in almost intractable ways because of the scope involved :

"environment" spreads horizontally across the conventional academic

divisions of knowledge into the natural (exact) sciencesi the life .

sciences, the social sciences and
humanities. Depending on the context,

unique combinations of disciplines .,.:nd their applications thrciughvari-,.

ous professions may have to be drawn together 'from among these. .

Theretore, vhile appreciating the vital importance of- continuing

scholarship and. research within disciplines, the study of environmental'

question. raises all the issues about the kinds of relationships among

discipl es, an) it poses all the questions about what kinds of inte-

gra ionY1and syntheses are being sought.
Should i.. seek a new unity of:,

kngkaledge which expresses an authentic
interdiscipIinarity, or a. unity %

of social lirpoSe and action' which cannot be sustained by any one

existing profession or discipline, .or particular expressionS of indi-

vidual and person,a1 syntheses which weld epkvtemoldgical and ethical

positions into forms of comritment deemed more appropriate for the

time ?

These questions reach to th9 very root of the role:. and respon-

sibilities assumed by academic institutions for research, schalarship,

teaching, and the general well-being of the society which supports them.

Thus to raise them in such a comprehensive way is to query the pre-'

yailing rationale for post-secondpry
educational systems, and, more

1) "The goal is to work for systems of higher education in each of

our countries in which problem-oriented education is the normal

pattern ip the majority of universities". W. Weidner. nnviron-

mental Education :.An Academic Plan for Universities". XeynOte

Address for the Rungsted Conference, p.16 . The experience of

conducting environmental .Aducation has much to offer for this

course of action.
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delicately, the internal social and political structure of the insti-

tutionp themselves. This is a point to bear in mind when'proposals for

"environmental education" which seem so well - meaning, generate the,.

reaction an) opposition that they have been known to do.

The OECD/CERI "Seminar on Interdisciplinarity in UniVersities"

(1970) (1) was well aware of these implications when itftxaminel the

nature and ?unction of interdiscipiinarity in higher education. It

performed a helpful service by clarifying relationships among- disci-
plines and defining .and transdiNciplinority,

by revealing the great variety of ways thes, are perceived and inter- VIM
preted in universities, and by outlining more orderly.organizational'

approaches to utilizing interdisciplinary concepts for creative:and

necessary cl,anges in tea,`ing and research. It may also be noted that

in discussions and references at that Seminar, environmental xamples
were frequently used.

' There was still the question of how interdisciplinarity could

be made to-work in rractice, apd especially how stategie. could be,

formulated to bring it about in universities. This was examined in

the context of environmental education at the Tours Workshop in 1971(2)

when by that tim,!. people in a nUmber'Of.OECD countries had given a.
-

ubstantial amount` of thought-to this question as mel. as to the orgem-4
izational, teaching and mesearc%.nimplimailon,..f it. Some po-second- '

ary environmental education programmeS had a-lually been introduced

in a few countries, and tb it initial experien,ees were reported.

"Diversity." was one of the main impreSsions nceived At Tours, diver-

sity of approach, of organization, of rationale, and of future expec-

tations. Discussions at Tours were e.til1 influenced more ty theoriei, '

plans And proposAl.sII,Ithoue;, the experiences reported gave evidence

of vitality of interest an3 response an) yif the potential wbich lay

ahead. As one main.eonciusion fro the Tou s Workshop put it :

"Since it breaks new grouRd on every count, environmental e.luca-

: ,tion mearis that knowledge must tereorganized in terms of pre-

sent' problems and needs of the community. This calls for the

revision of-eurt4cula, teaching methods and university struc-
10- 'turei,regartling all of which much remains to be discussed and

much has yct to be -lone." (3)r
1) OECD/URI- Int4rdisciplinarity : Problems of Teas hind and Research

in UnivereltieSIT-Paris, 1972..
_ -

2) biCp/CER17.EnvironMental Education at University' Level . Trends and
Data.Parit. 1973.

3) ibid. 'p. 284

'4.
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During the intervening three years a great deal more experience
became available to draw,Lpon. The Rungsted Conferen....e in 1974 exauned
a cross-section of 27 ongoing environmental edu-..ation programmes -

selected as basic case studies from nine countries. They were chosen

to 'give a good indication of theO range and oar ty of appioachts aid

experiences and were not pecessarilay a to be the best examples

that could b.. round.* In fact, others ocr.ally as good are kno,.n Vo

-xist. The examples, includa.tbe ongoing programmes which.had been.

reported on at Tour. as well. :ince the discussiaa at Rungsted were

Imse4 on a more systematic ,review of the dxperienges reported, this

),elp,c1 give a much ms.r: realistic appreciatio-. of prdblecs than was

'previously possible.

This paper is an at,empt to give one overview'and a kind of
. 1

pro ss report, 'en environmental education at pc-t-secondary levels

wed on, the sinTorration proy-ded and disumsions.at Rungsted.. This

_1y a p.resumptuous task for any one uthor to take on, and it sill '

inevitably show the inherent difficulties in tryinc to s:etrh out a

balanced and fully informtd appre iaz.on of the current state :r post-
:

secOndary environmental education, especially given the diversity of

paths which it istaking, the different educational systems within

which it is developing, and the speed with which it appear, o be

unfolding,

. .

t

10

.
w %
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Chapter 1

. .
.

ORGANIZING AND PREPARING FuP POST - SECONDARY ENVIRONMENTAL pmoszac:

TRENDIGINS AND ESTMLISHMENT OF PROGRAMIES

.

Although there was little dire-t information and discussion at

Rungsted on how programmes cane about, it would seem that for the

most part initiatives arose largely fro= within the post-secondary "

institutions themse/ves. The response was more to some perceived needsti
of society than clearly defined job markets requiring graduates spe-

cially trained in environmental skills. This was noted in cormection

with the emergence, of programmes in the United States :

"There has been a great deal of public and student pressure to
.

start programs at one - now. As a result, most programs were

hurriedly put together with fore attentio. placed upon struc-
t.F.- Turing and financing than upon the actual curriculum. At the

same time too few questionstave beep.asked.as to what each stu-

dent is expected to be able to do with his environmental educa-

tion. No one has found °+,t what careers are available to students

coming out of environmental studies programs, much less plan a

curriculum to prepare students for those careers^ (1)

It is likely that the North Amerion system of higher. education .A
allows for a 14 free-wheeling approach to establishing new academ-

ic programmes than system:4 elsewhere. Indeed, the North American

practice of financing universities and evqnindividual programmes

wi+hin them pn the basis of student enrolments is a strong inducement

for North American institutions to respond to new "stud;nt markets"

on a hurried and competitive basis

However, the alternative of t ng first to define and quantify

'some kind of environmental labour ,market poses Its own problems. In

mediate needs are of necessity met by graduates from traditional pro-

fessions and disciplines, and the reported availability pf jobs may

reflect limitations of immediate budgets and the biases from the par-

ticulartraining of Individual government and business officias. The

observations of the Dire.tor of Studies-of the Ceftre Supirieur de

1'AM4nagement (CESA)1Of the University'of Tours reflect the experience

of others as well. '

4

Ti L. Peterson. "Survey and evaluation of environmental edlication
Trogra=mes of selected universities of the United States" in :
OLCD/CERI. lnvirinive-tal rducaticn at rbiversity Level. op. tit-
p: 772. , . - _ _
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"We can now see how mistaken the viewpoint was which consisted

in counting up the n-mber of existing openingsat a i4-ticular

moms4t awl adjusting un.yersiry education to that situation. t

What is in fact happening is that through its very existence

the new education which.we provide is creating new openings...11)

This does not mean that attempts should not be made to assess

0 maneower requirements (2) but it does serve as a reminder that usiver-,

cities are constantly faced with a dilema. On the one hand they are

xpected to anticipate future nee: nd opportunities in society for

people having different mixes of knowledge'and expertise, yet if they
7--

misjudge a situation, the burden of the error falls on students who

gra'uate but cannot find suitable employgent. Thus, while it may large-

ly have been people in the academic .orld itself who doubted the

appropriateness of traditional disciplines and professions alone to

cope with environmental problems as they were beginning to
.

ceived and understood, the most common response has been to strive for

modifications within existing programmes rather than create totally

new ones.

0 Within academic institutions, the initiative to,.clovelop an envi-

ronmental education programme readily emerges from a numberpfdi-.
verse source - from students,teachers, researchers or administrators,

and from within any one or a few of the e:.tal.lished disciplines,and

professions. The actual point of institutional origin can ba .impor-

tant however, since this often sets t:e main characteristics of the

programme which results and is reflected in all of its main features.

Immediately, one of the most.difficult tasks of the originating group,

whoever they are, is tcreicHtout from their own disciplinary or

professional base to win the close cooperatioi and involvement of

people in other disciplines and professions. This is to make certain

that a reasimable degree of multidistiplinarity gets built into.thes

proposed programme. Given the isolationism of the disciplines and

profelsions in post-secondary institutions, success in achieVing this

mad be rare inde6d. One generally does not hear about attempts that

failel, but.tespamony to the difficulty may be seen in the Major

gaps and rather unusual organizational or curricular patterns that

appear in some programmes which have been approved and established.

1) In ";mployment Speningsrfor Graduates", CERI/HE7CF/74.13. p.21.
Vac Annex 2.

21 See S.J. Armeivala, The Employment of Environmentel.Course Grad-
uates" for a 2escription of an approach developed by WHO for es-
timating manpower requirements in enviroJmental health. CERI/HE/
CF /7u.21. Sc-: Annex 2.

ss.
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The main factors which have to biNaken into account in devel-

oping and approkirq prcposed programmes varies widely fr4bm one situa-

tion to another. TA is here that the basic differences among countries

show-up in terms of their historical traditions and institutional

structures for post-secondary education, notably in connection with

the relative degree of autonomy that universities have vis-3-visHir.-

istries of Education. Other major differences are evident fror; the-

different size of countries. The smaller ones have little choice other

than to attemPt modifications in long and wel -established situati,pns,

while larger' countries may be able to create new post-se-ondary envi-

ronmental programmes as a component of a larger and core diversified

pAt-secOndary e'ucational ,ystem. It is the smaller countries which

also have to take into account more limited pro.pects for employment

among students w'-o graduate with environrertal qualifications.

Theactual strategies and procedures used to introduce environ-

M/e'ntal 'education programmes into higher'education also vary with

the basic approa 'es Of each cozntry, nevertheless there may be use-

ful comparisons and contrasts to consider. One Sasic difference is

whethei the strategy tries to view the whole system of higher educa-

tion, or «hether it is done on a =ore opportunistic institution-by-

institution basis. In Swedan for example, the Environmental Studie

pogramre approved for the'University of Lund was organized to meet

four distinct levels of environmental teaching (1) and an approach

in the form of an outlint scheme to meet eeven quite different higher

education objectives was describe: or.the experience gained from the

University of Louvain in Belgium <2).

Conversely, where he higher education system is so complex as to

make planning for the over-all syster-less feasible, such as in the

United States, initiatives and strategies are developed by individual

institutions larFely on their own to meet self-selected objectives.

Strategies for estelishing programmes then depend largely on local

circumstances. Factors ouch.al the pre'. nce of an innovative group

within an institution, demands by students, attitudes of administra-

tors and faculty, budget proble'., the availability of facilit;es,

and-I-Yoe relation of the institution to the community it is in become

all-important in deermining whether an environmental education pro-

gramme be established and the for It then takes (3). 'Generally, it

1) See L. Emmelin "The Training.of Generalists and Specialis,s
p.88.

2) P. Leconte. "Enseignement et Recherche en ratO)re de Sciences de
l'Environ ement" CERI/HE/CP/74.19. See Annex 2.(Available only
in French).

1) These are noted byA.L.Rratt in "North Arerican Institutional
Organization for Post-Secondary Environmental 'tudies". CEPI/HE/
CP/74,04, See An ex 2.
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would seem that countries which have allowed universities to retain
greater autonomy are less likely to be able to plan on a system-wide
.basis, and universities are unlikely, to coordinate themselves.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF ENVIRONMFNTAL EDUCATION PROGRAMES

It is clearly recognized that the approach and content of envi-

ronmental education has to be adapted to meet needs of students at

different levels it the formal education system and take intO.account

the broad objec/ives of their aver-all programme'of studies. In pre-
paring materials for the Fungsted Conference this was done Ly identi-

fying different "target groups" and gathering case study materials on
programmes which have been developed for each.

There are at least three broad categories of objectives which

ae ap arent from examples of on-going programmes. These are

I. Broa'ening the training of people going into already recog-

nized professions %.:hich have en important role in th' planning,
design or management of various environments. This is to assure

that the new practitioners have a better understanding of the

environmental ioplicationi of what they will be doing and.algo

have more understanding of related professions' and specialties

so they can work effectively on mixed di.cipline problem- solving
teats and task forces ;

2. raining of technical-personnel--for-clearly specified jobs

in government or'industrial organiz.;tions relating to environ-
mental problems, and

3. Providing an alternative to or revitalization of undergraduate
education by utilizing environmental themes and a variety of

innovations in teaching and learning. This may be seen.de pro-

viding an ess-ntially "liberal education" tuned more directly to
the contemporary world and the future, hod one which lays a more

apPr9priate grounding for subsequent specialization in environ-

mentally relevant fields.

Programmes for professional groups are reviewed in this volume by

P.J. Newbould (1). School teachers were selected as a special profes-

siona' "target group" because of their important role for environmen-

%ducation ir*the primary and secondary schools ; programmes for

,teacher training are discussed by R. Clark (2). The "target group"

broadly defined as "generalists and specialists" groups together

programmts for technical training and those offering broadly-based

1) P.J. Newbould. "Courses for Members of .Professions concerned
with the Environment", p.1214

2) R. Clark, "Courses fbr Educators ", p.100*
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environmental education as the context from within which various pro-

fessional or other specialized skills might be developed ; these

programmes are reviewed by L. Emmelin and J. Hedega rd. (1)

Programmes for two other important "target groups" selected for

Consideration by the Rungsted Conference were those for the "recur-

rent education" of older people in the community (2) and programmes

for "de,,ision-makers", a term .hirh includes mid-carter professionals

and elected or 06er officials who make or advise on governmental

policies (.3). Generally,' these prograicmes have the same broad objec-

tiws as The others but they seem to be much more recent or less

firmly estelished. Hoel.er, their importance is clearly acknowl-

edged a: a ..r.f1 cf "rr-t'al etuc.a*.cn" .r env:rcnr4ntal rat-

ters for those who decisions are currently influencing or direct-

ly affecting e m.l®gement of environments or the building of new

ones.

There may well be a fourth'broad objective which is implicit in

some environmental education programmes P'ut has not yet been clearly

articulated or announced. It is to work towards the gradual creation

of a new environmental profession analogous 13: a general way to madi-

cine, agriculture or engineering. Like such established profession-

al fields, it would bring together d mix of disciplines and special

professions, subjects and skills for application as a "mission-orien-

ted" endeavour to cope with recurring complex social problems and

needs. Over time it would generate distinctive methodologies and

priorities 'for ba is andappilld research needed to support its

continuing role in modern society, and in the pi4oce'ss it may also

help generate some new academic disciplines (4).

One may readily view this possibility w4th scepticism and arlliv-

al.sr,c. . It is not just a matter of being Uncertain about what char-

acreristAcz a "new environmental profession" mly come to have or

what a new supporting dis,ipline nay be. Rather, i raises the

1) L. Emmelin, p.t3E: and J. Hedegaard "The training of Genera-
lists and Specialists". p.81.

7) J. Bossanyi, "Recurrent Education in Environmental ScienCe and
Management. A paper on'sore general principlesvand a case study
inBritain". CFPI/FE/C^/74.1r,'. 'ee Annex 2. ,4

3) V. Giacomini. "Courses for recision-Makers", p.114

4) This possibility has been argued for the general case whenever a
search for. interdisciplinarity is viewed as a search for the dhi-
ty of knowledge. "Whenever the unity ofcknowledge is mentioned...
interdisciplinarity.is4emehemeral or instruTptal, appearing in
a moment of crisis, and leading to well-defined single models
(transdisciplinarity) or to the birth of new disciplines...
Therefore, some cur-rept experiments are, by. definition, doomedi
,to either disappear or stop being interdisciplinary, in the
accurate sense of the word" in : Imterdibciplinarity, op. cit.
p. .

0
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question of whether the attempt to achieve viable multT-or-int rdis-
diplinary processes as a "solution" will not be moulded by the 7very
institutions which support them into renewed expressions of the
"problem".

GROUPING OF SUBJECT MATTER AND STRUCTURING

TH' CORE OF REQUIRED STUDIES

Given the wide inherent scope of "environment" an the canner in...

which it cuts .'cross disciplines and professions, environmental edu-
c,tion programnes have to cope with the rather consid-a-able difficul-

....

ry of defining, rounding and outlining a defensible structure for a
Curriculum appropriate to its declared aims and objective:. .Wirhin this'
structure it has also to outline a coherent programme of studies.

.

Few ongoing environmental` education programses strive for a
total sense of comprehensivenes, wittf the exception of the cases
yhere whole institutions have been devoted to it,such a, the University

- ofWiscon-in'at Green Bay in the United States: Instead there is more
likely to be an attempt to organize substanPtial re-groupings of sub-
ject areas, disciplines, and professions along some major environmen-
tal there or set of themes. It would I-ve been of interest to know
much moreaCout the factors which influenced decisions to select some
of the actual groupings which have been brought together in particular
situations. Undoubtedly there have had to'be many compromises between-._

some ideal of what should be and what could be suc,.esifully negotiated
for a particular institution. This may account for whatcoula seem to
be unexplained gars or unusual programzo patter :1s to an outside obser-
ver. To what extentfor example, might a given programme reflect little
more Zhan narrow' disciplinary biases and limitations of whatever ac--
demic coMittcc scr. 10 work on it, rather than amaratarefully

thrught-out
elucational philosophy or a more systematic review of needs and

.

opportunities carried out in consultation with others ?
The thematic groupings most in evidence fall into four broad

'categories, Any given programme may select out or give heavier empha-
-sis to particular compeent elements or sub-themes while combinations

of sub-thebes crossing these categories may also be found. The main
thematic groufings can be categorized as follows :

1. "Eqdronmental design" which, draws upon components from
fields such as architecture, civil engineering, town and country
planning, landscape architecture, industrial design, regional
science and urban studies, along withyarious of the suppoAing
disciplines ; 1

2. "Environbental conservation and management" which draws on. .

components from fields such as forestry, agricultural land use,



countryside planning, water resource management,6minerals and

energy development, fish and wilonife management, and parks and.

outdoor recreation planning, along with various of the suppor-

ting disciplines ;

3. "Environmental heath sciences",(1) which draws on components

from fields such as public health d hygiene, sanitary and .

chemical engineering, occupational health and safety, and some

aspects frola bio-medical science suchia toxicology,lnutrition

and drug use, along with various of the supporting disciplines ;

4. "Human and social ecology" which draws on components from

fields,s'uch as sociology and sopial planning, community organi-

zation and services, law, human rights, criminal justice, social

work, psychology and coun,elling, along with varc.us other sup-

porting disciplines.'

However, there are also important differences in orientation in

some programmes which, may cut across these main thematic groupings or

be oriented to distinctively different target groups within them. -The

most frequent orientation at the present time is towards applied

science with particular stress placed on the acquisition of technical

management skills. This concides cell with the approach to profes-

sional training in manyareas. A few programmes however, are also

developing a distinctive public policy and administrative Fenagement

orientation for environmental themes.

Of particular interest also are programmes for "environmental

sciences" which do not just group together existing disciplines from-

the natural sciences Irt strive instead to integrate teaching of

'these sciences by org,inizing their study around different systems uch

as the atm8sphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and lithosp ere,.with partic-

ular stress placed on natural cycles and otherinterrelations among

'them. Research is devoted to priorities determined by the. need Tor

improved understanding of these biophysical systems as systems.

Within these different thematic groupings and major orientations,

programmes draw upon subjects otherwise treated within individual

disciplines and professions. the case studies and discUssions at

Rungsted made frpquent reference' to these, and indicated the relative

1) At Rungsted, an official from the World 'Health Organization indi-
cated that "environmental health" has to by seen in the widest
of perspectives."In environmental protection, WHO is most inter-
ested in the aspects concerned with the protection of man. We
call this environmental health, a term with a broad connotation,
ranging from physical planning to bio-medical engineering and in-
cluding water supplies, sewerage, solid and liquid Aaste disposal,.
noise and radiation control, *food safety, industrial hygiene,
houAing hygiene, vector control, air pollution contronto name
the major fields". V. Yurpf : "Some Reflections on Environmental
Education for Professionals" CERI/HE/CP/74.23,p,44,ce Amex 2.
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importance attached to subjects `y the amount of time students were

asked to devote to then. Usually this was done by referring to the
...

number of course units, credits, or hours stated by the curriculum.

Unfortunately this gives no clear indication of the context within

which subjeCts were studied nor how the handling of material from

constituent disciplinary topics was modified or ada,ted to environ-

mental i- hemes. This would have been particularly helpful to get at

tht ,uestion of how the integrative or "interdisciplinarity" feature

df particular programmes is being developed especially to overcome

the difficult problem of handling teemology, science aid humanities

in the context of one single programme.

A further complication ,:. mes from the fact that programmes which

also,crovide for elective choice of courses by students - and almost

al). do,with tle range of choice being particularly wide in some North

Amer:can example:. - mean there is no definite way to distinguish

between what students could study Tvm what they actually.do study.
wejWhile,thiimas undoubted a'van, ges for education seen a' a process

of personal growth and development, it can pose problem:, in obtaining

emplryment upoh graduation.

Given the wide range f objectiNes,"target groups" and grouping

of subject matter into main themes and sub-themes, it is nutsurpris-

ing that there is no consensus about what'should co stitute the

"essential content" of all environmental education. This was recog-

nizei readil; a Pungsted, as was the danger of striving for"ortho-

doxy on such question,. There was a broad measure of agreement that

programmes should have at 1Past an introductory course which reflects

the broad scope of environmental e...cation, and agreement too on some

of the to,ics which should be covered by it (1). Ot?terwise the empha-

sis and form could clearly hove to be related to le'Vele, target groups

and objectives., In the cas-- of professional education, the difficul

tiesn making any significant chahges in curricula were noted (2).

lerhaps one important aspect to this question is the relative

emphasis placed on "c mtent" versus "process" in the rationale for

a curriculum of studies. If greater importance is placed on'the learn -,

ing process whch'is thought important for students to experience

1) In regard to programmes for "generalists and specialists" it was
noted that "s.. a geheral agreement exists as to which broad
subjects should and must be taught (both in general courses and
in the more specialized ones), but one gets no idea of the depth
of knowledetthe student should acquire at the two different'

Hedegaard, p.86

2) "Professional education, overseen by the busy top men in the
profession concerned,:s very slow to change. The problem is that
the curriculum is usually over-full'and it is difficult to throw
out enough of the existing content to make room for new material."

Newbould, p.177.
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then the content or subject matter 7s looked upon more as a vehicle

or a means,to this end,and what is selected to serve this may vary

widely. It also reflects an essentially behavioural definition of
the essence of interdisciplinarity (1).

Nevertheless, each programme does have a core of required stud-

ies which it deems appropriate. Some indication of the actual and

possible variations in curricular patterns were reported at Tours

and analyzed in the Workshop report (2). The Rungsted Conference did

not seem to g-t significantly further into the logic'and rationale

for curricula - always an involved discussion among academics - and

especially the linkages between the core of required studies and sta-

ted objectives of different programmes for different target groups.

There was general aireement that what is being sought is the develop-

ment of expertise within a broad context of environmental awareness

and und-rstanding, Certainly the simple dichotomy between "generalist

and specialist" was rejected as a statement of the real issue, and

discussions were aimed more at host the balance can best be achieved

with different types of environmental education programmes. Those

which have a kind of "liberal arts" flavour may not have resolved
.

the question of expert_se,:while those which intend to broVen on-

going professional training oftet'may only manage to do this

marginal rather than fundamental way.

The whole question of "interdisciplinarity" still renains quite

open. The working definitions developed at the Nice Seminar (3) are

not in general use for environmental education and the terms for the

most gait are used interchangeably and essentially synonymously. Most

of the programmes reported on at Rungsted could best be described as

pluridisciplinary or multidisciplinary but there is nevertheless an

active stch for how best to establish interdisciplinarity at.the

coreco ft th curriculum. This search is often expressed in tap question

,of how best to achieve the synthesizing and integrating aspect within

a programMe o?studies. Approaches to this include steps'to adapt ard

apply existing theories such as systems theory (4), subjects suCh as

1) "... interdisciplinarity cannot be learnt or 'taught, for it is a
a way of life,. It is basically-a mental outlook which combines
curiosity with openmindedness and a spirit of adventure and
discovery..." in Interdisciplinarity, OD. cit. p. 285.

2) Environmental Education at University Level, on.. ci

3)Tee E. Jantsch. "Towards Interdisciplinarity and Trap disciplinari-
ty in Education and Innovation" in Interdisciolinarit . OD. cit
pp. 47-121'

4) "Any study of a problem arising from man's use of t environment,
therefore, technically boils down to a systems dynamic analysis".
J.M.Abi.11on. "Problems posed by Certain Asp 'ects of Environmental
Education" in Environmental Education at University Level. on.
cit. p. 274:

$
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ecology (1) concepts such as energy (2) or techniques such' as compu-

ter simulations. Generally, it seems that most programmes are stri%.

ing for integration and syntheses more by the manner-in which they

try to orient the learning of students during their undergraduate

years o' LI the approach take: to practicar training of-professionals

for protlem-solving skills within-a broader context of environmental

unerstanding. Ai

_This suggests that the'impl:cit working definition ot e

" interdisciplinarity" being sought is that of the Unity of the Per-son

cr the Unity'Of Practice rather than the Unity of Knowledge (3). It

is generally acc.-ptecthat a deliberate attempt to integrate bodies

of knirledge and theory is a'formida!le task which takes.much time

:r any event a'd presupposes much more knowledge of environmental.sit-
-'ar car to cia:-ed at this ..me. By and large

i' is the behavioural de.ceiption of interdisciplinarity best

described by g:'Friggs and G. Michaud (4) which chardcter:zes,what

is ai.parently 'being sought through environmental education in the

post-tecon'ary contest. Thus, it is by examining the approaches used

for teaching and learning that insights are more likely to be found,

rather than in the formal structuve of curricula.

ORGA.NleATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR CON1UCTING

El4VIRONMEUTAL EDUCAT'ON PROGRAMMES

given the diversity of progeammes 'already noted it is no surprise

to fin`d great variety in the organizational arrangements set up within

academic institutions to ppesent1/4these programmes. The experience

1) Ecology ha:; frequently been promoted as the most appropriate frame-
work within which to fit environmental education. For a basic set of
propositions which outline this approach, see V. Laleyrie, "Princi-
ples Fundamental to the Institution df Enviebnmental Research. and
Froposale for its Organisation",p.13Swever... the assunntiol) that
ecology is always the most useful basis for environmental studies
reeds examining more closely iri relation to the aims of ttt pro -
gramme and the level of teaching". See "-The ,Training of GeReralists
and Specialists" by L. Emmelin, p.94.

2) See P.J. Newbou,ti "The Teac:ing of Environmental Studies at Un4yer-
sity Level" in Environmental Education at University Level
PP- 107-120.

3) For these distinctions, drawn from a questionnaire survey of on-
going univers7ty prOxamms, see Interdisciplinariiy, op. cit.
p. 73.

4) "Interditciplinarity is firs
ing each person to have an
openmindedness and curiosity;
and, hence, the capacity for a
Interdisciplinarity, on. cit.

)

and foremost estate of mind regnir-
tee that combines humility with
illingness to engage in Igialogue
palaition and synthes+s".In

p. 197.
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in the United States gives a particularly rich'array, of examples of

4:hese arrangements,.inclOding (ip general order of organizational

scale and/or autonomy) Programmes, Centres, Institutes; Departments,
.

Schools, Divisions, Faculties, Colleges, and in;the case of the Unr-

versity of Wisconsin at Green Bay, a ubq4le,new university (1). For

those countries which have strong centralized Ministries of Education
r

organizational arrangements involving ministerial participation' n

'"ogr4mMSgiven ey universities may afso be present, although the

nature of these relations were not discussed at length at Rungsted.

Two quite broad patterns of organiztion are evident. One provides

minimal staf' to coordinate an environmental education programme de-

pendent entirely (or largely) on the participation of e:.tablished
.

Departments, Schools or Faculties within an academic institution,

while the other provides a core of professional and othr staff to

present a programme, and the home institution allocates to them the

necessary resources to do it. Inother words, they themselves may

. constitute Departments, Schools, Faculties, and so on.

At Rungsted it was readily agreed that there is rio one inherent-
ly ideal organizational form.

"It is clear that there is no model organization for managing

environmental studies programmes. DepeAding won the require-

ments of the institution, the needs of the students and the

focus of the
r
-rogramme - whether the programme is to be prima-

rily teaching or research or.both ; whether the programme is

to be separately budgeted ; whether the programme is to be

problem oriented - are elements which must be considered before

decisions are possible as to the best organization for managing

an environmental studies prOgramme.- (24

However, there was also a general consensus that environmental

education programmes had to have an organizational unit or.base of

their own with at least some of the staff, funds and facilities allo-

cated to it anO/Under the control of a designated prograMme acjminis-

trator. While it, was acknowledged that one danger in such arrangements

is that a programme may become isolated within itself over a period

oftine, even to the poipt of taking on some of the institutional

features that environmental education Aopes to overcome, the built-in

0weaknesses of trying to maintain a coherent programme totally depen-
dent on the voluntary cooperation of others was even more .apparent,

1) See the analysis by A. Pratt "North American InstitutionAl Orga-
nization for Post-Secondary Environmental Studies". CEM/Ht/CP/
74.04. See Annex 2.

2) ibid p.5.
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even if this nominally kept enyironmental education "outward looking"'

to the larger institution in which it is housed.

16 The question of who is recruited to,teach in environmental

education programmes and the criteria used to select them was raised

but pot gone into thoroughlyat Rungsted. It is a quetion of inter-

est, because diose involved i4 the first round of new programmes

established of necessity ,time with educational qualifications other
. .

thin "environmental" ones as these are now becoming understood. A

number of uriversities may still be following conventional recruiting

zriteria which results in a search for accomplished specialists who

collectively "cover" the scope of a particular programme without

concern for their willingness and ability to work in mixe diicipline

teams or their openness to trying innovations in education 1 methods.

-,To the extent this is so, they are in danger of posing demands for

Ategration capat,klities on students 'that the professo s themselves

have not accomplished (1).

More basic questions have also to be understood better because.

effective environmental.teaching has to call upon a wide range of

, content, practice, theory, and style. These are discussed by R. Clark

in terms of differing epistemological-value positions which programmes

having the scope of,environmental education bing forth, and which mays

well lie at the root of difficulties experienced withim mix*

discipline teams.

"For example,iby disposition or by experience a person may

have become wedded to and practised.in the rational - empirical

epistemology of the sciences and have developed a personal

value'conatruct dominated by theoretical-cognitive concerns -

or may have become practiced in, say, the intuitionist epis-

temological processes and informed by concern for aesthetic

values. . We rarely consider such characteristics of indivi-

dual members of faculty when trying to assemble teams to de

particular jobs".(2) 1

At least unt71 this aspect to "interd;sciplinarity"is better-

understood, the: importance of attitudes as described Eby A. Briggs

and G. richaud (a) could prudently be recognized along with the par-

ticular expertise eelel when recruiting teachers for environmental

education.

1) However, reference to the use of other criteria in faculty selec-,
tion and evaluation Were made in a few case studies, i.e. Univer-
sity of .4isconsin,.Green Bay, and the University of California,
Irvine. See Environmental Education at Post-Secondary Level,The
training of generalists and speCialists.OECD/CERI,1074I

See also Pratt CERI/HE/CP/74.04, pp. 31-32.. See Annex 2
2) R. Clark, p..10n.

3) Interdisci linarit op. cit. p 192.

.
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Chapter

.

CONDUCTING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

APPROACHES TO TEACHING AND LEARNIU r

1
Discussions at Rungsted about the approaches to teaching and

learning appropriate for environmental education readily reached

agreement onithe need to consider a lanced set of methods. The im-

portance of utilizing environment other than classroom.: and labora-

tories as stressed ; at the be minimur field trips to observe

environmental situations first- dnd should be arranged, but more sus-.

tained fieldinvestigations of nyironmental problems are betteic.

Team-teaching and share) -t aching was widely endorsed as a
i

device to introduce students to wider range of perspeetives.on prob-

lemi and issues since it itf through iscussion wilh and among teach-

ers that differina insights into the nature of environmental inter-
.

relation.hips/can gaihed aid compared. However, in order forlftis

to.be done effectively, teachers have to take time to prepare and :

coordinate their presentations and also be present with one another

durinmeminars. Ttis.is expensive_of faculty time and may become

ruled out by tight programme,administration based on terra: and

short-range about "patforBance and "efficienc1C7 within.

universitas. Thts is especially so where programmes are controlled

internally by administrators who rely on quantitative indicators (and

paaup-indicStorsPto allocate funds and teaching rdspotsibilities,

a common practice in North America for example.

Team-teaching situations are the ones which call idirectly upon - .

faculty having different disciplinary and provide the
occasion to demonstrate interdisciplinarity as a proces ,of enquiry.

It is here that arguments-ariaing'from fundamental aid different epis-

temological-value positions need to be exposed and compared at deep

philosophical levels. This itself would be of educational value.

Otherwise there is a danger that conflicts and misundestandings may

develop among faculty and revolve around superfioial and trivial mat-

ters to the point of hefng disruptive rather than educative. Over

time it may lead to their adopting reflex poStures rather -.than care-

fully thought-out positions, so that the whole potential for team-.

Iry.

teaching to demonstrate processes leading towards deeper understanding
. .

and intellectual integration is lost. r'
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y It is rathep unfortu e that the Rungsteg Conference as not

able to delve more roughly,. the experiences Of diffeperyt envi-
.

roniental egu ion programmes in this egard. One account of how

the iroble of getting a mixed disciplin team to develop the needs-
..

sary co - :cation and empathy for one,ano/ ergs discipline's wap ,

provide after the Coilference and is worth oting in full.

Hogesier, before any of these ,nformal techniques (teat teaching

ar.d ream resear.`1 could be employed or prove effective, it. was

necessifrto un'ertake a slightly more'f.ormal approach to the

'Sublets. :ism the very earliest years of the deve/opment'of.1ES

- (the Institute for Environmental Studies),two slusmer programmes

were set aside to develop a "think tack" which wa4 known ft; the,

Znvironmen Lt... Group. se groups were carefully selected .

13 to 12 staff'r =tubers from a broad varietyof'disci-

ea-.h one knbgn to 'e particularly competent and'enthu-

.esTic .n his own field. ese staff ,Fore brought together in

the ummer "..te in a somewhat mare infarmal,setting where-they

prsbted papers to one ano her on t!e eubject of environmental

sciences. Initially each one tried to indicate where 1.e fa3%.>

his discipli,ne could conttibut to the ,solution of an environ-

mental pr3t1e4-1. The result of the- gs was extrepely inter

'ts.'!Ing in that _the agree of overlapebetw n the environmental

terri;tcry claimed by each discipline be ame quite appareni,.Eadh.

1.1,ciplirsaw itself as central ,to the envi n'Mental problem

anC'its sOlutipn and could only ini;iaily see the other disci -

planes as being to'rwehik, peripheral-and perha superflis, to

the whole de,eme of things. After a series of n'terpersonal .

battles the."think tank" was sent for a week-e d toanappro2

priate retreat where the members got to know e another'as

incl'i,iduals% i1t tIe end of this experience those involved he

developed the ufflderstana.'n,g and respect for obe anotherA'oper-

ateilks "a team in'exa:mining environmental prroblehihey 16cl

learned to respect one archer 's cont;ributibns to tram eolutionS.

'qf o-41e. 'pm''Lmr. 4nd tl-y pro Led to be, the first nuplel:s ..1'.
.-'

A :ruly hterdisciplinary group .=hichhas nag grown to more ;than

li100 0Ea e,.ics. The second year this proceps was repeated using

wore or two of the first year's staff MIdlurther 10 neophytes.

After the two 4ars were completed the.nutleus of 30 or so

coniiercs.allowese for the implementation of rerommendnticns

(c.7-neerning the need for interdiscipiinari teaching and research
.., .

..and the prior need. for a "shared language" to provide a comi?on

framvork for discussion). (1) -

1) P. Jones "Sr oe ExperienFes Related to the Fecormendatfons of
Puirsted Conference, Jane 1974 ". Institute for Environmental Stud-

.
iest Unwersityke4pToronto, pp. 11-12..CERI/CR/25.01 (.5ee Areex 2).

al
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Environmental eduction is problem - oriented education. (1) This
is widely accepted, both as a way of organizing materials for study

and to encourage the development of skills to directed towards
V resolving environmenta4 problems. Project- oriented learning is a

, device consistent with th4s approach, and seems to be in quite wide

.us- within environmental education programmes. It is particularly
appropriite for teachin students frop different profesiioni how

betterto work together, and it a-tively involves students in dis-

o7mrylearOqg which is generally deemrd more effec'tive than if they
Spend most of their time as passive recipients of lectures.

A n=ber of other approaches and devices were mentioned at
Fungsted as worth trying, although it was not clear what the expe-
rienze has been with these in environmental education programmes.

Included here are role playing and .simulation oraecision-making

dilemmas_; computer-aided ;nstructiolt ; the preparation of te,ching/

:learning materials into self-contained 7odular urns which allow
siudents to pace themselves ,through basic information and concepts at
'heir or speed and inclination ; and teaching students the use of

'1..diorvisual'and disnlay .tethods for handling and presenting the.
results of their investigationi. It became, quite clear during discus-
siOrts at Fungsted that would be most helpful to have carefully

documented examples of the actual use and results ex2erienced from
trying to apply particular approaches'and devices within diffetkent

kinds of environmental education programmes. Inplicit in this is a

reed to get poressystematic approaches for assessing teaching/learn-
Ing, of

RO,.E AND ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS

The attention lavished only a few years ago on st&dent involve-
.

nent and participation in decisions about post-secondary programme

has seemingly lost its urgency. It was conspicuous by its absence at
Puzgsted. To one extent this may reflect improved access' to students
for participation acadmic committees, but it nay also reflect a

significant shift of,atritude and orientation; a shift with has been
"sensed" in a numbrr of quarters.

This is a shift away from viewing "environment" as the basis

for a social novement to challenge established ways of doing things,

towards viewing "env:pronment" as providing providing new career 4-

portunities in established institutions. This coincide. with various

1) For development of.this.thene see E.W. Weidner, p.18. Yeynntc
Address.
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adaptations made by institutions, as reflected byenew environmental

Agencies 'n goecrnments, publicly expressed commitments te improved

environmental quality.by private corporations, and the emergence of

degree-granting environmental, education ,rogrammes ip post-secondary,

institutions. Students attracted to the latter may now have 'ess in-

terest in involvement with concerns because of their inherent social
1

worth and more on the acquisition of techniques And management skills

needed for self-advancerent in care-ars.

Relatively little attention was given at4tilegsted to whether aid

how environmental education, peogrammes provide students with pppor-

tuxi'r.es to acquire 4orK-oriented eraical experience as an integral

part of their over-all programme of study. it was reported that some

pregramees provide for on-the-job work experience e tier as an option

in the context %f project oriented learning o,at least in One cae,

as a requiremert i t '-grated into the curriculum (1). This reqiires

administrative previsions for a field placement aq foflow -up -ervice

hich'maintaies contact with a wide range of organizations. It w?uld

be !;elpful to know tore about how this approach can be made to -oil,

effectively, particularly for the diversity of backgrounds which stu-

dents may ob 'n environmental education.

ether exeerienc_ from North America suggests that students them-

selves alternate wort, and ether non- university experience with periods

of study, depending or opportunities which arise :or them. In a mod-

est and personal .ay they are:moving more towards a "recerrent elu-

catice" pattern than many of the academic institutions the attend.

Circumstantial evidence also suggests thatstudents who have spent

;lee out of school before entering, university may be befel. prepared

.to make effective use of the core open-end- , self-directed fearni,ng

oportenities previd-d by sore environMental education programmes (2).

Th,re is a clear need to know =ore abut the relative effective-

ness of different patterns and requeeces of twork-study in anticipa-

tiott of a gradual c-col ,tion of higher education towards providing

for recurrent life- lorry, education. If. planna in a systematic way

this ray mean that students will not be expected to spend so mary

years at'post-secondary institutions initially, as they do now.-Thic

will carry significant irplications for the design. or re-design of:

envirohr-ntal education programmee. One key question-is the sequence

1) See A. girder "Fgogramme in Social Fi-ology", University of Cali-
fornia, Irvine in EnvirenrcntalLecation at Fost-Secondary Level.
(1) The -rain%rg-of Cteeeralists and Specialists, OfErD/CEPTee171.

2) inforeal liscusion at Rungsted scered to confirm this for a num-
ter of instances. and at least oneeANironmental education programme
(at C:riffith 'eniversite, Brirbihe, fieralia) was reported to be
considering relairing deferred aetiseion for students into an
undergraduate programme.
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of studies which may best encourage students to evolve a philosophi-

cal perspective appropriate to environmental education while they also

develop and maintain specific skills for work in an environmentally
relevant area (1).

The great diversity of programmes that- are developing means

that students will not all be receiving "standard qualifications"

for environmental skills certified by academic institutions and re-

cognized and accepted by various employers. While project-oriented

and off-campdus.work experie.-Aces may nevertheless make them better pre-

pared for e=ploy=ent than students from traditional programmes who

never leave the classrooms or the laboratories, it would still be of

interest to,know the extent to which this is so and whether students

the=selves Have seized on this initiative to develop links with po- .

tential employers. In how many places, for example, do students main-

taim docu=e7tary eviderce of their own project and work experiences

to present along academic 'records, and what responses have po-

tential employers shown to this ?

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND ENVIRONM=NTAL EDUCAT;ON

The focus of the Rungsted Conference was*much more on educak-ion-

al asp.avts than on research in support of new understanding about

environmental matters: it was implicitly expected that research would

be carried on by faculty, and some of the case studies indicated par-

ticular areas of interest. Suggestions about the approaches IteedeJ

for en4ronmental research were given by J.M. Abillem apd v. Labeyrire2)

both of who= appropriately adopted ecCIsyste= pewectiVes in the

widestrsense not only to guide research priorities but to serve as

the basis of a critique of the nature and fora of d-velop=ental

.thangeswilich are generating environmental problensin so rang areas of,
the world.

Consideration of environmental research raises a series of quei-

tiops similar to educational ones, namey, how-to get effective re-

search from mixed discipline team, theneed for existing disciplines

to devote more attention to problems of environmental significance,

the need for adopting a system approach to orient research priori-

ties, and the desirability of gibing quasi-independent status to

environmental research institutes in universities. It was informally

- 1) For a diseusgion of these questions, see J. Bossanyi,
CERIME/CP/74.10. (See-Annex 2). . .

.. .

23 See .7.H. Abillon "The Special Character of Environmental Research
and FroPosals.for its Organication"p.14.4and V. Labeyrie,p_13s.

.. Mr .
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suggested in discussions at Rungsted that co-operation on a research

project provides alore effective means of achieving an interdiscipli-

nary interaction and result than does teaching. Extensive experience

with this is made difficult however, by the inalpropriateness of gov-

ernmental research policies and funding procedures which in a number
of countries st'll give strong or near exclusive preference to support-
ing individual research in long established traditional monodiscipli-.

nary fields.

The question of integrating research with teaching programmes

was also considered, mainly in terms of drai:ting distinctions in the

approach most appropriate to different levels-of education: ror exam-

ple? it was suggested that at the undevgraduate (first cycle) level

the purpose is to introduce students to research methods, using prac-

tical ervironmental problems as examples. Then as students move through
the upper years they would progressively be involved in more substan-
tial research, and also be expected to learn research methodologies.

Team research on s,ignificant local problems bi,a team of students and

teachers can provide, good experience ad'useful results. However, long-

term basic research on- .environmental questions can only be done (or

is best.-done),hy professional rPsearch personnel working together in
.multi-disciplinary research institutes. '7..

Ir a similar way to the Tours and Runksted Conferences,w,hich were
trying to get balanced overview of environmental edu-ation, it would

useful to get some overview of,environmental research. As research

%uestions are made more precise they could be expected to be addre.sed
_ -

best by an appropriate traditional discip4ne so that one main role

of environmental research might b= to ask-traditional disciplines the

right questions and.then dev.te effo t to interpreting and synthesizing
answers. Methodologies such .1 syst modelling might give the basis

to pose questions and inte- ate res lts.

Rungsted did not de.. to any extent with the. compuhity service

function of post-secondary environmental education programmes. This

was rouched on implicitly by reference: to project oriented learning

which drew upongsituatiOns of immediate importance to communities (1),

and to statements about the importance of programmes demonstrating a
sense of social responsibility (2). The actual research prioritiis of

faculty ergaged in avironmental education were not subject to analy-
sis to determine whether they demonstrated a particular commitment

to community concern,,. Indeed, the few case studies which made mention

1) Such as the involvement of personnel at the University of Louvain
with the new town planning for Louvain-le-Heuve. See P. Leconte
"Enseignement et Rechoothe en matiZre de sciences de )'Environne-
ment",CEPI/Hy/CP/74.19. (See Anne 2) (Available only in French).

7) See, far example, Weidner, p.16.
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of research topics did not indicate this orientation nearly as much as

they diiiixthe variety of interests thata Mixed disCipline faculty might

be expecteciN;to display. An underlying problem here is the pressures
that universities exert On their faculty to conduct researc:k in rather

conventional:monbdiscIplinary formats. Fa,:ulty,involved .n environmen-

tal education programmes may already be vulnerable to negative s-snc-

tions*because of their choice so that a strong comratrent to matters
.

of*inmediate importance to communities around them may only jeopai-

dize their academic careers further.

ASSESSING PROGRESS AnD RESULTS

The information about criteria of success elicited from case

studies generally did not transcend the superficial levels at which

these are usually dealt with in post-secondary il,stitutions.Prograrres
are successful if 'they attract students, students e.re successful

if they get jobs, and professors are successful if they publish in

respectable journlls.. Could this be a reminder that post-secondary
institutions still remain too complacent about their educational
responsibilities and that even the initiatives represented by envi-
ronmental education have not yet penetrated into traditional attitudes
and behaviour ?

In terms of the ducational experiences of students, a-d even

though there is so much interest expressed about the need for inter-

,.disciplinatAp and synthesis "... it .is no easy to find explicit

descriptions of the product sought from integration." (1) in part it

is a report from enquiry more broadly based than is often the case,

but otherwise the integration being sought by the educational pence
. ses necessarily remain personal ones for each student, and constitute

a bleeding together of cognitive knowledge, values and commitment

which. evolves and changes over time. Much is yet to be understood

about these processes at post-secondary levels and the stratekies

which may best facilitate the process. (2).

It should also be noted that not everyone needs to strive for

broad integrative capabilities *to the cxtent implied ip some discus-

sions of environmental education. Capable analysis within discipline

1) R. Clark, p '100.

2) "If integration is to be at the heart of broad-spectrum environ-
mental courses who it suitable to become an integrator ? Mow is
a potential integrator detect d, nurtured and improved 2 Is there
some'inherent predilection teintegrate is there some necessary
prior experience ?" ibid.p.311.

. .
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1

Specialties will always be in demand*(1), and not every one can be
expected to find the broad multi-facetecrapproach of environmental
education

There was underlying concern expressed at Rungsted about the
1minds and amount of employment that ray,be availat-le to graduates from

environmental, education programmes. This was particularly.so for.
programmes grouped under the generalist- specialist category since
they are the ones which lack ark already accepted profess.tonal identity.
A survey of some graduates from among the first programmes set ur

vas so-ewl%at inconclusive ; graduates oen',inly found jobs but it is
too early to judge their performance and influence compared to new
recr-Lits from more traditional post-secondary programmes (2).

Th.e Conference was agreed on the desi.rability of closely moni-.

ring employment trends,and for smaller countries in particular it

was deemed absolutely essential. Various factors were identified as
of importanIe for doing this,such as noting the recognized and ex-
pressed eeds of governrent and indu-try, or haying analyses done of
act-U.4 ttat needed to be performed in particular organizations.

N-vertheless the importance of major changes or inn.ations in science
policy, environmental protection policy, or new legislation was
acknowledged since this may create instant demands for expertise (3).

Assessme t of the teaching faculty in environmental education

progrdmmes also poses.problens. A crucial factor in this may be the
locus of control over faculty reward systems within the institutions
the selves and the built-in sanctions these have against change and

non-conformity with e-tablished ways. This works very:michagaimt the

1) "... In fact there is nothing yrong, fundamentally, about disci-
plindrity..." E.W. Weidner, p

:2) See : "Edtloyment Openings for Graduates" CERI/HE/CP/74.13. See
Annex.2. There ray be initial delays in finding suitable
e-ployrent in some ase, because of inskitutional.inflexibility.
The following observation could reflect experience:elsewhere as
well : "... when the first 20 German graduates of Environmental
and Hygienic Engineering left their college in Giessen in July 1973,
they were confronted with serious difficulties to find a job at
all - and this in an overall situation of full employment and
particular needs in environmental engineering caused iy new laws
of pollution control. This absurd situation clearly has to do with
he comparatively rigid and slow-going German system of Planstellen
(budgetar9 planned jobs which usually contain .a rather narrow and
.highly conventional definition of the formal qualifications re-
quired).. This system is backed by the lobbies of the conventional
professions..." P. Schneider and E.V. Weizsicker, "Environrental
Education at a Comprehensive Unive'rsity", p. 3, May 1974.

3) The National Environmental Policy Act passed in the United States
in 1969 is ,a goad case in point. If creAted-an instant' demand for '
personnel who could untertale environmental impact studies on all
m/hner pf public works financed by the U.S. Federal Government.

.t
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time and learning needed from faculty if they are to achieve produc-

tive interdisciplinary interaction, in spite of it being the essential

core process in these kinds of programmes,

The d;lomma is s.trongesf for yo,,nger academics,

"In a normal traditional university the promotion, salary,

tenure and career potential of a staff member is controlled

by his peers or by the chairman of his discipline department.

Thus,, if a young university teacher decided to devote too

much of his time to interdisciplinary activities he would es-.

sentially become professionally invisible in his department

and be overlooked at such critical times of the year when his

career is being assessed. The result of this is that in inter-

disciplinary activities a frequent problem it that the only

staff that can be logically attracted are those who already

have reached the senior stages of an already established uni-

versity career. Regrettably such staff are often the least

flexible and may not enjoy the youth and vigour of their 'yburger

olleags. '..'nfortunately the young manat.the beginning

of his academic carper is usually endowed with all the vigour,

enthusiasm and motivation to be active and innovative. Further-

more, he is endowed with the latest of the scientific tools Of.
his discipline but the scales are tipped heavily against the

wisdom of his embarking.on an aggressive- interdisciplinary

career until he has established his niche in his discipline. (1)

Until this Situation can be overcome it may be quite unrealis-,

tic to expect continued rapid Change and innovation in environmental

education at post-secondary levels, except under unusual circum-
stances.

0

1) P. Jbnes, CERI/CRPS.01,p.12. (See Annex 2).

( t)
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CONCLUDING COMENTS

During the short period of three years between the Tours and
the Rungsted meetings there have been quite a number of initiatives

fox post-secondary environmental education taken in the OECD'member
couriries.To a considerable extent the programmes established have
reflected the kdy features recommended by the Tours workshop (1) and
useful comparative information on representative_onea has teen brouzht
together, analyzed and discussed at Rungsted. The is na doubt that
the Fungsted Conference was of particular vaTtOkto the orticipants-
in ways which the written record of it can never properly convey. it
gave an unparalleled opportunity for persona most directly respottIA-
ble and involved in these post-secondar, pr ramp exchAngo their
first -hand experiences and gain a milch r.,:eded perspective on whapens
unique to the - particular institutional circum-tanrTs cd...4_618S in and
whA is inherent to the nature of this e

There are several lines of potentially productive .iollow-up
r

which could be Pursued. One which-meri*!: tonstent and sUstAined
Aattention is that of "interdisciplinarity" now that it's dlear that

this in large measure is being interpreted as an =temp-Mon process
which tries to relate and integrate the experience of peoplc drawn
from diverse disciplfilary backgrounds working in cOemp cause. This
is not to exclude "interdisciplinariry" interpreted as the search for

."unity of knowledge" in environmental matters, tut It does voice tale
following caution : "iltegfaticr can be carried too'far: in an effort
to presnt a coherdnt picture of a problem one i. tested to over-
simplify... te.holistic approach Vecomes simplistic."(2) However the

o creative potential of integrative interaction processes is now clear-

ly recognized,whether applied for the solution of complex environmen-
tal problems or to the development of individual huran capabilities.
This then needs attention. Environtental education programmes more
than most afire organized and motivate: to generate rich experience in
this regard,'and this experience needs to be recorded, analyzed and
shared ,widely. .

1) Environmental Education at University Level, op. ot., pp.31 -32.
2) L.Emmelin, p.9S.
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Now that the understandable preoccupation with gettibg environ-

mental education programmes established and accepted in post-secondary

institutions can be relaxed somewhat, more attention needs to be giv-

en to looking outwards. There is need to examine the articulation of

environmental education at different levels within the formal educa-

tion system so that sufficient account is taken of ,what may now be

learned by most students from environmental courses introduced into

secondary schools or whdt may best be learned as re urrent educatio;.

after sufficient time has elapsed to provide a wide measure:of work

and other experience. Althodgh the svpenficial dichotomy between

"generalist" and "specialist" has rightfully been rejected a: posing

a real issue (1), the problem of developing expertise which is thoro411-

ly enbeddea in the broad context of undrstanding human infer-

relations within environments remains as a challenge.'ab.cational

systems gust make certain that options are available for people to

achieve this in a manner ax sequence best suited for their own

personal growth and development and career needs.

Huc :. sight be also learned from exchanging experience 'with

post-secondary programmes organized around-qu;te different thematic

structures tut facing many of the same problems of crossing.disci-

plinary and professional bouodaries.,Tne OECD!CERI review of the

health science programmes is a cdse in point. Others,of compar.ble

scope to environmental education ir...lude development studies and

the emerging scholdeli Interests ln future studies ("uturistics",

"futurology") and glotal studies. in a considerable extent these

are responses to nany of the same concerns which gave rise to the

"environment moverant". Perhaps as these thematic programmes become

better estatlist-1 -n post-secondary institutions, environmental

educatior..program=c,:. m.,ht develop the necessary .niertheratic links

with i4em in crdet strengthen the 4ntellectual frameworks needed

to,interpret :-1:1-oamental issues in the world-wide context.

:o help givc: substance to such a perspective it would be highly

desirable if .eavz foun1dto exchange teaching materials And

experiences, inclv4 1; :erhaps students and teachers themselves

among programmes . d.ff r,ent.countries. An opportun.ty for compara -

tive st...1/ of similar problems in different social and institutional

settings should hell eeeinter any.tendency to parochialism, always

a possible darger from k,fing.too great o concentration On local,

environmental situations or cc-s_unity concirns.

In conclusion then, perh4ps it will be possible for a future

OECD Conference to focus more directly aggin on the question of

1) J. Hedegaard, p SI.
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"interdisciplinarit as an interaction process in the context'e of,
9

ro

a variety of thematic program Jet, to examine the vertical Articula-

tion of environmental education throughout all levelc oflformal .edu-

cational systems, particularly those designed increasingly for life-

long recurrent education, and to .see what arrangements could be made

to bi'ing an international exchange of experience-into the day-to-day

learning of students and teachers alike.

1
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P.1:-.t Two

REVIEWS OF COUNTRIES' EXPERIENCE AD PROBLEMS .



The twelve case-studies'used in the reviews presented in Chapters 1
and 2 come from the following institutions':

I r
Diploma in EfiVironmental Studies Programme,
Hacquerie University, Australia, by A.G. Mitchell.

,

Interditciplinary course on "Ecology of Man and Sociey"
the Flinders University of South Australia, Australia,
by R.L1 Heathcote.

.Department of Man-Environment Studies,
University of Waterloo, Canada, by G.R.'Francis

Department of Environment, University.of Paris VII;
France, by J.M. Abillon.

Centre for Higher Studies in Resdurce (C.E.S.A.),
University of Tours; Franc , By J. Verriere.

Programme in Environmental dies
University and Technical Institute of Lund, Sweden,

Emmelin.

School of Biological and Environmental Studies,
The New University of Ulster, United Kingdom,
by P.J. New5Ou-Id.

.

School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anlia
United Kingdom, by K.M. Clayton.

Degree Programme in:Environmental Technology, 't
Charles County Community College, United States,
by u,N. Carsey.

A, Division of Western Washington State College,
Huxley College of Environmental Studies, United States,
by G.W. Miller.

Programme in Social Ecology, University of lifornia
at Irvine, United States,by A. Binder.

_University of Wisconlin-Green Bay,
United bfa1es, by t.,:ra. Weidner.

CI,

.

Case-studies published in : Environmental Education at Post-
Secondary Level(1): The Tzaining of Generalists and Specialists,
OECD/CERI 1974.

G1..
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Chapter 1

THE TRAINING OF GENERALISTS AND SPECIALISTS

:

by

!tr..

J.Heaegaard, The PolytechnIcal_University-Coperlhager., Appark,

4
.4

-4

This paper is an introductory review. So, while my source material
has been 'a numbpr be case studies prepared for the kungste0 Conference,
I have attempted to extract' experiences arid. problems countries appear
to have in common in addressing themselves to te question of tnviron-

mental,Education for Generalists and Specialists rath*than present,

. , .

, a detailed critique of each case in'turn. This I elieve is likely to
44

'promote the most useful sort of discussion irran 1nternation41 f6rum.
ThE basic structures of education in our various couptrigs are

unfortunately still too different to permit many directcomparisons

between the educational experiences in environmental science that have
been reported in the c4se studres,.most of which represent only a.few

years of teaching, or even less when it Comes to the evaluation of the
_results. . ,

As pointed' qpt e'sewhere (1) the termS."Generalist" and "Specie.- _
a 0 -

list" are °pea' to dififerent nterpretations among teachers involb'ed.in

'environmental education.OI therefore believe it would be wise if one .

,,avoided using them fbr the time being and aoncepgrated on the more
.

. 1

,pr
.

agmatic aspects of a'differentiated environmental-education at post-
secondary lemelk These have in fact,.pririded ghessubjectmatter forI

the case studies with which we are concerned, 'as indeed Was proposed
at the outset by the conference's Steering Group C2). . .

.

The last decade has brought about important, fundamental.changes

in most of our university structures. Frequently, we arestil uneasy
as to how to handle the'new situatiOfi - hoOt best to put forward knowl4

edge and information. within the framework of a transformed education-

al System.This is particularly true when it comes fo the new multi

,

1) cf. G. Francis,p.

2) The Conference'S.Steering Group'proposed,thet the case studies .

follow the same outline : Who does the faChing ? - Institutional.
Organization - Course Content - Teaching Methods, Media and Mate-
rials - Research base - Criteria of success - 'Recurrent Education.:

AO
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discip inary sc-emce, Environmental S cience,-which'has emerged as a

attracting ae ever-inreas.ng number of our stUdents
al educatk,nal levels. '

No uriver!ity.,:indeed no educational system, can any.longdr ig ore

that'__ is th'e general environmental consciousness among ot/I- fellow

citizerethat lies behind the massive demand being made at, the present

time for environmentol education at all lvels.

It L timely now to look briefly .ic':,5c.,m4 of the problems that

ha4C teen.ercounterei in d feCountriesehere environmental Education

programq,e_ td.'c k-..r. running ,:fi sore .year; so that starting points ..
.

pay f.- p-.,iled f'r the general dAcusszons for which the Conference

has tez,2n corvened:

4; 4
. ..:

.

111',W DOSS pRTEACHrld?
..

.

i v .

. .
.4

. .." 4 A.c\srs t, q,--eE.e

1

lon of this type depend very much on the struc-:,

lure o1 rte :.-1,icat,onal system: It'is quite Clear that for undeegrad-

(
uate tgentral environmental science) programmes the teaching it

ma.E.tly under ten by the permanent faculty staff. This is certainly
tri.e for nos ofthgcasectudies,presented here. For the students., it

has thebviOas advantage that the ';Curse is given by individuals

only, a fact that not only f ilitates close personal contact between .

.
student and teacher but oft rakes iteasier for tie student to assi-

inilarethe course content_b -ause.of his familiarity with.the.educa-.

4retheds 'If the teacherls). _

e- is dlso clear, ho,..ver, that certain aspens of environmental

scienc._i_annot completely covered in a satisfactory waysby'a

mmaller staff. If this,is 'atteepted some specific e nvironmental pro-
4 41

blems may have eithez to be completely excluded, from the programme-

or r7r..;%:ioned only superficia111.. This outcome may well give rise to
0.

some dis3atl,..action.among the more motivated studeltp,

.Only a few university. departments have sufficients broadly

steffr-am:-.1-,, to provide teichiAm cardertv, and most of the case

studies pres.ented to us 'reflect the problems - if no3, the6ictual

diffic.jties - that most chvirOnmenla departMents encounter in:re-
. a

/cruitin teaching staff. In many cases theempio ent ofplart-time

members. has been adopted as a solution. t is not always qUiie

'Clear that.it has turned oat to be a happy one, the dagger being that

moch .loose .eonr4,ition between ;eacher and department could :?:ft to
4

an egyally loosl. relat.ion.ship between teacher and studats. It seems

to b.! important %V 1.,2,t this situation-problem clarified.' 40
When environMent41 feience program4s at a more advancerflevel

are taught Coftten as a follbt:tup programme for 115e undergraduatee

course) it,Appears from man): case studies tpat non-faculty experts
4

.4

1
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cah Ap the teaching staff with great success. Specialist

ii:owledge is obviously needed at this ltvel and it 1- not always

pessesed t, normal staff members nor should it tt. req.Line0 of them.,

.From a student viewpoint this integration of non-faculty experts with

the teaching staff appear;- to be very stimulatirg - rot orly because

IrSflke 'special kno..ledge they bring to the course but also. because of

the untraditional taaching methods they,oter introduce and the contact

it'opensPup for th% studert witn the n5n-academio world.,

In :he aboJe9.: nivesdra.4n pArticularl, on the case-studies. .from

Paris C7.:9 :hivers.t, of rur, d=ti erloc ',..1ster, Flinders and
1Macquarie '2:iyeril5.

3FGANISIN

Its already irdioated, we nave tort .us st44:..-s of experiences'
:

fror many, and varous_ed.oatio-al sy:te=s. 71-ese display not onl,.
. d

=a;o: differeroe.FIn the of the overall system as between

ce.untries suci..1-s France and Italy on one side and the Antlo-Saxon

countrieson another side, b.t quite different structures even within.

some of these nitionaa unities. Ti; geneiAl terms, it appears fro=

the documentation that in the Arglo-Saxon countries (and h_rtiI

the, l'rlite.-1 7,-3.:!,5.) there is an organisational freedom f-q- setting-

up environmental studies.that ens riot exist in the othsr bloc - at

least it i not reported from any off the countries there (e.g!France

o)tItaly).

thp Anglo-&axon And experiments represent true

and original .itnovati;r1 in theeducational.field (university of_

Wisccpsin - Green ?ay, for example) most of 'the Stzropean environmental

staaiestean as c.omethicg added to already existing educational pro-

grazes- -14e-wally in the fields of biology4 botany, zoology or geo-

graphy.

The creation of total ed4ational ntractures (-universities) more

' or less completely dedicated t 'an eny.ronftental understanding may

only beadvisAple for largerao ntries. t:here the:graduates fro m such

an environmental uni4..rsity,L11 still be outnumbered in the country

as a $tole by classically train d, less environmentally §peoialized

gradtXtes. In The smaller counter it will continue to bedifcicult

t(1, know what the employment dem.- .sA will be or highly speCialized

envIronr:ental-isms and, therefore,what provisions the university

should make.

'A solution'that Ilds.teth widely adopted is the creation of new,

relativel!A ind4tmlent environmental deiart=pnts ox schools inside

an existing university. Several of the casa studies :ply that such
. .

sti
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0

erviro..metak departments has,e succeeded in placing environmental

L-1.1; AC :7;'!,-5:Zine lertnt in relatin to many of the
trad.t.c-al such as biology, chemistry and hyarology, etc..

sfter,'however, we see that environmental studs are still:

c::...7.-*ional unit -qu!te often'one of the depart-
me-tE f_r cat4ral sciencel. This is a mbst unsatisfactory situa-

te staff at _sch a department cannot be environmentally'

-or -.t 5t p-assitle for thcm to inves: all tWeir
!..fe z.t.Cle. ilitFmediate sol,.tion, which could

1- :et jf.nCepet:dent.jr.yironmental departments can-
f, !, t4%,t'creation of environmentally specialized

related to existing educational struc-
,a .

._1d te drawn to one very specific and ob-

the training of.engi:neers

1:c vc-crirary. 7r.ere are, of coarse, important
-,s- 1%, :rgs.:n:satIonal strultures of technical col-

are reflected in the eta-

;;;raz.- tc t'e .t,u-Ld--1; of environmental- study programmes.
a

:rc_atic% in =any te.chnical colleges of tuch programmes with
a si.ec:ay e-g.jter:rg or;lentation should be seen as an ed:g2t-

- ':-3- irporta%ce for society.
"-e- a srlaerssty is deaicated'to environmental ,mdarstan-

!.;- s- -re ;:linrirg o" Its programmes stems directly from its

Wne-, hs.:.:ver, an e.---iripn-me:ital study-programne is an

a:reaCy e'xisting dlsci..ilines, its planning be-
or T.2-c acade=ic sAde of the university, technical school,

zollege or ..C.aever the parent institution may Del. Thorough

of tt- -v:ror-c,ntal. content is obviously a very important
fe:cr me real.:-atIo% of these in,terdisciplimary programte. What

a:r9pidy L.--..tkr "Who noes the Teaching ?" is relevant here;

:,ect:on "Course Cor.%esnt".. The principal case stwil-

irawr ,.por f3r thi, part of my review are fro a the Univer-
o r'aris 7osrc, lszer, Flinders, Waterloo, Lund, Univer-

s

of .., College, ard the Folytechnical University
3! re%mar. (sr.,1.111she.1

,

th,

dlif:Iial"c

tnviro-en'al

In eof:-

sccr3lcg; 3r

ir.form_a*.tor river in the case studiessIt is, frankly,

a fear irqrssion of.the real content of any of the

;.r-es, whatever the educational level or universitry.

such as c-cology, biology, cheristry, physics,

i.1-- e-hat'is, matters of overall environmental 11:-
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n i:ic.nct) are 'howr to t allocatttd a-..amourt of study ti,me,Cut az

: nese are.. alprot are used 4itn0.! qualifica.tior trt courses 1oor, the

sace .4hether the; are desiAef.: for unt.:rgratuates or for ..:peol.alizing

students. Thus, ont .5 i SY!e inforrat.o- tha- totreral agreel,'

.ment exists as to 4nis... trs u tcrhou and must te taugrt (both

in ;ener...1 co-raes and ir tht tore :pecialized.ores), but cnt gets
no I.:ca of tr e;..th of qu.re at tr.,

tts difFerert ...evt!ls. The gr,st et-
caticnal art, r. tsurt, Tartly re-,:s-s;:le :or

,I.heh we art tal,,ing internat_oral:J. -f

repzrtel tre :-ast art:or tra" th.o

or that conte-t 1;11: itat :o eit".er a cer:air...' or to
of 3 ,.-erta:- c'

, t- of :-.s of i:ffrma-.o-, are o ..th.

the faot t'a- a certa:- -amttr of

co-rst art as a f-nc-io- of t"..1 corr. oor-er- -eArl-rfu: we
trt:e Ot sho.n i;" co-par:s2n af- cr-al-,t for otrer
co-rsts art .".at :s neetec to orta:r a d17.-ssa. Wr;lt :s -sr-, .t ttill

tiffistalt to evallate.tne co-r: os-.".r a'

agait that of another, T.:vsr rho 7i,

,sare conteyt of co.:se contert is :re factor mat

dtserves special attention. 1: is riuitt clEar trot

courseo are tire,.-ly oriented j and towards a man-em.rnt ph:10-
sopLy, wrile others have an Over or. tiC

4
of :nese two attitudes is to be otv.ously teper'n-, t'e

primary educational ot,tect:ves of the univcrsity corpetrnet ; ntver-

thel-t-r thifo prcriem-as -7=n-seemS t1 t.jorou,g1.

Finally, should tart note that the cours.. con-cr". at Mc. -.ore

specialized elac.viora: ha.:, rot -aii,, a sp(sifi

orientaiton. We hat already cited exarple, :rasro. eng.-cer,n7 and me-

tioine.

in this part of o review I have drawn particularf, o- oa:e

fro- of ,7:,

Cal-Ifornia (Irvine); Florida State, ,:uxley :ollege, l;t:ana,

lreen ay, Fl inters, and Macquarie.

It4

TEACHINS METH7)DS, MEDIA :.ND

It emerges quite clearly from most of the case svdies that tht

pedagogical innovation is essential before +imal re1t:= can be.

'achieved in the teaching of environmental sc:ence.'In tkie firct place

is very irportan7 that tte teacher and the stadent are a.are of

the difficulties that the inter

Ot)



tal science introduces for Lott of them. A very interesting aspect4of

this :5 the need, often expressed by students for several teachers si-

multanecuslyduring d single course, or part of it. It should also

be not-ced that there iF general agrecment or. the Importance of a

high :eacteristudent ratio.

As previously emp:-<- tne participation of non-faculty pro-,

fessionais as teac'ers, for specializing students, may often
result ed.cati:nal or a'ccount of their original teach- .041
1-g --- .

Fraztical field wor- .E r==cgnized as of the greatest value.
Net :-suid tudo-nts -,e eleme-tary course have the opportu-:

:f actually repro.-Lci-g ,nvironments of ecological s4nificance

tut al,: of foll:»%-g .; wnen they are under deteriora-

tion. For this, i-terd.-ciplinar*. groups of students should be orga-
.nis,:d. !-!sre Liecific ^or shoul .dertaken by the advanced
studelkircil t'.: excursions relevant to the subject
in 6-i2,6 iL

:eiencc.t.:Irg a re 4 discipline it seems quite

logical that it should require not only novel teaching methods but

unconventional educational media and materials as well. In most cases,

14ctures on traditl.:nal lines are already being' replaced to some ex-

te-t tysoeminar:, individual informative discussions between student

and !.!acter, 1.trary for tne student together with a

ch. techniques,

films and tAlev:.slon are alSo generally reommendtd..

in charac-eristic of the situation at' the present

teacher and

documentary

time that,

although ther._ :s alread. an 11..undatt'.1iterature, it seems in'many
cases to nave tee-, aifficalt to find educational material (textbOoks,

Co.) immediately suitle for enNifonmental courses - either at g-
Cr :7-7:11; :n any cases the teaching staff have them-

selves ,11.apte:d the e:uca -iora: material used in a specific course,

not only to th, elacat.onal 11.,(1 and background of their own'students,
but aloo to ill.istrae other specific or locAl environmental problems.

The principal case studies used in this part of the review are from
the '-niv,rsitiels of Paric Tours, Lund, Ulster, Waterloo,'Cali-

forria (Irvine), Florida State, Indiana, Wiscopsin-Green Bay, Macqua-
rie and huxley

PE.TF.1;,PCH PAS::

It has generally been recognised that behind any educational,
pedagogical or teaching activity there should necessarily be some

on-going research activity. This is obvio2sly true for thefundamen-
ta discipllnes, but e situation is somewhat different for subjects
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of an interdisciplinary character, such as environmental science.

Disciplinary research on a limited scale obviously can and will be

carried out within the confines of an envirbnmental department, but

anything approaching a complete.p+oject can only. be undertaken when

several disciplines/departments pool their knowledge and capacities.

This requires not only yesources (mone5. and manpower) but a very

definite commitment from the participants in such a protect. One may

say, therefore, that research within the province of environmental

science requires stronger motivation and a greater maturity than is

demanded by the more traditional disciplines.

0 Student participator. in environmentaa research does not appear

to show ary significant differences fro= any other student research.

The notiCated student soon enough get ar7 introduction to the

meaning of research, and this initiation, as in the other disciplines,

may well determine his subsequent choice of career.

p
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Chapter 2

THE TRAINING OF GENERALISTS AND SPECIALISTS

by

2. Emmelin, University and Technical Institute of Lund, Sweden.

THE SPECIALIST GENERALIST /CONTROVERSY
. .

In most discussions of environmental education the controversy
Over whether to edvoate zpecialists or generalists usually craps up.
I see'no hope of Its being resolved but would nevertheless like to
make a comment on it.

first it is obvious that the use of the two terms varies.depend-
ing on outlook. In speaking alcut a graduate from, for example,

1

CESA at'Tours,ita;4ould be reasonable to use the term generalist if
he was being cdWred with a traditionally trained ecologist. To the
planner or politician, however, the CESA _graduate is-unaoubtedly a
specialist on natural resource management..

Secondly, .it is obvious from .0;a examination of programmes that
there is a disAinct core of subjects that are considered centfal to ,

most programmes even though the actUal choice of subjects is variable,

e.g. ecology at Ulster or geographical subjects at East Anglia. Thus
few programmes actually attempt to create a generalist in the wide

1 4

sense of the word but someone who is well educated in a range of dis-.
.:24plines. The, correct descriptive term. for most programmes in accor-
dance with the nomenclature suggested at the OECD/CERI symposium.at
Nice seems to be "pluridisciplinary" (1).

THE CLASSIFICATION OF PROGRAVIES IN ACCORDANCE

1 WITH STRATEGY OF INTRONCTION

Most prograMmeS in environmental education at university levdl
sem to belong to one of.the following four categdries

;

1. Integration into all subjects and courses where relevant ;
2. Short courses designed to impart awareness of problems,

motivation Tor in-depth studies, etc. ;

1"
'1) .f. "Interdisciplinarity Problems of Teachingand.Research in

Universities", OECD, 1972, pp.25-26.
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3. Training of experts in various disciplines. This can be done

with more or less environmental relevance. The terms "expert"

and "discipline" need not be all that narrowly defined (i.e.

meaning Present academic di.7:iplires). Expertise can be taken

to mean the ability to handle complex problems using the tools

prRvided by education ;

4. Environmental education for professionals, decision- makers,'

and the like. Administrators, engineers, lawyers, planners,

etc. need training to enable them to handle environmental

problems aithin'their own spheres of work. In a sense this is

remedial education,since level 1 is not «o king in rost sys-

tems.

This rough classification seems more relevant to our task of

providing environmental education (a task which contributes to the

efforts to solve and/or prevent present and future environmental pro-

blems) than the undefined terms "generalist" and "specialist".

WHO DOES T-EE TEACHING ?

The answer to this question is all tod often : "whoever is

available'.. Organizational constraints in the form of departmental

structure, methods of finance, etc. rule with a sometimes very heavy

hand. 'There seem to be-two major trends in the cases reported: Either

the prdgramme consists of a small organising core staff with mainly

administrative duties and a teaching staff assembled fr.om both outside

and within the university, or-a fairly small core staff which also

carries the entire teaching load.

Within. the university system lere sees to be a common expe-

Lience (as for example inCESA), that at the beginning of a programme

etphasis is put on_expertise in the choice of teachers. In time, more

importance is attached to teaching ability and willingness to inte-

grate with the programme. from the students' point of view a smaller

number of teachers is often desirable. This makes for continuity and

simplifies many aspects of coordination and tuition. If student /staff

ratios are reasonable, less formal and more .motivating methods of

,instruction can be adopted. It becomes possible for staff to sit, in

on each others' lessons - a'very vfuable method which is brought out

in the Flinders case. These and many other arguments can be raised.in

favour of small numbers of teachers. There is, awever, one very real

danger in this approach. Environmental prqplems are fragmented, knowl-

edge about them must come from various sources and first-hand, prac-

' tical experience for teachers is vital. This requirement cannot be

met by a small groUp Of academics. The university say have sufficient

C
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'expertise to provide the basic knowledge for an u4derstanding of the

problems but a wide variety of practical experience is seldom avail -

atle

---_ .

within a small group of academic staff. In certain areas even

the basic disciplines may be lacking (Macquarie University).

INSTITUTIONAL ORGANISATION

It is apparent from the material that, innovative experiments are

much easier in the U.S., British and Canadian systems.where a great

d4lal of autonomy exists. In the strongly centrali'sed systems, such

as those in France or Sweden, local initiative and experimentation

is hamired. In theory, ehese,systems have the advantage of a certain

degree A quality control that can be imposed on the universitie

In some universities one sometimes has a feeling that a number f

eAl_ting options are thrown together by one,or more departments 'nder

t!-.e label "environmental studies" in a desperate attempt to increase ,

student numbers (cf. A.L. Pratt, North American Institutional Orga-

nisatlon for Rost-Secondary Environmental Studies, CERI/HE/CP/74.04).

Th'e organisation oT a programme is closely connected with the

problems of a research base. In most cases the existing organisation

will be the.major factor deciding whether a unit-with its own research

base can be constructed.

In major reorganisations nrthe founding of new universities a_
Apk.

.structure that-cuts through the system to the top may be feasible.

The names of such a vertical organisation may vary - school, faculty,

-etc. between different systems. The important aspect here is that it

his answerable directly to the governing body of the entire university, -

has its own budget which is allocated directly to it and other such

aspects of material independence. It contains several sub-units with

the major component disciplines - it is multidisciplinary or at least

pluridisciplinary. :t rust, however, not be self-sufficient to the #

point of not utilising teachers from outside the university or from

other university departments. It combines teaching with research and

is thus responsible for students at all existing academic stages.

Aspects of this type of organisation are brought out iqthe case

studies of Wisconsin-Green Bay, Waterloo, East Anglia, Huxley, Ulster,
.

California and Tours.

In systems where it is not feasible to establish a "school of

environmental studies" with, separate facilities it seems important

not to place environmental ' teaching within an existing department

(such, as biology) or between two departments ,(usually geography and

biology). This is not because the programme would.lack dedicated staff

and genuine interest from the departments/genuine interest defined

as an interest in the environment rather than in getting or retaining
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students). My objection to placing environmental studies under exist,-

ing department;, is due to a fear that other departments may lose ,

interest nT start to equate "environment" with "biology" or "geogra-.

phy". Changes in staff and perhaps pressure to include more of the

subject matter, taught by the departments running the programme, than

may be relevant, would also seen to be greater if this arrangement

is adopted.

If a separate group of some kind is set up to run environmental

studies, it is of the greatest importance that resources are directly

available do the orgInisers.5rawing upon the goodwill of departments

(Macquarie) is' in my o;inis no- th lora; run. The integra-

tion of sut;ects maves it necessary tc have tae means of buying in-

struction from departments. if one.is in a position to buy can

one avoid the s:tuation in which the course content is in fact deter-

mined by the contributing departments rather than by the responsible

group. An example of the pressures put upon the organisers of envi-

ronmental studies to rely on departments and their existing courses

is given in the Tours,came

C0'.:PE CONTENT

The "process-over-content" approach

Francis (Waterloo) argues forcefully -mat "a plausible case

can be made for including almost any subject under "environmental

studies", so that a content approaclf to defini-ng a Curriculum would

really become little more than an exhibition of Ihe disciplinary

hives and limitation:. of -hatever academic committee set to work or..

it. The adoptIion of a "prooesslpver-content" approach was deemed even

'more valid when con,:idering the implications of what may te the single

most dmportant elacational challenge now facing' post-st'condary ins-

titutions - that ot being. expected to decide today what kind.of edd-

,cation and training will best serve the first croups of people to

enter the 21st century in their working years".

This attitude is also evident in ,the US programmes (most clearly

in those at Wisconsin -Green tkay and the University of California) arzd

it would seem to stem'from the general educational tradition and out-

look of the English - spooling world. The behavioural goals of education

in general are more stressed through alitlevels of the system, the

difference being greatest in g;st-secondary institutions e.g. the

north European institutions have a myth more vocational orientation.

Ina sense this attitude Could well be considered as a modernisation

of the "liberal arts approach" to the education of decision-makers,

administrators and the like.

si
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-1k- 7.-a it 'ore natural for undergraduate education to concentrate on
benavicural goals and fundamental knowledge since the pressure on the

university tc provide a direct entrance to the labour market would be
smaller.

It system.: such as the north turopean where undergraduate educe-
.

tiot is fairly specialised it becomes more natural to concentrate. on

c,roadening out and providing what might be considered remedial educa-
tion (analogous to recurrenli programmes such as the S thampton extra-
mural courses ; see CERI/HE/CP/74.10). This'approach le ds programmes

'to be multidisciplinary, for example, ESP, Lund's 40 poi

Sequence of Specialised and Broad Studies

The attitudes to content described above must be seen in rela-
?lion to national educational systems. As P.G. Newbould (in Environmen-

tal EducatiOn at University Level : Trends and Data, DECD, 1973,
p pints out, many of the British undergaduate programmes were
set up in a situation after the Robeiv report when a combination of
generalised undergraduate studies were seen In combination with spe-
cialised p-:tgr.duate education. A combination of such education would

Unifylm Concepts of Themes

The need fpr synthesis of knowledge from many disciplines is

usually stressed as a primary goal for environmental education in
reiatioi tonh'to content and to the behaviour of students and staff.:
it is usually'attempted in curriculum design and in the use of various

forms of active learnIng. In many programmes tore interdisciplinarity
may in fact te Achieved by the choice of teaching method than by the
design of course content '(ot, remarks on practical work, below). l'he
themes or concepts used for unification vary. Paris VII stresses en-.

',several programmes use ecology, East Anglia geography. Other pro-

.:x17.-.== use techniques such as systems theory and simulation.as uni-
fying concept. The Wisconsin-Green Bay case study mentions, the

. .
concept of fht-"role" as unifying behavioural and social-science Az-

. pects. In general it looks'as. though organisational arrangements will
decide the,extent to which integration using unifying concepts canAr

be carried out. In course unit systems, or other systems where inte-
gration between larger units may be difficult to achieve, the'role

of practic,11 work for promoting integrating appeare important. On
the bther hand, the ar6Ment seems quite as valid if it is turned

around. Almost any environmentally relevant subject can be used to

create the desirable attitudes and. basic intellectual skills, provi-

ded'the right kind of learning 'situation and facilities obtain. Ther-
f.,ro a. Fnogramm designed with course content.as the primary ya-.

riable may be just as succeAful in this respect provided attention
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is paid to problems of ms.thod during the actual teaching of the =it-
ses. Inth eyes of employers, funding bodies, etc. the "content"

approach usually has the greater appeal.

In4the material for this study there are two groupings with

gard to attitude towards content. The first is that described above.

&sconsin, Green Bay, Waterloo, Huxley and the University of Califor-
nia are obviously very broadly oriented towards environmental problems.
The course unit system makes it impossible for an outsider to assess

the exact subject matter an individual student will havt gone through.
(This is consideredoi secondary importance in'relation to the goals
of the education offered).

In the second group are those programmes'-which, from the point,

of departUre of a number of disciplines, have identified majot deli-
ciencies iri the background of persons at present working with'ervi-
tonmental problems - be they planners, scientists or professiohals.

These programmes are typically undergraduate education and pluridisci-
plinary in nature. The core of their content may be biological as at
Ulster or geographical as at iast.Anglia.

It would appear that Category 4 in my list of programme types.,,,
(the education of the large group of professionals who, in fact, make

many of the most important deeisions).is being neglected..Here, we are
considering the large group of will-be professionals in other disci--

plines who will, in fact, eventually be making manyrof the most_impor-

-tent environmental decisions.- It is, I think, arguable that this *lay

be a vety serious neglect since no amount of well trained graduates

from a biologyzgeography course can replace, say, engineers. A chemi-
.

cal engineer who can "design with nature" - saving energy and raw ma-

terials, minimising efflue°nt,.etcs: - is perhaps. more urgently needed

than apy of the people that present programmes 'tarn out. The remedial

teaching offered by Macquarie and Lund programmes.may be-a partial

solution to this pat''Licular prol)lem.

Another solution to the problem of technical training is offered .

by the Charles 'ol;nty ^ormdn4ty,tollege vhosgre'sra;nr3 fsr a certain

specialisation in environment protection is given. This case study
conforms with the others in that training is-seen in a larger environ-

mental context. The rule for such training of technicians (ip turope

at lost) is that it concentrates on the immediately'useful skills

And present technology. Although this prepares the student 'to fit eas-
ily into a particular job it Alardly provides the wider knowledge.that

one would like to see in people working with environmental technology.

In gener7a19it would seem beneficial if4 universities concerned thep-

selves more with this type of shorter vocational training.

1
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,The Role of Ecolod

The assumption that ecology is always the! most useful basis for

epvironmental studies needs examining more clbsely in relation to' the

. aims of theprogramme under review and. the level of teaching. Thai

the ecology of man, is a useful intellectual framework for:liberal.

arts" programmes such.as WiscoZinGreen Bay and Waterloo seems to me

quite clear. 3n 'fferent level it also seems evident that basic

ecology is a neceisa camponent of courses on conservation, wildlife
'

management, forestry, etc. Much less clear to me is the.exactuse of

ecology in the daily of planners, pollution control officers, and

health inspectOrs...Th qualitative rather tan quantitative nature of :

much ecological know-edge, the Ia-k of .tute fundamental knowledge in

certain ecological eids would seem to put, severe.fiLitations on its

practical use,fulness. ceTtaiJ, typestof programmes - particularly

those with a sign'ifica t proport. ;:tadents with job experience -

'this may tc a major p. blem. ghereas thdte designing; a programme may

want to spend a reason ale amount of time on ecology.-to ensure that

some basis for 'an ecological oatloOi is created, the student may well c.

be fristrated by the me sperton sotething that is not felt to be

of immediate use. is difficult to get,a .good discussion on this

point since a polarisation of views exists to the detriment of-comm...

pication. Designing a curriculum which is ec.plogarally sound and still'

professionally acce- ptable to planners,engine.,rs, their professional

, organisations and etployers, would seem to.be oi.e-or our most urgent

tasks today. Yet the situation seems to to that,the representatives

. of these professions either reject the Intrusion of ecology as being

of no practical use or-the:, have joined the n.,.lement which sees ecol-
.

.0gy as the immediate answer to almost any problem. The claims of:4e

latter group must, be horrifying to ;-4fessional eco3ogists_as,their

teachings are unrecegnxsable'as,e.col.

TEAMING METHOD', MEDIA AND MATEPIA,..:

Vie willingness to explore new, fcral ways of, teaching pro-,

'thbly gbts hand,in hand with the wilT.ngtif t, include new subject

matter. In many ways "environmental __,:ence" oucht to,be,(and proba-

bly is) the sdene of a treat meal of pr/Agogic experiment. Indeed, it

has been.claimed that,a number of educationaliSi4 in _.-,c'6ndary edu-:

cation have climbed on the environmental bandwagon as a means ottest-.

Adw methods of teat Pg-
It shoUld, hewever, e moted tha~ good teaching it,,t6 a large

extent, a question of money and manpower. It 'Has become'fashionable



to blame lack of motivation'on the part of students, as well as,unin-

spirid, mechanical lecturing, lacl.,of intellectual stimulation and

change, etc. on reactionary and authoritarian attitudes of academic

staff. While not denying the need for changed attitudes towards the

learning process on the part' of many university teachers, I would"

cfaim that - at least in environmental Studies - the most urgent need

is for a reasonable staff/student ratio. Funding bodieS tend to call

for changes of attitude on thd part of staff. Thisis, of course, Fich

cheaper than prOviding resources fora situatipn where Other, more

labour-intensive and expensive methods of instruction (seminars,_la-.
goratory work, project work, field work) are possible.

An excellent example of the fact that teaching methods-.re a
-

funct;on of available resources is the description in the Wisconsin-

Green:Say case study., It mitt-ht be argued that given the right kind

student/staff interaction an,intellectually ,satisfying learning will

take place even..ith fewer gadgets available and less expense of ener-

gy and resources%

The .importance of community interaction is stressed in some case

Studies - notably Waterloo and the Iniversity of California. This is .

"yet another aspect 4f the benefits f practical experience. It would

be most interesting to study cases rom he third where teams

from universities ought,to be abl to tQCOM'e usefully involved in a

way'that may not Be possible in theUnited States, or Europe.

There seems ito be a definite agreement on the need for ethos
which create interdisciclinarity of approach: While not disagreeing

with this, let meadd.a cat.tion : integration' can be wried to fat.

In an effort to pre,sent.a coherent picture of a problem one is tempt-.
e: to oversimp4if;,, the holistic approach becomes simplistic.:

. .

The ;different approaches to problems taken by the various scien-

-,ces must be presented'clearly. 74is Is_scmetimes found to be confUs

ing for students and mistaken for overlap between teachers attribu-

ted to%ad co-ordination!PLetting students aiswaver the different'

approaches by working or: trtztr own on_problems with materiel from ,.

various sciences a.voidD.-irritation and probably brings t4e.poiht home.

better than having representatives of the sciences lecieure on the .
. _

problem. The system_Ofyriting:essays and disou%sing these in tuto-

rials and seminariwOuld seem s,articulaly useftil here. Working With

reprints of original scientific d;ticles (as atU1si;-) and Having

recommended readings rather,than fixed reading lists fgr courses are

othtlr: meansoor achieving diversity,and simulating real lifl in the,. .
, .

y learning. situation..

The value of practical_1:ark-i4 stressed in rristotthe case

studies. Two types of such work.: would soem to dicisf and to be comple-
.

mentary. On ihe one hand there, is the kind of practical work that"

,,!)sG3
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e brings a variety of subjects and people to co-operate on one problem ;
on tne other there is the traditional scientific sin-depth pursuit of
a preolem. The latter nay be a particularly useful exercise in.under-
gratate programmes to illustrate the power of the traditional scien-

approach to solve certain classes 9f problems. The fcIrmer types'
of practical work should always aim at reproducing a real situation

and the soluLons should, if possible, beltested in some other way
tear ;us: evaluation ti staff. Programmes where students of varying
taolgrounts are brought together are in a particularly favourable

position »itt regard to practice. -work in that it becotes easier to
imitate a real situatior. (This --ay be one of the moSt,important
pouts ir favour of environmental studies at the post-graduate level).

field t.ork there is also consensus. The land management orien-
ted progra-mes terd to include field wbrk iris. several different eco-
systemE in oroe.r to give students first-bend knowledge of 'then (Mac-
.;uarie), krereas others tend to use fieldvork more as an educational
tool.

The assesth.ent of stadents may be a major hindrance in the
,deelopment of practical group work since it is usually =possible to
detie:e the inputs of the individuals. This is particularly true if

work.has been successful in the sense that an inter-disciplinary
team Wort is achieved. It is sometimes claimed that studentswill
work ell only for projects that are assessed and which therefore
mr.ritute to their final mark-s. l'his is not our exptrience with thp

.prorrarn-e where =any groups (including their tutor)
spenn.l.far more time than could reasonably be asked of them because
ttey are ;coking into real and important problem.

RESEARCH BASE

The neied for a research base for teaching acknowledged in
toirt-se:s.! it is forcefully put i\ the East Anglia study - "we
must stress the ,interaction- between these.activities,(teaching and
research)' which are- as closely and.asecomplexly related as man and
his envirow:ent" and"acttemic innovation and progress towards true
interdisciplinarity are tare likely to begin with research than with
teaching. Indeed, I would go fui.therland assert that only if it
begins tn research is interdisciplinarity likely to be soundly based
and, academically viable".

Tht .last statement lay seem-rather hard upon'thOse plannel-s'who
attempt to create a programme out of contributions from existing
departments (Lund, Macquarie). In this model, the teachers retain
their Contacts with the contributing

(InterdiseiplinaMi-
ty would not develop if only research could breed it). Apart from the

S6
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fact that organisational constraints usually determine the rodel one

has to work with, th important factor would seem to be whether one

favours a =ultidiociolirar: or an interdisciplirary appreach.It also

seers that a crucial factor is whether one adheres to the "academic"

view that specialitatio ad standards are causally linked". Putting

it another way, cne -ay hold the view that to be good, incerdisdipli-

*nary research should also be good by the dIscipline standards (the

sare standards by which the individual research worker is judged arld

promoted): Ar. organisation of the "school of environmental sciences"

type of a sime.Iarge enc..gh tohtve =ore than one representative..of

the major disciplines would seem to be ideal in the sense that close

enough co-operation ard contact would be maintained between disci-

plines for interdisciplirarity to develop while at the same time

permitting t'e indiyidlals to retain some contact with their basic

disciplines.

The usefulne;s of he research base is well described in the

Wisconsin-SreenBay case where student projects are integrated with

on-going research progtammes. he learning experience and motivation

created for the student by his participating in such a project is

probably most valuable. The close connection between undergraduate

teaching and research is likely to befit not only teaching but akzo/

The research wor-i.e.r. Having to instruct and present his programme
0

means reviewing and reapprai.sing it for th$ scientist. -

.1

Ore particular problem exists with research base in relation to

envirOnmental teaching. Much of tree argument for. 'a research connection

is'e,ridentli based upon the assumption than a research involvement is

n*cesslar, to rake teachers well read and :allot; modern developments

in their field. :t cbuld be argued.thac the specialisation necessary

in research combined tit a significant teaching load would invali-

dee this assu-;';o-.None of the case studies .discusses this or what

social rewards could be constructed to motivate a teacher with no

research involve.ment to be well and broadly read.

Finally. I would like to draw at'tdation to the value of other

research-oriented or-researe)-based activities such as the seminars

described in the .Bast Anglia case study and the catalogue of projects '

in the Luadtose.

CRITEPIA OF SUCCESS

The fact that smudents get jobs ray pro of little value when

much is nown of how the candidates are evaluatedi It ray indeed "

Ii G3
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prove nothing =ore than that the bandwagon effect 1.as also created a

small number of ;ckbs where the employers have no clear idea of what

to look for in the candidates. The labour programmes such as those

offered t, Mac:1,23:1e, 7oursand :.,and. when a larger number of gradua;

tes from d:fferert programmes are looking for jotS, the employmen-t of

people fry; ars one'of these may be the result of successful marketing

rather than relevance of the education.

As pointed out ty F. Clark in his paper (cf. chapter 3) the be-

gcals that most programmes set for their studentsare,

hardly ear assessed.rStudent satisfaction is one useful indicator

of the te,ching methodl. and to a certain extent the relevance (or

pero.?:ved relevance) of the content. The peoplVinvolvel in giving

tae co,.rzere hardly the ones to discuss student satisfecpion ex-

cet ,,vri.general te rr.s. 'his. is clearly reflel;ed in the case.

k
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The aye case-studies used in the review p sented in Chapter 3 comb

from the following institutions :

Institute of Behavioural and Environmental Sciences,
University of Rennes, *France, by G. Richard. 1

'

The Scbopl and Institute of cation, The Univer.sia
of Liveepool, United Kingdom, W.E. Marsden.

School of Education, University of Reading, United
Kingdom, by T. Davey.

,

Department of EnvirorLental Science, Northumberland
College of Education, United Kingdom, D} L. O'Bonnely

School of Natural Resources, University of Michigan,
United States, by P.M. Sand=an.

.11

taselstudies published in : "Environmental. Education at Post-
'Secondary Level(2). aourses for Educators, Decisibn-Makers and
Members of Professions c.qicerned with the Environment4".
OECD/CERI, 117u,
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Chapter 3

COURSES FOR EDUCATCRS

by

r.
F. Clark, Education Centre,

The New University of .Ulster, United Kingdom,k

COMMENTARY

Toparticipate in the education of students who are preparing

for eiivironmental educ'etiori is to engage in a c;omplex commitment

. ranging from the personal characteristics of the "teacher of the

-teachers" to the milieu in which the students may eventually serve..

The case studies here reviewed disclose a number of significaht .

influences and various ways in which these factors have been seen

and responded to. Any case study presents partial evidence, for it

po'rception of its circumstances end procedures. it rare-:,

ly reveal. forms of personil interactions and the flotTvs of ideas and
. interpretations that for such a crucial part of any teaching situa-

tion. Theref.is thus a communicable part of the curriculum context and

a part of the curriculum which grows Organiedlly and remains personal

and private to the pIrticipants.wiven these constraints the case

studies fairly represent the variety of views and practices Diteacher

education for environmestal education.

A Consideration "o}the salient characteristics of the case stuA-.=

i4s0 their cbm77-cna4kt:e;',ana,the diffeftnces among them will be
.

followed here by exainrtion of sort major issues concerning teacher

preparation for environrtntal education. Our purpose is to identify

Issues and clarify problems, rather than to specify ilecessary content
. - .

.
and-protedures. -

Thc Northumberland College can betaken as representative of the

College Education. where most initial teacher 'education takes

place in rttain, and particularly those that have pioneered envi-

ronment-oriented courses. This College planned and initiated its
.

Environmental Science course in.-1963-64 c, and so the case study is .

based on long experience and review. Northumberland was probably the.

first College to concentrate ufon conjoining the biophysical scien-

ces through the study of real situatitms.

100
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Environmental Science is the only science course at the College,

, and is distinct from the sociology. history, and, human geography,cours-

es with which its students have minimal contacts. It is biosphere

oriented at a'biophysieal levl, working mainly at local and 'i*ional

scales. Im does not claim to extend itself towards the humanities and

social sc ces, 3::d is not comunity-oriented. It is,.in the main,

"..---cognitivecstructured and it pftces little emphasis on affective'

evaluation and attitude formation other than Prl relation to course

work. .

Wit"in this framework students gain competence in the earth,

le I life, arephys.ical sciences, and in horticulture and agriculture

through the study ofiparticularsituations and iystems, and by grow-

ing plants a-'.: keepi-.g.animIls... In this way the power of exPlanatjon

and predictionatout places is enhanced, the relationships petween

sciences is clarifiedevpirically, and practical abiliiies to work .

' in the field and with pla:its and animals in the cl4ssroom are devel-

40. 'ThIs.is,supported by the strong pedagogic bias in the comple-

'mentary college courses. -- d-

. .Performance is judged.by attitude to course work,%nt especially

by cognitive growth. This is fimiliar to school-leavers from a simi-

lar academic climate and acceptable to a. teaching staff characterised

by subject expertise and a hil ngness to operate in a conjunctive

(possiVy partly multi sti inary: partly interdisciplinary) situi-

tioT., kind attracfed.botpt,by ime opliortuntties or extehded field apd

.praciicalscrk end by ,the'dggree of personal control they themselves

'tak have over their Own contributions to the course.

The Michigan and Rennes courses show interesting and signiticant

variations from theNorthumCerland pattern, and between themselves.

t:Fehnes, like Northumberland, apparently stresses cognitive gains more

ethan attitudinal development, although (because of its institutional

cvnt..xt a:d purpose) its primary concern is not with pedagogic skills

and interdisciplinarity is more restricted to -Mei:de sciences and

%. theirapplication. An important concern is to sustain and develop-

the ecological and ethological aspects of the life sciences and to

resist the domination of "moleCUlar and cel" orientation.

Like Northambenkand,Renries places a strong emphasis on field

study and on dissertations based on personal or group investigations.

The local and regional scale of, operation is again apparent. The

qualities looked, for in academic staff also appear similar, given

the greater concentration on life sciences at Rennes.

Cei.tain comments from the two studies may be noted here. From

Northumberland come-the remarks that combined science and environ-

mental courses attract low esteim in academic circles, and that ex-

tended coverage (e..g. to include a spread from humanities through

101
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sciences) induces superficiality of treatment. From Rennet"( comes the

idea that it is possible to conceive of a n'Aioiis needs in environ-

mental educat.:on, and that this process might well start at the pri-
.

The'Mith-gar. programme,demonsIrates iignificant:differences, in

both content and cntent..On..Field experience mphisizes communiy

issues examined through a range extending fram-ecological to socio-

political. There is this practical recognition.of the necessity of a

goad spectrum:for understanding such issues. Secondly, the4ogramme

is expiic,tly concerned 6ith curriculum processes and expertise in

env.-onmental ed(Ation. ../

The cohmept of "environtental effectiveness" as a major goal is

basic to this pr:ogramme, as is a necessary balance of affective and

cognitive gro,:th. It seems clear that, as the intention of the pro-

gramme tS.to telp ra person :.ho wants to be so and wants to pelp

others become environmentally effective - thrsugh teaching - or some

other strategy or combiilation of strategies", then the appropriate

form of course evaluation -is substantially clarified. But this does.

not direCtly imply that all persons are expected toor required to,

becoml "environmentally effective": Thus.it does not assert an over-

riding nece.,:sity for iroiram=es of its own type in the schools.

In pursuit-of this goal students a introduce explicitly to

social change and to the study of values a .4. valp positions. Unlike

the prey-is-us cases, prZgram.me social critique ax intrinsic

part of the course . It is interesting record Professor Sandman's

comment that- altticg-h tMe student teachers are introduced to the paral-

lel communication and ldvocacy courses "some students in the fAstruc-

tIon programme are not inclined towards the ideological approach of

the advocacy option (this tends to be mo,t true of returndng teachers

with established ties to the social system). Interestingly,

P.M. Sandman as the complementgey observation that .the advocacy

component has existed for only two year, "and so far it also our

experience that students concent-rating on environmental advocacy are

reluctant.to expose themselves to -.:ouroe;,..ir. curriculum planning and

pedagogy. ".

,.It is clear teat the teachers of the Michigan programme have

ad9pted a rather different vies, of the nature and purpose and a dif-

ferent balance of processes in environmental education than the

Lnglish and French cases. The Ezmerican case appears to lembristrate

a more substantial and expli,pit involvement in management, quality,

and participation issues at community level.

,There can be few, if any, students being trained fora.itOle in

environmental education who are being ,taught-by faculty who were

tlemselves taught in environmental education dourses. Therefore, a

7
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most important and 'fascinating question is how the present teachers

of environmental courses formulated and embraced their present roles.

Initial teacher training in environmental educatigh\itquite

widespread but a significant development has been the groWh of

. awarT-bearing courses for serving teachers, the majority of hom

return,xo schools. in the United kingdoms there are, besides

.-

;.. -nmer-

iliP

' atle tt.ort :o-zs-s, several
cour Ill

- /such are cons dered

here, one a full-time course, the other par _inc ax-.1 thussrecr. ted

locally. a .

The University of Reading co- e is full-time and could recrui

nationally. Features of this cou. _ charaterise its interpretation

If Environmental Studies in EducationThere is little explicit info

nation on course :retentions, particularly in term, ofeffeetingolvmze

ir1 .stuJents. Cognitive approaches to interdisciplinary treatment

are stressed. The ability and willingnes's of students to operate in

such a way when they return to schools seems.to be a main intention.

To this end pedagogic aspects are also stressed.

This course exemplifies the common Situation in which much of

the teaching is ..ontritrated from a variety of institutions and depart-

ment; by tutors who have other principal ;omntitments in WVich they

operate essentially as specialists. Sech circumstances are not the
. .

cost conducive. to detailed curricu lum planning especially at the more

sophisticated levels made possible by modern educational technology,

as the tutor notes in the case study.

Partly because of the? interests at Reading there is a rural

bias in the substantive course content, rather as there is at Northum-

berland. In this case, however, the treatment extends izto the histor-

ical ani 7.4p7,rai.hical aspects The organising themes and concepts

extend from "local history" to "energy flow" and"systemsetheory".

Pespite the macro-scale potential.of the two last themes the concen-

tration is on study at local and regional scales :...hough-4zt to the

exclusiontof wider issues.
.

As at Pennes and Northumerland fieldwork is stressed, especial-
,..

ly the desirability-et extended "team" fieldwork. It may be implicit

in the interest in fieldwork that the socialising and motivSting as..
pects are valued highly.

.

Fieldwork has long been valued for a varie-

ty of learning experiences and particularly the chance to follow'

through the Whole sequence of learning. It is increasingly being re-'

garded, together with workshops, .;e:Minars, etc. as facilitating

"integration". BU't it is not easy to find explicit descriptions of

the product'sought frm integration. The Liverpool case Study has a
.

useful comment on this matter,
, '

'While the Liverpool course has Community links derived from the

local context of developed concern for community education, the ,

Reading course has little learning in that direction. in general,

10,
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social critique, "alternative socio-economics", and urbanrban hudan eco-

logy have so far made little headway in British courses. An -illrest-

ing polarisatiun is expressed in the Reading casestudy - "t e'pur-
t-...

pose is related to the needs of teachers whq in tuA are concerned

with the needs of pupils, not of the environment". It is significant

not only that it remains possible to isolate the two, but that this

conceit-could form a basis for course planning. Note also the adja-
.

cent comment "a &eater sense of responsibility is not considered

to be of paramount importance" and the comparative inhibition of emo-

tive responses to environmental issues. The contrast between the
t
MichigaNand British courses is affirmed.

.:
At Uiverpool the local setting, the ctaracteristics of the team

brought, together from a number of colleges (the course organised ha(

changed since the case study was made), and the professional interests

of the team members induced more emphasis than is usual on social and

urbankopics, and OR urban, human ecology. But this was achieved with-
*

,ut toal sacrifice of biophysical themes and studs, of rural.

In

situa-

tions. n this sense Environmental Education is more widely inter-

preted than at Rennes or at Northumberland where the concept of
.....

"full spectrum" courses was rejected on the grounds of consequent

superficiality. ..

Despite specific differences, the Reading and, Liverpool courses

have much in common. :hey, both serve teachers wishing, as the Liver-

4 pool case expresses it, "tb undertake increased responsibility in---
.

environmental education" by considering especially. the contributory
-.

disciplines, and curriculum stud, and pedagogy.

_Both are dominantly rational-cognitive concentrating upon de-

scrittion ah.-!, analysis of environmental situations rather than.upon A

tt& "emotive" (Reading), and "unbalanced, quasi-religious, doomwatch

overtones" (Liverpool)'. It would be valuable to know why in the

Onited Kingdom there seems to exist a suspicion that value- education

is, almost of necessity, to ,be equated with indoctrination. There

appears t4 'remain lb.titaina viewpoint, now being reduced in strength,

that to treat of valpti, bk..t.ique, exam ation of alternatives, is
.- ,..,-,N,

likely to be unde to prosfate partlicular views, or that it will
%.,;;,.,

unwittingly .ult in the mor&favatrable presentation of certain

views, or t tfsomehow PFrsonaia-,hUtonoi50 may be irthibited. _.
-..

Both these Liplamacourse6,hiNfe redeived considerable thought.
f

That they are representative of theiaward-beaning/in-service courses

is clear from the outlines of 44tching courses. of course, *bn pub-

lic awards, p;articulartarget.populations, kings of offering insti-

tutions, and associated school systems are broadly similar then the

scope for quirttedifferent innovations is reduaed..This situation is

also seen in the initial - training con ext where ti- given the twofold

t '
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. . distinct.on besween the more restricted "envtironmental science" axos-
. ...'

20
e-L ar.I the wider "envirpnmental studies" courses with. their greater.*

. . .

socyo-cultural spreads.- ther is little radical variation apoRg
. __. .t

British programmes. There is (in Britain) little concentration upon

prepariog teachers to inf;uehce the Processes of selecting,values i

and choolingerIvironbental,tehmto,E mwng their `pupils... f the cases

. 'considered,:11 sc.-ems thac Mi.:ge:n.cv.4can?ates-a bighe? proportion
. 9,

. .:
'pf its effoets.in tat 'direr ;on. The countervailing stress on the

...

rational-objecT.iie'and te.6,1 widespread (but declining) matchinA

failure to hcePt'v4lut education intp e.nviroamental courses is in
... ,,:.

.::. - - positivistpart a conie-quence of the ho.1d thatipositiyist philosophy .halk-impoe'd
..

..
' on many scientists. Pt is interesting' rbetly.sciet`i,sts..quite. .

-,2onscio0 ce*envirz;nmental degriaatIon sustain a-defached pgeulof .

scientific vifA.,I, or seek tiitreat:degr'ma',-,ign As ii4chnorbi6physical,
,

a psYchosOcio-econbsic or.

,....

""

.

' --- : ; ,-

PROBLEFIS-4aD POSTILIONS

, ,

. .
.

- From the -case st,iclie and th; commentary'a4 ee of issues iri s.

which rec4ire fur-her cons:fder,st,ion. But it,Is haracteristic.-of. ' ':%. ,

edAction-thatItseue.s are inextricably inter -Inked, that anY*0Fie'
. , A' . .t

issue is part of .the .cOntext of any other...40 componentg cannot I.e '
o

..liqolated:if th? system is to retain wholi, :rt.is in this.right trat .

i .....-- i

the education of teachers f4.envirdpmgntn1 OucatiOn vill be'd1S- .,9T .,-- 4 9 i 1:"."'cussed. .- , : 91-'4 ' ......

. . .
. .

pHenomenor. rathe

, -.The first unifying point is the re tion that teacher are:
0 ' being priepareoi to undertake societal -'0 ions. The second unifying

_. polat is that -ty genjal'inference fnrirb mental e duc a tiipn De seen
.

t.
.

! .

.. to, form some part, at least, within 4"nel-A liberal,eduonti6n. . t
...

The Rennes study speaks pf a country's need ; Reading skie of the
"needsbr pupil's". ft, is clear thaethere'are dual functibni. to te.,%..,.....

examined, that 4oncerridd'with the :individual, that focusing onli-he
'.

.- larger tciciety.But it is quite obvious that if a proposition fpr . .

1

some e4cation41 enterprise, in this case env4ronmebtal edue,atii,on, .7,

4

-...attempts torespond tO'Rerceived,needs, l'situation orgreatecrpleg*

. . ity is revealedl-Anysociety'uould prolmCe a multiplicity of per-

6eived needs. How are th.e paiins of opposed needs born of differnt. .

perceptions resolved ? Far.eXampie:inmapy societies opposed-futtc...-:

Lions for their schools.based in crude poprisation'upon "Iley-:rdll"
.

or "job-niche" orientitt) bn'And44on "life-quality; orientation are
. h , :,

articulated.. .

This position is,further coilp4cated by the addition 6f other,.
. 0 # ' #. I .

,

.

relevant questions. The.ddvocacy Of variOu's.methodolOgies inevitably.
,

produces its own pr4lems,particulqrly.of diffusi2n, convictiqn, and
..!' "4 . 4

, 4
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competearice. is still\true.of the inost,establithed of the,newer°

teaching methods practical _fieldwork'. The implicationS of dissemi-

nating an,lappying prctlem-sol;ing and4tySteMics in teacher 'educe-

tifn as well as'i,schoolre hardly explored. Likewise 'the .ilecessi-

ty for moral, pOklitical-econ;mic,-aesthetic Components in env.ironbent,

- education is stikI.:r.ot univeusally acknowledged. It w9u1dnot.

find.;,chemes.thatfol.low no ,planned intent to treat of

. personal values`and.Unterpretati6, and their for ion, and :to con-

,sider lases for c.ersonal and group "codes and behav'our", In Ibis'

sense it may be ventured that such tiews of envito ntal education

could to not.ingother than partial', But if it,is' recognised that my

..ehaviour and .perceptions may influence my environment and my. neigh-

hour's, the- it 'f.lklows that so may My neighbourts,a,:ts influence my ,,

environment. And who is net myr.eigMt6ur 7 Envinonmehtal education

be on this las.r concepttwOul and it difficult; Perhaps unneces-

sary, to drat,: impermeabl-e boundaries against social and p iOlitcal.

educatuon. What true edurAtion has nn.environmentalimplicatiom ?

' Moreover, in th'e'context of definitiohS and propositions is

there to be sought.in-and.froM environmenti educatiOn a new- ortho.=

.yor the 1.1.1-e, diverse fret often enriching, generative lquarities
1

of heterodox approaches 7 And if, as in the Michigan,case, perce4ion-.,

beha4184r, and. value are central ,then the problem.mf,how personal'
fi

autorOMy anal integrity are to be pnatecied is also a central issue..

Botfk of these Pizotiematiccircumstances-'orthodoxy heSerodow
and how ,t8.treat values, etc... = from their existence at sbhool lev6'

must extend into the preparation of teachers, and hepce into thedon-

tale. teachers of teachers. All this raises the problems .

associated with suspicIons of indoctrination in the schools., his

so,despite the (onstantexplicit'and sub:liminal indoctrina on that

permeates present society. At the same time it raises the* estion of

hcha to offer support and a sense of identification to pup ls Wien.
.

value-critique is being undertaken. The'Michigan study,s ows that not
p !---

all stud,Ints. arc equallyreceptive topthis aspect.of th r,personalz

development, and it may be,inferred from other studies there has
- .

been soma gereral preference for non-purpoSive rations empiriCal

:Content in
,

environmental education: .e.
: .

1 In a coptinuint education the possibilities and ,o portunities
4

-.-.

. for appropriatecurrIcula change with the ages of.the
.

pupils and .

1
it becomes clear'thata progressive, cuMuIatiVe tp.6i ent-of envirbn=

---'mental education is liRe13; to be most effectivid t argues strpng-
ly for planned o-,-,ntinuity. Uut it is als9 evident t It any proposal'

. .

for change in, or jtntroduction to, a sc0001cumicul 6 is in great- 1
er ,:or leAger measure an exp essiasof unhappiness *th existing

-,

/
.

. pi"ovi54on. It poses'a challe ge10 an existiArorde kof style(-
. :V. .

.
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structures, personal positions,"methods, intentions, and often to

means'ant locations of decision -making. When the' innovations may

themselves deliberately embrace the.presentatibn of societal state-

ments, the examination of valued, and the acceptance of social ori- .

tigue, they may snot ease their own piths.

In all this there remain thi Sctual taskbof preparing and re-.,

pafrineteachers. This is being done and in the near fu;ture Will be

410 done ly a bodY of people largely already active in this sP),tere. What .

are the characteristics of this body and ;the various inst.itittions'in

which thet',.sdrve Obvlousiy, there have .been vast ehanggs in recep -(

tV.ve institutions, New combinations of substantive content have been

created in and between the humanitqes and sciences. A substantial
k

.

debree of reorientation with stress on first -hand and discovery ie.Irm-

ing (often field and laboratory based) has taken place (.*hough there

is a suspicion thatehis has devalued the arts of expositorY:.te48"hing).

All this is remarkable for it is being achieved4y those who Caere not
. .

' themselves eduzated in this way.. Itewould be most valuable to know

how and why many"teachers have become willing and able to chahge in

this way at this tiMe. It may be that the spmewhat eclectic bases of

.geographYand ecology either attract that sort cd person or dispose.

"
.

'..their student's to develop in these_ways, Or both.
,

Even isp, there is no uniformity of perception and
.

intention

among suqeducators of teachers. What is possibly qitite general is
.

.

that these people themserVes sustained active and critical .personal

..' growth'and'apprisal. '

'It is clear t'hata.loroadly-based environmental echcation is '

likely to call.upon a wide, range of content and of epistemological

.' styles. The 1972 "Bossanyi proposals" (1) exemplify this comprehen-
< ..

siveley. Where a course is of the Morthumberlandtype internal coherence

is encouraged by the dominance of sciences utilising fairly similar
,

.

'rational - empirical styles.!.ut, wherl\the course extends more widely
. -

and also emb. oaces the "value-social critique" dimengion the- situation.

may .be / quite. diffgrent. In suet; a cape a teaching team could entom- _ .

pass, grdatervariety and the students (the present'or future school
,

teachers) would be.e.xpected to operate in a"range of ways possibly `

, .

greater thah any ihdividual member of.the teaching team
.c
can apply.

.
r

. Thus there is created potential for stresss generation within tho teach- .

ing team and within the individual student upon whom great demands T

.

would be ma,i.:, , \
.

.
.....-

This last point may 'e exemplified by considerin a way a de-

scribiRg an individual's epfstemological - value position A% any one ' '

_. . .
, - ". ' .. ...

- .

1) Mimegraphed document, unpublished:
f.'

:
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period of time. For example, by disposition or by experience a per-

sor may'ha,,e become wedded to and practiced in the rational-empirical

epistemology of the sciences and have developed#a personal value
constrict dominated by theoretical-cognitive concerns - o;wmay have.

tecome p-ac:ic.%: In, say, the intuitionist epistemological processes
and informed by concern for aesthetic values. Two points :arise. We

rarely consider such characteristics,of,individual membersof faculty
::he- trying to :a.aseble teams ,to do particular jobs. We rarely consi-

- value demands of our courses especially the

.-- trarsdircipll.nlr offerings. aoth substantive content and affect-
' .nations carry,Loplicat'ions for the varied character-,/

-: students..

I: seens usual t%,,at %hen d group of innovative teachers develop

a ..:.1e-s;:eetrum course then the content is divided far teaching among
t.)-e !ear. ;ranted; tear members combint to lucldate and expound par-

.
:ircumtances e.g, :n the field. H ever the students ener,=

\1lv andless:experienced,-are ex cted to cope with the

::role flptcrrum of tne course, an3 to it-oduce by so=e means or other

ehat are7caLlad :Integrations"! In order to progress generally beyond

multedisciplitarity_the.ipestions arise : hOw'arld whenau potential
telc,-,ers for ei.vroimental.education to be identified ; what' are their

cl-ara:teristics ? If the role and f&T1 of environmental education is

tovaryv..ith t ates of tte.pupils it may be sensible to concentrate

edpration on,s1;ills and characteristics appropriate to-the A
age.rd-gesdat pal-_ti_ gropfThicttchers Are preparing to teach.

enrironmt:fal eduoht.on within 'the seconddry.schools istho:4:ht to,

te,lest served Ly a unified course and organisafionalItructure the
q.le,'tion.of who teaches that temains. How i environMental.education
bet related tomther bases pr value 'education'e.g.'religious educa-i.

Are the:eoptinal structurez;for a coheren treatment 1 It.
otwA'us that "'Rennes and NorthUiaberla nd type" courses would

ide7,tIfy students ,ithsreateT certainty thasi coutses.which,

are, fo,nded or, a greater range of perceptiareand activities. This

14011dteettc.eLrlYtrueinrelatIon.to'students from those schools
V;

that develop rem;ar),,ably uneven.epistemological prafiles among the
older pkipils..in an; case variecrresponses from pChool_pupils to en-

, . g

virof!mqetaeducat;on are expectable on thebasis%'of inherent and ..- .

learned individdality'affectIng preferred,learning styles, -Ind value
perferencel-.

.

of

One-consequence of several is that no uniformity in "end-product"
oPenvironmettal education As exp6cteat, particularly. in affective

aevelOPtent. This is i point utich FecC , emphasis in teacher pre-
.

paration, being cr4ial to the dit4nctiohs between.education

irt?n.and personal "becdming",t
4111t "
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. The education of teachers in these matters is obviously a mat-

', ter ofgreat importance and complexity. .It is clear that a course, df_

preparation for teachers (and similarly,their course: in their schools)

=ay to concerned to widen repertoires of understakdIng and powtial

behaviour, and to effect perceptual 'reaP'p,raisals. That is, its concern

is to eitendt,he basis on which a student tuild'i; a pelsonal episi'tmo-

logical-value pos4tion. Naturally, there may occur strain between a

position .brought by the staede'nt to the .ourse and the intentions of

1,,such a course. This .i. one poitit at which. support and guidance may be

needed. Faculty ,shoulA he aware ,ate` ptential consequences of what

they are trying t eve.

The choice of s bstan'ti e course content is not unconhected with
#

value education, in so far as. it represeecs selection of material
9-

db.and interpretation of needs. The s ce is,the case with any sequences
c , A. 4
6 "..4 and structures pro7osed/for the tteatment sfsoontent. Content can be

s I-

-v° treated in diffe ent ways to different ends ; realisation of this

and its impl; ,ions is- part of the education of teachers...3.alY
, .

It seems cob-able that the present dive;s4ty in the ways te ach-

_.s arc being prepared for environmental teaching is even greater

than the case studies reveal. It still also be obvious that the "mul-

ti-intitur.iGnal, manyand pc -t5,me teacher courses" face real clif-
tr

ficulties-not only in putting together substarttive content but in

coorliniting purpose and the oneefor whom such arrangements are
* 'necessary.

The preparation of teach for environmental education involves

a number of element which exist in a continuum. Thesa include :

111' 1. TheirAducation in environmental" 'matters,

2. Theif educStion in pedagogic and curpcultim Tatters,

3. The nature of proposed innovations for schools, etc. where

they till teach,and
. .

u. The receptivity of the schools.

Sbvadusly, frustration will be,generated if teachers are pre

pare' tL s&c.:).1s recognise 4either as appropriate nor

OpporiunN !C the development of an acc ,of environmental

cation must proceed on a broad from'. In this respect it isinterest-.

ing that, in Britain at least,o e school courses have been more

adventurous than have the teacher training courses. Certain questions

must be raised rain. FirstPy, whatiare tht respective merits of 1:41'eld-,

lnitn a new oethedoxy for environmental education or of encouraging

the generatiOn and exchange, of ideas possibSe in 0"clifate of dit;er-

sity "?.The summary of various interpretations of environmental edu -'

cation presented in the Liverpool case study as. well as the case

studies themselves denon3trate a degree* of existing heterodoxy. The

di...cuss:on must ettrace a second question. The function ot teacher

a 109 ,
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education is influence the education of pupils through the pep-
:anion of their teacners , what, then, are the implicit or. explicit

vie,. -Lich infsrr environmeval education of the appropriate

develop:part of yo-r1 people (and,the:r teachers) in a particular so/

clet, .;111 there te a "right" answer ? In. terns of he general- .

education of-'re tul o nizt!ns it' has teen inferred that the only

r. 1
mea-.1-g to te ga.ned fro n environnerital education an affective

71-ese rtgrt identiflcation.w;th and affection for a locality

(pronatiy local, possibly glot0,1), a desire to influerie,the-behav-

et fron a tion based orra sufficient,and

rat.onal a-l'enstad:%E. Cognitive understalhpng.alone is not a suffi-
t influeling.enyindnmental behaviour,

:cntAicting ot-s car nave rational 'bases. Thus the reality of

al.e-frte" t-v'ironnental edu.cation is challenged. But, on the other

'and, values in,:olved are often in opposition at both.personal and

It rema.n7s necessary to discover more about how to

t-c-_;urage popular urde-ding and acceptance of gob-al responsibi-

lities, dT.: plaonatly It .s -not taincidental that many courses tend

towands.lacal scale -neat-rents.
.

So it seems ;nat.:he development%of any effective curriculum

for the edusat-on of "environmental" teachers. requires the planners

to clarify their Antentions in terms of change to be effected in the

Itarneis (t-e school t-achers) prior to selZctinrappropriate content'.

Not only would ttis ;laze personal "becoming" before the specification

of -tater:al to te learnt-a, tut it ray ;rat the' development of alter-

native route. to"t.coring". At is, for example, conceivabip ttv:ttioutes

:-ull 7-o4rh litcrary or se,ciologicAl studiesa etcV

also ccnceivatle that different preparatory% cours6s, at least w

in part, vx,,11 te appropriate-to ttathers of pre-adoleScent, adoles-.

cent, and older pupils.

It would be expected of all those teachers that qley had, at

bee.n.ntroduced to the business of curriculum Ire'ftopment,,

that they d not s4;iosc subtantive content to be the Dilly essence

of their ocourse.s. S.:wen that condition it would also be Orpectable,"

that their own teach,ing schSo l. was not based on the s#position

that selected 'content is value-free, and unrelatable to ilitentions

expressed ir terms other than cognitive.

It 4ould be possible if space were Unlimited ti) enquire .more

deeply into other important issas In environmental education. These

centre on the variety inherent in any group of teachers, and possibly

greater in those atr,icted to broad-spectrum courses than in those

drawn o the more sp*Eifically science-based programmes. There is

also the variation an wAllingness or otherwise to engage in innovation.

;.Additialally there A: variation in acceptance of and confidence in

handling controvernAal issues, together with variation in respect for



pupils' integrity.iri such

environmental course .ill

rent of programme succe

The description of intent

closely tinted. :t woLld

14 would fora part of

circumstances. It seems obvious that any

have heterogeneous outcomes. Thus, asess-

ss is not suscep4itle to easy determination.

on and :he prozc,esses of evaluation are

to expecte4jhat both the aspects of tea,-;h-

the educatiA of envi.rdnmeptal teachers.

Many teacher-education courses in enviroRmental'studies., as the

case studies demonstrate, look for intgra4ion to occur in their stu-

dents. Presumably the hope is that these students shall, in turn,

teach for InTegration. It is easy to suggest that student-teachers

should integrate. Liss easy tc discover are adequate descriptions of

th4 ;product of integration, and strategies for acco7plishing it (see

Interdiscirainaritv 7: Problems of Teaching and Research in Universi-

ties, OEZD 1972 ?. nth descriptions and strategies are necessary if

the teacher .s expected to facilitate and evaluate integration. What

has faculty to say of a constructive nature about this ? If integra-

tion is toLbe at t

who'is suitable to

for detected, nurt

lection tosihtegra

e heart of broad-spectrum.environaental courses

be:come an integi-ator ? Hos. is a potential!integra-

red and Improved ? Is there some inherent predi-

e ; is there some necessary prior experience ? By

the same token whs is test suited to teach the tethers abut and for

integration ? Real

these points. Mon

y there is not a lot of substantial information on

oesthere appear to,be much on method and success
r in any teacning of younger children. The *Liverpool case.

study makesie valuetle contribution,to the consideration of integra-

tion, and it may well be that the recognition and treatment of prob-

lemi, topics, or issue on 3 system -wide basis are precursors to

successful integration. Even so, some idea of what, in Any context,

successful iniegrations comprise is necessary before a pedagogy is

selected. Similarly to discuss in detail appropriate pedagogies for

environmental tducation courses how and when to` teas:- teach,

engage insfield worketc.,-must require some considerdtion of inten-

tions in a fairly 'specific way.

Much has btlen written about the content of environmental Courses

in general :the %I:T'sEnvironmental Education at University Level :

Trends and Data, gives many examples. Despite wide variation

intnient, sequence, and approach it bet _es quite evident that a

teachers' course in environmental educatiortiatri) :ely to draw on a.

broad rahe of knowledge and will,whatevr its content and structure,

transcend monodisciplinarity. Thus, st,..deht teachers will meet sever-

al modes of arriving at conclusions, hypotheses, ar theories, encoun-

ter various iegrecs, of1roballility, teet ...!eaV'and strong arguments .

and propositions. They will employ Many ways of gaining and appraising

evidence. In meeting unifying.t'hemen and ra5or organising concepts,'

1:1
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e.g. systems analysis,they will conjoin the methods of various disci-

plines. It seems imperative for their own intellectual growth and
for treir own subsequent teaching that the nature and implications of

a multiple epistemology shOuld be thoroughly demonstra /ed and articm-
lated by their teachers. That not all students could be comfortable

.r such a mplti-facets situation has already been inferred. That envi--'

ronmertal education is likely ,to be congenial and suitable for a cer-
.

rain type.of personality follows.

Tbis survey has avoided making propositions and presenting spe-

cifications for teacher education. The case studies do this and

:onferenie r.;commendltions present broad guidelines. It has been

:srsiderea tare appropriate and necessary at this stage tt enquire
into the problems that arise when it is proposed to prepare teachers

for "environmental" teaching. There are many open issues ; there is

scope for various interpretations, and nqed for moreevidence of what
13 and what may he desirable. There is much tdiscuss,

7'17,- 73 clarify, and, pos,sibly, no necessity for cb vergent. thinking,
It least, on all matters. Whet is important is to.n to that the inter

conretivity within preparation for environmental ucation demands a

connectedness in thinking andplanning that matche the complex de-
mands of the tack.

to

I
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The -five case - studies 'used in the review presented in Chapter 4 come

from the following institutions :

\

Environmental Protection Agency:,
Wasnington D.C., United States,
by J. Bahnick.

Env.ironmeptal Studies Programme,
University of Indiana, United States,
ny c.L. Nelson.

Florida Resources' Analysis centre,
FloriOa State University, United States,
by E.A. Fernald, $

.

Information Seminars for Senators of the Republic,
Rome, Italy4lby, V. Giacomini.

Course oh Environmental Policy,
Pro Deo Free InternatinnalfUniversity

of Social Studies, Roe, Italy, ..r

by B. oiacoMini.

.

r .
..,

t
,. .,

, -.
. . , ...,...

4

1

w,

Case- studies published in . Environmental Education at Pos Secon-
dary level (1) ;:ourses for uca ors, ceni - .a ers an em ers

of Professions contented with the Environtent, OECD/CpI 1974.

.1,
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Chapter te

COURSES FOR DECISION-MAKERS

by

V. Giacomini% Director of the Botanical

' Institute, University of Rome, Italy

INADE,MCY OF INFORMATION Ai` POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE LEVEL

,TTILe problem of the proper relationship, between the political and4

. admilistrative'adthorities and .the environmental scientists has re- '

r
cently become, /ery,important in a iinumbe of countries. The solution

mbst frequently proposed is to set up ordinary or-.extraordinary con -
nittees to help, advise acid inform these authorities om specific prob-

lens.

'However, there is no active involvement of universities, research

-centnes, standing committees or qualified scientists with a view to

giving. the, men at the top a greater awareness, and a deeper personal

knowledge rot these important and complex environmental problems in

their lost serious and fundamental-fort.

Very ?seldom is it sUggested that 'these .authorities should be

kept systematically informeWthrough regulaeittetings of the general

fundaental ::ona'pts of environmental problems in a country or region.
.in the wide context that ecological issues require. We'do not need

to /emphasise the potential importance of a general realistic approach

using ecological informatiOn i.e. based on practical probleris of land
use. Politicians and administrators have indeed received a cultural,
Irv', sociological or ecoomic education but seldoi a scientific
training and even less frequently an ecological one.. In addition ,,they

do not havelan opittunity of 'keepj/ing up-to-date with developments in

basic knowledge, which might'sometimcs have a decisive influence on

their'opinionsand decisibhs.

A question that has remained unanswered was asked at a Plenary
_Sess4on of the 1970 Strasbourg Conference.en Nature

4
Conservation :

"Who will brief the politicians on ecology ?" This is not a riddle

but an issue 'on which all citizens convinced of the complex nature

of environmental problems are entitled to express their opinions.

-
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This complexity affects all aspects o social life and all econo-

mic activities and the matter cannot be le t in the hands of decision --

- makers .ho do not have a fairly bi4bad and in.egrated vie44 of the pro-

blems. The tendency to entrust environmental protection to a special

authority - a rimistry, an agency, a specialised department - certain-

ly ensures a functional eed-icie;Icy, but is not 'Sufficient to encom-

pass ali pz:oblems ; it does nct entitle ether government authorities

to remain unaware of ecological problems which involve all 'sectors

of public administration without exception.

But this is an open question. Attempts to obtain information pw 4

this sub;ect fsom the various countries have nbt been very successful.

In short, this means that the question has not really been tackled

and that are still far from achieving a satisfactory solution.

We may-even say that thd problem has not, as yet, been rationally

stated. Its 'importance is acknowledged, it is agreed that politicians

should be mote effectively infOrmed, but there is no attempt to pro-

p6se positive solutions (cf. for example : R.A. Charpentes,The poli-

tical use of'eoolygical information,Bioscience,20 , 128S, Washington

1970). It
0"

ia precisely the 'proper use of ecological information that

becomes questionable and doubtful if those who have `to use it da not

understand even the most elementary ecological argument.'

CASE STUDIES

, There 10 not. a complete,lack of ipformation about decislonakers.

Five papers have been submitted to us which differ quite considerably

. and givt, rise to a number of considerations.

a) 'arc' first case study cores frog Jcse:711 Bahnick, of the U.S. d

Environmental Protection igency. It deals with a series of 17 three-

day 1..erinars or'ga-ised by' the League of Won Voters. This study is

noteworrhy becaust it is bas'ed on4a long-term experiment which has

ied to the creation of very sound "training" structu "es. The shor'i-
0

ness of each course is not a :Sega:lye feature in view of the aims

of the courses and the very careful preparation whicliapreceded them.

The declared aim is not to train environmental experts, but rather

to promote a better understanding of the sile of the problems and the

interrelationlhips between social afilteconolic factors in the envi-

ronment. The prepdration,neoessitated the setting-up of a Planning

Committee assisted, reveral sub-committees."J. ?ahnick'spaper is

very derailed and 4t interesting.

bi 7h* seMd*Case study is taken lioliconcerns a
Arse on "environmental folicy" for decisio -mak4tos di,gahised at

the'Pro Deo Independent University, RCIre. ThiVcourse has been in

existence now rear three years and 1; making satisfactory'frogree;.

11S .
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The teaching structure has become increasingly complex. In its third

year, 1974, the course will last three months,comprising more thari

100 nours of lectures,given by more than 40 teachers, experts and

representatives'from research, technological and conservation estab-
1,:,-c-,ts. As the Pro Deo University is oriented towards social and

economic studies, multi-disciplinary information effort is interest-

insofar as it starts from the basic ecolggical information pro-

vided tv'z-,tanists, zoologists and geochemiIts and goes on to study

e:IricAl, sociological, and economic questions. This is a university

venture re.m1r.iscent of a similar activity undertaken in 1963 by the
Fr.- :livers:ty of Brussels'and particulai by its SoCiology insti-

......nic,,,de:ctEd a XXXth University Week to a series of aectures

under tl.,e Nature, Ressources liaturelles et Society

(Nature, Hat g1 Resources and Society) which were published-in 2963

urNer tr.t same tale by the "Editions de l'Irti4 tut de 'Sociologie".

The Bruc:sels example' could be considered asa case study in its own
righ : it was based on 3 conferences and 23 courses. However, if we

examire,tne ligt of the 200 ov so participants-See%that it was not

lesig'4J'f41-.d ision-makers,. who are in'Oe'Miniwity compared

wi'h piofe:_iznals'concerned -with the environment, teachers, ,Students,

Zeihnclogists and persons wishing to extend their knowledge.

7te fact that-university seminars are open-ended means that

t'ey Are ofteft.less_:iecialiLed.and less practical ; they run-she risk I-

of 0"conins formal and cultural.' I

:A:he third case study 'is the environmental studiesprogramme

at t,-,e 17niversity of Indiana (Bloomington) and is submitted by
4

Craig E. Nelson. The interdisciplinary nature of this case study is
due primarily :o the collaboration of'three departments Microbio-

logy, Political Science and *Physics (1965). Specialised courses were
4r/eloped : Environmertal Control, Environmental Biology and an expe-

rimental course with the title "Men and Environment". A distinctly
-

more formal pro;giamme was:introduced in.1970, following a meeting

of the Favlty of',S.c'cnce.'eut more impdrtant still was the decision

made in 19"P to set up a School of Public end EniirOnmental!iffairs

(S.P.E.A.) operating an environmentilistudies programme, an urban

affairs programme, an Aero-Space Applications jtesearch Centre, and a

programme on Science, Technology and Public folicy.

The most important orientations er: speci:alisAkong for our

purpose are :

*) an "undergracluate COncntration in Environmental Policy",

for NII.tedents aiming at a "PaAelor of Public Affairs" degree

ii) a "graduate Coneen*ation in Environmental Polioy",forstu-

df,nts aiming at-a "Master of Public Affairs" degree.'

444
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The first programme is based on threeSevels of specialisation

leading to three certificates. Thesecond programme is divided into

two levels ; the higher level, leading tp the Basten,'s degreecin

Public Affairs, requires courses in the dynaxics of Environmental

Systems, political,. economic and regulation aspects of Environmental

Control and applied ecology.

The most interesting features of the Prggramme as a whole are r

- the professional perspective,

- reference to a specific area (a territory or a State),

-*practical work associated with professional training,

- interdisciplinarity ensured by numerous departments (Biolpgy,

,Zoology, Geography, Physics, Political 'Science, and Economic.,

Scaente) thus making maximum use of all th xisted previous-

. - although an integral part of the University, the Programme

* is linked with several extra-mttal committees, associations

and institutions,
:

- a total systematic approach based on a fundamental ecological .

'view applied 'to economic, social, statistical and management

perspectives.
; f

The example provided by Indiana University is certainly the

' most advanced and the most closely linked to the training re-

quirements of students intendipg to take up emplZyment in

public or government administrations. It is thus concerned .

with the effective, systematic preparation of future decision-

1
makers.

From the experience gained with,this programme, D. Nelson con=
ti

siders it desirable to improve the integration processes. The muleipli-

'city of cour.es given by members of different faculties chiefly en-

dpura5es general preparation.. He would like to see several faculties
two

involved in-each course.-Healso stresses the need to support the

practical nature of the courses' by developing case studies and.re-

training projects on environmental management and imprc;vement.

d.) The fourth case study, is the experiment carried out by tfie

Department of Geography, University of Florida, which set up the

"Florida Resources Analysis Center", to ccalaboration with certain

State Government Departments. The Centre has many objeerives : re-.

search programMes, infoi.mation on complvc problems, and also - which

is of particular interest in this' context - the training of State

olvil servants qualifieolkin resources management.

The'outstanding features of this action are :

- very wide co-operation with Stlate'agenCies, government.

' departments and legislafbrs ;

the desire to increase and improve the qualifications of pet-
.

sons who willbe involved urban and regional goverameni ;
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.4 instricticlkiven is not only by teachers but also by ! several
j

.

.
govaimenseutlioritiet and environmerital specialists acting

/0'as n estitecttireilk" and "consultants' ;-

t - encfp ageltent for, increasing communication betwaen State
/ ;

aOncieseich need research and university research insti-

tUeonsv; ,.

.2- I ,

- e3ligh degree of flexibility enabling the centre to,adapt to

the chOging needs of education and research.

The'fa,imlof training futtre decision- makers is quite clear. The
. ..

.

organisation.Lfts'elf is very practiCally and flexibly adapted to titis ^
. a

. ) een-! ,Emphasi! is given partidularly'to courses on ecology, regional

and utt;'an, dc)elopment, conservation, land use, resource economics

and kaly.bPrAtical work is ptehominant In the preparation of tSe

thesis : tke'suej.ect of the the'is is a piece of research proposed
., . .

by the C'ehtre .4ith theagreements'of a State agency andthus comes ,

,intc--the Programmes of public irlierest. .
. 2

_ .

The 'programmes, of the Indiana -and Florida Universities have

several features in common : ther.2practical nature and the trend

towards the study ofJ real cases. HdUeVer, it'would appear that the

. Floriga'University Centre is more careful to counterbelapce the de-

ductive
,ductive method with the inductive method. .

y
.

- It is also interesting to note that the Florida University. Centre

ii leaves-the final evaluation of the activity and the professional evli1-

4ation of the participants to an 'extra -mural assessment_consixting _

df the appralsal of a period of practical worktperformed in a'govern-

ment agency.
11.. f 'o,.

The,vocationalemphasis is,very marked and, would enable. this.
.

experiment to 1:).. linked, on cartain points with the education of

profe'ssionals concerned with environmental problems.

e) The fifth case study is an example that might be regarded

'As more exceptional : it concerns the action taken in 1971-by the

Senate of the ItaliarrRepublic, througfl its President, Amintore

Fanfani..This case study is concerned with decision- makers at the

head of a country's institutions and particularly difficult to in-

:mit:ye inrqulmmultidisciplinary seminars.'The confrontation of scien-

. tists and experts. with senators must be regarded as a uniqueoccur-

rence which has noI keen repeated in subsequent years, even in Italy ;

it is questionable whether the experiment succeeded in achieving its

objectives. The most interesting effect was the political impact it

has on the press and, as a result, on public opinion in Italy. The

few seminars involving senators, scientists and technologists did,

however, open a new channel of communication dnd efforts should be

..made to develop it more effectively.
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.i, Apart 1.com the case of nhe Senate of the Italian Republic, we

kiht MeAtion,a mush less well-known experiment which Wbeing car-

r' d out fin the Chamber of 1;eputie. in Ifa??.. It ;Was lipCided not to

o ganise the same sort of semirars as iq he Selig.: It-s:;As con-

- sidere ferab14 to organise an information effort5 the.results of whidh
. s

;

Are synghesZsed and distributed specifically fór the ase or Deputies.
. .

A,commi,ttee Of sovsn experts tats met several times to draft the chap-,

.., ters of.this.text, with theaim of linking them together so as to
. -

form abisic frameworl.:of Information on environmenqal problems in
J.

. s Italy:77tis experiment indicates quite a signiticantpossible course

'' of acft0, tut it has the disadvantage of abanic, ng more dynamic and

more h an encounters' and dinectivdebetes. Apart` rom this, it does
. ,

.-.. . ,

leadMrmore extensive informktion and greater Arenest in the dioruip-
.eratta

.

. of ;
1 0

comparison of these .five case studies andthe relevant experi-

mentileads us t'Aqthe conclusion that they represent' quite different
06 V

approaches to the- problem of infoimipg and training decision-makers :

i) the experiment developed on the instigation of the League'
. .

olf4men Voters isof emiAn rtly phciical nature focuss-

ver:i Specifically on the water.and soil problems in a
r.

. particular region. It is hoped, here, to encourage multi-

disciplinary1confrontotions and workshops in order to pro-

mote an Organic actior; of environmental development ;

.11) on the other hand, the experiment developed by the Pro Deo

Independent Internation'al Uliiversity of Soci'll Studies in

Rome is designed to impart more general Wormation with a

view to overal1 consideration of environmeinil problems-

a synthesis rather than analysis of the prOlems. The fact

that this seminar last longer means that specific aspects'

(of particular importance mAy be approached ;

iii) the two examples provided bythe Universities of Indiana

and Florida reveal a more systematic involvement of'the

University in the problems of the trai ing of Puture.deci-

sion-makers. In contrast to the Pro De University experi-

ment these courses are more particularly aimed at students

and concentrate more Qn practical instruction ; *

,iv) the action taken by the Senate of the Italian Republic is

an experiment in Infomatioh,'directed at a level which is

much more 'inaccessible to systematic information approaches ;

. it shows that it is possible to open channo-le-of communi:-

cation at the highest level of decision-makersn,either in

the form osemirkars,or the well-organised distribution of

. documents.
.

0

4.
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i;., Comparislon'of these d I

l'orwdrsomegeneral consid.r
er .,

;Rtibri-makers. We can first o

'34.1.the filie
A
cses :

4

a

i),the desire to we
, /..' reveal. the Onger

ICONSIDERATIOHS

rent case studies enables us foput

t iorls inihematt4,p of infympll)vdeci.-

11 point:6ut the common COnceAs of ,e

n a multidisciplinary level and thus

rought atbut by any form of coMpartmen-

y among ministrles and high-ranking
't

taaisatip .ttpeC

,
ii)'4he orgalLation of information relatpd, es far as possible,

.

. . to facts '; even if the start4ng-point is theoretic and .

fundamental (example of the;Pro Deo University) a p actical''
. f

'approach b.)sed on real situations is grhduaili achieved 4
iii) thetenden8y to give maxim& attention to human interests

(epongmic, tociological, p4litical) ;

iv) in -depth preparation whA.r!

the League of Worrip..Vtotert

involvement ; this it,the'l

success ; 4

v) the tendency to follov(Up7

changes of opinion, disco

contacts between diffeftil

to promote permanently.

structures (committees,

ting institutions) after

cally ;

vi) the tendency to ehcoura,g

on pr:actical problems of

All these points may be regar

ften.(especiallylin'the case bf

means a long-term, highly complex'

ost important con4tion for

conferences why worRshops, ex-
.;

sions ; this is the beginning of

competencies, which it is,hoped

e tendency tooset.4 permanent

stituti6ns, links between exis-,,
emindrs often appears automati-

the ooncAntration4of competencies

integrated use;

ed as priority considerations in
these five studies.

However, thede live cases als suggest differences of orienta-,

tion relating mainly to the section of the public concerned. We can

identify Three levels of\practical significance : -

i) students i.e% the futire decisionthmakers ; the Unibersities,

i of Indiana and Floricra in the United States are esilscially

concerned here, as they operate degree courses for studehts

planning a civil service career ;

ii) in-service decision-makers : especially civil servants,

public administrators, those in charge of energy productiv-

ity and primary resource's. The Leagu'e of Women Voters ex-
A

1

periment is an original and e ffective response to this sort
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of demand. Having abandoned the global and fundamental peP.

spective, it adopts an eminently practical approaqh encour-

aging,pnks bkween different interest and responsibirit

groups with the aim of creatting the fupdamental conditions

necesSary'for any environmental ply-ming based on eo-ologiCal

methods and principles ;

iii) decision-makers exercising the highest political authority.

It has tee stressed that this is the east\accessible grOup.

The experiments in the Senate-of the Italian Republic arid.

the Chamber' of Deputies enab'le'us, however, to"envisage some

possibilities for the future, particularly the organisation

of more frequev communication between scientists, environ-
.,

mental specialists and the, highest authorities of the State..
a .

All these experiments also reveal some uncercainty concertng.

the be;t methods to- adopt to obtain the most satisfactory results. .:

We'suggest a choice between the following altenliatives 4
, ,

a) Undergraduate or postgraduate courses 'leading to a profess,ior.-,

' al degree or a specialised qualification ; this alternative

also Hovers the training professionals involved with the

environment. The possibility might also be envisaged of estab:

lishing. a specialisation,in social technology of the envi-
.

ronment. Adiploma in this speCial subject -might be conferred

on futdr,e decision-makers responiib14,forstudying the problems

of the int.-rrel.t.tioftsh4s between the prOcesses ofpre-yedewt:i-v-.

ity and t/- conservation of envirbnmenial quality:;

b) seminar': dealing with regional conditions or certain problems

of particular Importance: These seminars may be more success-
..

- feel -insofar as they aim at,encouraeing lias between groups.

of different Akilli ; however, they provide a flexible,short-

term means .of informing decision-makers who have little time

to spare end would. refuse to become involved.in,lengthy corn;
14

mitments. They also prbvide an.escape froM formal or to theo-

retical atmosphere k

c) the inclusion of subjects'relating to ecology or the phys4.cai,.

biological, and
(11

uman environment in existing pro-fessiOnal

courses especially in, DeparIments orFacultiesof so ciologi-

and economic studies. We feel we, must strongly urge that

this be introduced into the systematic training of future

decisionnakeri, in order 'to make them more aware of enviro
a

mental problems. -

These aspect, and requirements may be briefly summarised as

'follows

- the need for systematic and recognised training.of future

decision- makers At university le3el ; s.:
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- the need for specific information on pakicular local or et-

a? problems'aimed at those currently responsible for public

.
interests ; 1

the need for an increased awarenesp and deeper knowledge of

basic environmental problems in official circles (adMinistra-

tive or governmental) wherd '..deas on the sUbj4ct are ofteq

inaccurate or oUtdof 4ate.

'To deal witn these n;eds, appropriate methods and instruments are

tireq'uired. It would be regrettable if the different aims were merged

with general purpose a.:.-tivities liable to give only illusions'or pre-

simptions cf "ecological" competence.. Meaningful degrees indicating
.1

tre.profes,Aona". 'qualification of decision-makers should be awarded

only after sound ;reparation through undergraduate or pbstgraduate
cok;:mses.

We si.ocqd als stress, in this context, the importance of a

period =pent -cr,inzvin a So./err:rent Agency or in a private establish-
me-t .,tich enables experienceof the real problems of land use to be

gained. The experiment carried out at the University of indiana de-'
. serve; special mention in thii. context.

. The scarcity'of available documentation on the information and

training of decision-makers confirms our conviction that this aspect

of environ.mental education is. far from being solved satisfactorily.

: .ould ever gizS far as to say that the maj'ority of countries are

not are of the probiem. But in view of its great importance it is

absolutely essential to assert the need to increase and broaden expe-

rierce. We must advance beyond the stage of occasional seminars and

develop mc.r. significant, permanent ethods suited to the real needs

of the different levels of decision-makers and to regional situations,

to which reference shout& always he made. A weak point in the train-

of, decision-makers is, in fact, the lack of tnowledge about the '

biologi:al and human diffei-ences'existing an a country, that

is to tai, at regional differences in the ecological sense.

4,,

4
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The.five case-gtudieeused in the review presented in Chapter 5 cone

frog the following institutions :

&nvironmental Education for the Health Profsssions,
Ecole Nationale de la Sante Publique, Reqpin, France
by J.S.

Ecosystem dynamics, College of Engineering, Michigan
State University of Last Lansing, United States,
by H. Koenig and T.D. Goodman;

College of invironmental Deiign, University of California
at Berkeley, UnitedStates,
by 1.4.L,C. Wheaton..

Department of FarSily Medicine, Michigan State
University of East Lansing, United S-tates, ire
by S.M. 35hnson.

. The EnvironmentalualitV ManageMent Programme,
Division of Environmental Health Sciences,
\School of Public Health, Columbia University, United States,
by G.H. Sewell'.

.

In'the disussion.these fiye programmes will be known, respec-
.'

tively as :

Rennes

Michigan Engineering

Berkeley

Michigan Medical

Columbia

a

ITTase studies published in . Environmental Education at Post- -,
Sesapdary Level(2). Courses for Viscators, Decision - Waxers and
Members of Professions concerned with the Environment AZD/CERI,
1974

11

11111
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Chapter 5 I/

COURSES FOR {EMBERS OF PROFESSIONS CONCERNED WITH THE EgVIRONMENT

by

Schoil of Biological and Environmental Studies;

The New'University of Ulster, United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION

Frofei.sionals in the context of this paper are such people as

-p1Srrers, architects, landscape architects, engineers, lawyers and

doctors. In some countries such as Britain they come under the aegis

of a prgfes.onal institute which approves or directly awards their

thalificatiori, iczues codes of practice .and genprally oversees the

cprdiet of thy+profession. In more general terms they are people who

(a) Lear in.l.ipendent analytical and judgemental responsibilities and

(t) tosses a sialificatior, usually approved by some regulatory body_

or hezogri:d educational Institution. A post-secondary education is

relied.. The training of professionals is often long and ar-

The a.t;ect nater and skills inuolved havettended to increase

rather tha: increase, so that the training programme.of professionals

has beconeircreasingly full.

At time roe-. rnvirarmental awareness has shown that proliy

:anrot work in isolationana that their professional work

has troad rvisormer.tal implications. Team work involves some knowl-

eii,e of the vocabulary and concepts of related specialists. There7

fore it'scem.:. Je.iratle that there should be some element of environ-

mental eduCationAin the training of all professionals. The aim of

this wo..ld be partly to convey a general environmental orientationAlt

also core especially tallow professionals to assess the possibili-

ties of their own'professions for reducing or mitigating man's envi-
.

rohmental impacts. The present analysis aims to examine how this might

be achieved, drawing on particular exrriences in this area.

At the start it is worth thinling.how professional education may,

.differ from other-forms of tertiary education. The syllabus is of

necessity alreadyverNall. The syllabus-and examinations are some-

times set by people or institutions other than those responsible for

12s
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teaching them. Professional education and certification may carry

added responsibility in the sense that professional mistakes result.

)

ing from 'faulty education are likely to be expens've or fatal or

both. At least some of the teachers are likely to e in professional

practice themselves, giieg them greater contact with reality but

also perhaps less time for teaching and research: than other acade- .

mics have.

WHO i'DES. THE TEACI:N;'-'

Questions of the institutional basis and of who does the teach-
,-

ing terdfrto overlap. Three rain situations-can be distinguished.

Take as a hypothetical exarple a Eepartrent of Manning in a univer-

sity; The panning students could get their, e;Ivironrental education

by attending courses in other factulties of the university. 'any

ican universities allow plenty,of scope for students to take elective

courses from other faculties. So the student of planning could take

a unit of water resource managerent and a unit of ele=entaryeCology.

Such units will be taught by experts fro, a.strong dpartment. They

will 0-obably not be purpose-designee for .planning students and they

may not relate well to the neEks of these students. After they

lc= be opti,w.al. Th:z- E-trateg7, however, -does represent ecortoical

use of staff time.lt

The second situation is where the plAning department invites a

lecturer from the biology department to come and give a course, or

some lectures, on ecology to'the planning students. Here the lectures,

may Well be co4u1sory, and .ill be purpose Aesigneot. fi.t the ecolo-

gist giving the =ay regard them-as a chore divorced frelrhis main

job , they ay be passed down tq the%junior member of the biology_de- .
partment. Inwntive .for providing them ray be weak.

t The thifd situation'tis wher the'planning dIpartment appoints
-

an ecologist to its staff, and he lec.tures to the planning students

on the ecological aspects of planning. -He sill come to understand

very well the needs of the planning students And he will have incen- 1

tives to do a good job. The opportunities, for interdisciplinary teath-

ing, for developing dialoguetetween planning and ecology- will be

good. But at ecologist in this positiot may feel'himself isolated .

from a research base and from other ecologists: His promotion oppor-

tunities ray be damitiished. Le can never become head of a planning

department , he may not be ab.1%,to do enough, ecological research.to

move back to a biology department: And if he stays for more than, say,

seri years, his ecology may become stale. This strategy requires a .

fairly, large planning department which can employ, as in the tatalle,,

125
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an ecologist and presumably also a sociologist, an economist, a lawyer,

etc. Some of the posts will be difficult to fill because they, are

, unattractive to theiresearch-o;ien*d.scientist and there is the dan-

ger than only'a-non-research-oriented, second-rate, scientist can be
reczrulted.

The five case studies discussed introduce a range of possible

mechanims. general most o the departments'concdned appear to

_-includemost of the teaching ey need within the department, i.e.

the third option set out above. This may be because the case studies

are he test of *.heir sort. However, at Columbia for example, some

courses (e.g. basic geography) are taught outside the School of Pu-

t blic Health (that is,elsewhcre in the Univerity) and othet's like air

poll,..tionater pollution and solienhased management are taught by

bringing an outsider in, though it has proved very difficult to find

anyone 'to teach environmental economics. All five case studies men-

tion the importance of personS1 commitment when recruiting staff.

Most adr:t that research ability is rated and rewarded more highly

than teaching ability in making an appointment. This nay not be just

1as true in nedica, education. Zuch.excessive emphasis on research'is

often resented by students. Tn the general area of professional edu-

cation. there is a three-;.ay pull, not just research and teaching but -

also consultancy or other professional activity. Some faculty members I
may find the 4tave little tine left for their teaching. Several insti-

etiens envlo7 professionals from outside the university to laap

teach the course and find this beneficial, but senetines quite diffi-

cult.to :4-ordinate. At Berkeley about seventy-five full -tine faculty

members are supported by fifteen full-time equivalents of part -tine

teaching,.reaning thirty to forty part-tine appointments and they

judge this ratio about right. Th'ey try to involve e., as o some of
the other institutions, ZA course development but e hot alw is suc-

yssfil. in this. No-one finds it necessary for a the teac 'staff

to have the, professionaA qualification they-are teaching r,though

some of then should have it. Only-Idichigan Medical mehtions direct

evafiiation by the students and then it is only-of progea;me content

rather than of lecturing skill.

.
.

e TNSTITUTIONAL ORGANISATION.

The diversity of institutional organisation makes'generaiization

difficult. Furthermore'few people have much effective choice about

institutional organisation. People seeking to achieve curriculum in

novation are usually saddled with their own particular institutional.

constraints. Also the institutional bases far_ professional training

are in most cases already well-defined and not amenable to much alter-

ation. Gpeleral paints coming Cut of these case studies are :
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i) everyone is or feels himself to be short of.money ;

ii) varying degrees of democracy exist. Some Deans still exert
considerable influence which puts a large chance element
into curriculum innovation. The enthusiastic and energetic
innovator can achieve a lot in most institutions

;
iii) while several departments have good links with agencies

outside the university and get outside-help in teaching
their programmes, in general the outside links other than
professional institutes, have little formal tole in curric-
ulum design , 9

iv) levels of co- operation between
depar'tments vary but. are

generally good where there is sound'academic logic
hehinc: the co-opera'tion sought ;

v) arrangements
for counseling of students vary.. Anyway it

is difficult to determine the succe.41 of different.
arrangements.

COURSE COITI'FAT

Again, the subject areas and professional qualifications
of the,case studies Ate so diverse it is not easy to generali;e. ire selec-tion of the case studies is based on their environmental contentbeing rote extensive than would normally be the casein professional..training i:e-.-they represent the bee "of-their kind. The whole edu-cational prc ess has a high inertia and is slotOo change. Profes-sional educa-ion,,overseen

by the lliy top rem' in the profession
concerned, is very slow to change. The probe is that the curriculum
is usually over-full and itis difficultA throw out enough of theexisting moment to rake room for'new ra'terial.

However, some profes-sions and sore Lnstitutions manage to"do this which should be
encouragement to the young reforzeps who can be found irk tost profes-

.sions.
-

It seers clear that there are at least four
necessary corponewp :a) Sore ruliidisciplinary

orientation which is the essence of
an environmental perspective. This orientation isnecessary
to ensure an adequate

scope of subject concern and the abili-
ty to cormunicate with other professionlls ;

b) For professionals with a responsability

ming'the environment, the educational process should also
include extensive, in-depth training in a subject -or skill.
related to trie control of environmental problems.:

c) If the professional is to be 'given
responsabilities for co-

ordinating, managing or synthesising the efforts of other
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professionals in the environeental field, third educaional
component consisting 6i broad but rigoroustraining with

environmental systems is required ;

d) Systems analysis and synthesis. Most professionals will have

to deal with information relating to four very different types

of systems. These are social and'huean systems (especially

since professionals must always seek to involve the public in

teeer activities), ecological systems, management and infor-

eatieF. systems :especially as professional judgement must

relate to eV. decision-making process) and technological sys-
tems. V

::- :he medical trairirg at Rennes, the extr, material is on epi-

leeielegy, or the enderstaeding of the pteysecal enviroxeent and on

ea:s of influencing it and it does take a substantial proportion
te 7.: eeee) of to training tinte: The Michigan Medical case

etete'is coecerned especially with,faeily planning and population li-

esea-::-. e-:le tee erograeme,goes thoroieghly into demographic aspects

:f peeelatise grey...eh it does not appear to explore the broader aspects

of erverone4he and rese..rces as related to population growth. The

medical pr;egramme,that of iolu bia, contains ;Teich material con-
cern:,d envleoemental quality control. The ccntent taught here
goef into thebretical and practical aspects of Pollution,

.s asseseeent and control and ,there is certainly a broad environmen-

tal cev rage. At Bereeley the archijeeture, plennleg and. leriscape

architecture degrees arc all at the gradugte level following on a

literal arts type of undergraduate programme which allows, but does

eneere, some envireeeentai training. Witfien each major theme there

ie a high degree of...specialise-eon and a fair degree of choice. Within
-ee

7.2-vir-f7nrc-lt31 :eeign there is deliberately no .

eepeazie on natural ecoloee which is taught in another college. It

is eele that "each of the professions is already interdisciplinary in

content to the 1.nits of teachability and that therefore it is pre-

f,raele to eaintail a larger environeental bias within the established

professiene". The picture seems to be that of a large institution with
a good range of ens'ironrecntal options and little tompulsion. One pro-

blem which ray arise fror a high dcgrep of student choice is the

geeeral conservatise of seudents and khe 'fear that it is the more,
elineered students, rot in need of 4nvironwental breddth, who are

leas, little to avail themeelyes of the Lreadth available. There setae"
also at Berkeley to be an element of constructive discussion, dis-

aereteent ene Carpr.5-in 1,.:.twr-e,n the professional institutes.

At Michigan Engineering the aspect of course content relevant
.

to this discussion is the unitakccosyster analesis....Students in

Biology and E-gincering work together in email tears to develop eco-
:
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logical models in fields of their own choice; having first been given

sufficient background in systems concepts (for the biologists)and

biological atd ecological concepts (for' he engineers). The unit

seems popular among students and faculties. The models are cons-

tructed in FORTRAN because the engineers are already familiar with

this and the biologists have learnt to use it in their preliminaty

course. This seems to be a fairly small and simile innovation inser-

ted into an existing pr6grame and to be very effective.

In summary, of these fiveivtitutions Columbia is less afflict:

ed than others by professional constraints and can therefore produce

a road well-integrated environtental programme. Michigan Medical

does not achieve verch broad envirorzental input. Berkeley, by .

th'e size, breadth and excellence of the institution, offers the stu-

dents a good choice of environmental subject matter. Rennes has in-

jected a suprising amount of environmental material into the medical

profession. and Michigan Engineering has produced a rather small but

seemingly very effective unit of ecology for, engineers. Apart from

these examp.'..es of initial training it is clear that there is a nas-

sive retraining programme needed and a nUmber of University extramural

departments are beginning to operate in this field. Possible areas=

-for further discussion include how to outwit, infiltrate or overthrow

professional.constraints where these are both constrictive and conser-

vative and ho:. to achieve some environmental breadth without diluting

professional de th cthe Jack-of-all-trades-and-master-of-one).

TEACHING KETHGDS, MEDIA AND MATERIALS

It is only necessary to lo3k for ways in which the environmental

aspects of professional educa,tion differ from the generality of 'uni-,

.ersity education. Idectures, semanars.anS laboratory classes are ge:'"

neral ; so is the use of slides, tape, CCTV, f4m; etc. Student pro-

gress is monitored by various sorts of tests, essays, etc. Other as- .

peois of teaching, methods and materials, such as the use of elf-

study units, student access to computers, the extensive Use of photo-

copied scientific papers,etc.,are less universal bu't they are not a
.

special featte of professional training.

The breadth of subject natter in professional education creates 4
problems of, integration and interdisciplinarity. integrationi.s a.idev-

,.1 partly "rc-4Fb) discussion between the various lecturers involved,

partly by the student hi .elf especially if he is Eitgraduate or final

year undergraduate and partly through the case-study, problem-solving

approach. This latter is probably' the most important and distinctive .

feature of environmental professional education. The case or problem

studied may be.inaginary (as or times in the games approach) but is

iir
more often real. It may be an a alysis of past events, sometimes

I29
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something drawn from the professional experience of ore of the lec-
ridters. But alternatively it may concern some current live issue in

the local community in which case the student 'solution, if well su'per-
vised, nay itself.be of value to the community'or lay form the basis
For a =bre extended research prbject.

play a real and importadu ole gives

making then active partners
.

teachenitaught barrier.

There seers little Soubt

their

A project

great encouragement to them,

university and breaking dawn the

in which the students

in general that focusing down on real-,. .

problems as teaching-material /s,beneficial in'providing motiva-
tion for ..tudents, community involvement for the university and the
opportuity to integrate interdisciplinary approaches and for the
students to learn about teamwork. There, is a danger in narrowing down,
on to c4,ccific a problem.and it is important that it be set in a
broader, often global, context. Often too all the students are train-
irm 'for the same profession, so the full breadth of team work is not
realised. It ss not so easy to ,set up at student and faculty level
a planning team involving planners, architects, engineers, sociolo-
gists, economists, ecologists, etc. The problem based approach allows'
the university to bring local managers, politicians and civil servants
into the discussion. Several of the case-studies mention the systems
approach (see also page. 128) and the use of computer simulations.

Michigan Engineering suggests that the ideal group might include four
students and two faculty and night meet oneea week.

Since most professional training already involves real world
pro)edt work 4f some sort, the important thing is to ensure that the'
project work carried alit does deal adequately with broad environmen-
tal aspects. This is genera4y so in the case-studies under review
but is not necessurily true of *ost'professional training.

I.

THE RESEARCH BASE

All university lecturers, traditionally and sometimes contrac-
tually, engage'in research, often individually or with a small team
of graduates and often in a specialised field. Publications ensue and
are regarded as an (even tile) important criterion for promotion.

It is difficult to envisage a successful programme of4environ-
mental education at University level with no research base. That is
notto say trat all lecturers must research any more than all resear-
chers must lecture. The special f;atures of the environmental/profes-
sional subject area are the aced for teamwork and the relationship
between research and consultancy.'

Environmental problems ramify rensivaly and many of them re-
-quire a pluridisciplmary, perhaps an interdisciplinary, team to
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tckle them. Difficulties in achieving tkis arise from individual at-
.

titudes (attempts to protect and reinforce on own disciplines,

lack of interdisciplinary training among lecturing staff), institu-

tiOnal organisation (academicala$and physically separated depart-

ments) and the blinkered attitude of some funding organisations. The

scientific general gap ensures that there are no senior environmental

scientists as such. Gradually the new generation of inter4isciplirlary

environmenval scientists and environmentally oriented professionals

will replace the ex ±sting lecturing staff and the existing research

grant committees and two of the constraints will be lifted. Institu-

tional organisation is difficult but not impossible to reform in exist -

ing institutions. More progress can be made in newer institutions.

in Michigan Engineering a number of thy group projects have

develOped in doctoral thesis topics,or fully fledged research efforts.

supported by the National Science Foundation. At Columbia there are

two highly specific research raboratories mentioned in the case study,

the Trace MetalsResearch Laboratory and t44 Community Noise Research

Laborator), and certainly research with such clearly defined aims is

easier to organise, staff and support. The i4terdeeddence of re /earth

and teaching need not be very high in such a case. The prOblem s to

create the broader piuri- disciplinary research programmes that envi-

rorttntal sciences would seem to require.

On the second point, research and consultancy, it.is clear that

there is a complete gradations ram p/re research through applied re-

search to consultancy. Precise definitions are difficult but most

people recognise the extreme situations. There is a time difference

also in the sense that.a good- deal of research is based on anticipa-

,' tins the consultancy problems of the futur.. and laying the scientific

basis for their solution. An individual lecturer, allocating his tine

between research and consultancy, may be pulled both ways. Research

r,iay lead to publication tend thus promotion whereas consultancy may

lead to extra money nOw. enior staff, with no further need for,pro-

motion, ray take on,too much consultancy to the detisiment of their

university teaching and administration duties, and this is a farticii- '

lar hazard among professionals. However, consultanty, as suggested' '

above, can provide material for gftuf projects. It is common in the

U.S. system for atudents to be working part-time as research. assista

ants to earn money to pursue their course of studies so that they

gain iesearch orientation indirectly in this way. The feedback from

either research or consultancy into teaching. is difficult to deter-

min.-,14k-Rritain the importance of research for teaa ching certainly has

sacred cOw status but in the U.S. it seams to be recognised, more

realistically, .that some faculty,members do mainly research and some

doimanly teaching. .

1/
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The Rothschild Report in Britain has recommendedthat scientific
research should be organised to a mush greater extent on the customer-
contractor basis. Consultancy, of course, is so organised anyway but
it may a*.tract funding which can be used to help research or teaching
(e.g- in Britain dh efterrikly funded research fellow is usually per-

'mitted or encouraged to do up to six hours a week of.teaching).

0

CONTINUING AND RECURRENT EDUCATION

Increasingly profetsionals require some element of continuing
education to keep up to date with changing technOlogy and changing
social and environmental conditions. It is clear that this continuing

1education :hould contain a good element of the net.; environmentalaware-
nes Equally teachers or lecturers in:environmental
topics .:ill reed refresher courses from time to time.

CONCLUSIONS

o4 .
The grodp discussion on this topic is reportdd-elsewhere in this

volume (p.30 ). However, thi's fin-Alisection seekq'to.relate these
grout to the ease studies and the pres4nt ankysis by iden-
tifying areas of general agreement and areas requiring more discussion.

_
There was general agreement that profesSionaii4 bec4use oftheig

advisory and'executive responsibilities, are a particularly important
target for environmental education. This education might occur at a
number' of levels ; all professionals would require,some general envi-
ronmenal orientation and knowledge of environmentta problems. Thos'e
whose activities had direct relevance for the environment (which is
true of Ftost professionals) should have a relatively deep trxders:tand-
in; of,the environmental impact of their own profession and how their
professional expertise can be ]sed to minimise undesirable effects.
Findllty .ome professionals would be 'very directly involved in envi-
ronmental control and might be termed Environmental Engineers ; they, .

would obviously need a fuller understanding of the environmental tys-
tems thy were de34ng with.

There was also general agreement that the most effective method
of imparting trul1 interdisciplinary environmental education was by
the problem oriented real-life case study referred to above. More
information is needed about'iMplementatiOn, examples of sucessful and
'unsuccessful case studies, etc.

Recurrent education was one theme of discussioh during the
Conference (1). Its vital' importance was recognised partly because
professionals already in practice need to catch up on their
1) See. "Recurrent Education in Environmental Science and Management"

by J. Bossanyi (CERItHE/CP/74.10).See Annex 2.
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environmentareWucation bit also because initial education and expe-

rience on the job will never agaih be enough to last a professional

through his career. Again the concept is relatively new and much

more information is needed on techniques.

There was less consensus about the aptiAl mare-up of the teach-

ing team. Its 'members can include

a) full-time academics, with or without a professional qualifi-

cation, often carrying out applied research or consultancy ;

b) part-time academics, perhaps carrying out a large consultancy

work ;

c) full-time active professioirals, either discussing their work

on the ground or coming into the Niversity to give an occa-

sional lecture or seminar.

An active team leader is needed to prelSare a coherent inter-

disciplinary programme, to co-ordinate everyone involved it the teach-
.

Ing, to encouragesconsistent terminology anf units. The commitment

of time, effort and administrative back-up needed for this co-ordina-

tion must not be overlooked.
.* r -

Finally, international co-operation was generally commended but
.

it proved more difficult to define what forms it should take. Inter-

.national organisations1With clear environmental responsibilities

- (e.g. 'FAO, WHO, WMO, UNESCO, UNEP, SCOPE) are already, achieving it.

The present conference was,the result of an initiative by another

international brganisat.Ion 10ECL) with broader responsit.illties, in-
.

cluding educational and environmental. ones. Sharing of ideas and

information, interchange of personnel and the organisation of confer-

ences and training courses are usually wholly beneficial providing'

the time and money commitment is not excessive.

4.
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Chapter 1

.

.

PRINCIPLES FUNDAMENTAUTO THE INSTITUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL

RESEARCH AND PROPOSALS FOR ITSORGANI,SATION
.

.

4.

by r

. Q

V. Labeyrie, Direetdr of the Centre d'Etudes SuPerieures-
.

de l'Amenagement, University of Tours, France

o. 0

y.

1. Ecology is the study of the economics of nature (HAeckel).

The ecological approach calls for thstudy of ecosystems4i.e. spa-.

ttial entities, as functional systems.
4

Cohesion in each ecosystem is provided by the.stagilitrof its intern-'
t

al bonds.

Eachospatia l entity comprises the four compantments Of the ecosphere :

.

lithosphe hydrosphere, atmosPhere and biosphere.t
3

ExchUnges of energy and material take place at th4 interfaces of, the

four compartments in accordance with.thei; physical aoharacteristiOs.
.

Eyery ecosystem is an open system, exchanging material and energy

with neighboUring ecosystems, particularly through the most mobile

compartments.

The ecosphere itself is an opeh energy system.

2. The circulation of energy and material Within an ecosystem calls

for the study of relationships between compartments at their inter-

faces.

No ecological study can be limited to one particular compartment of

an ecosystem or of the ecosphere. Any4ecological study extends beyond

research into processes specific to some given compartment.

Ecology can be considered no more a branch of biology than of geology.

ThetechniqUes of ecology are adopted from its disciplines that have

,for long been dealing with processes in each compartment , suitable

mAhods.must be worked Aut for studying exchanges at the interfaces.

Any ecological study must therefore be multidisciplinary. .

In-ecQlogical_laboratories, research workege with different back-

grounds cooperate on some, problem relating to the operation of a.

given ecosystem.
.13S to



3. The input of energy into the acosphere varies periodically as deter-..

mined by the'earth's motion. -

The amount of energy received varies in'time and spice according to
the geographical sittlation.of thelecosystems.

At the same latitude, lOcal
differences in climate occur, depending

on.the physical characteristics of the various compartments and the
heterogeneity of the earth's surface.

The chemical energy converted from light in the photosynthesis process
is stored, thus resulting in continuous activity of the biosphere.

'4An ecosystem eaMtles energy balance when all the accumulated chemical^
energy is utilised by the action of living organism;,.. The processes
Of respiritio.and photosynthesis in the ecosystem are then in,eciali-,
brium and the 0

2
and CO

2 balances are zero.

In an ecosystem with an energy imbalance, particularly when not all
the ecological slats are filled, respiration may be less than ptOto-
synthesis ; this leads to an accumulation of organic matter.

The activity of living OrgatiFis must match the perigdicity of ener-
gy. Since energy depends on latitude, any change in latitude produces
a mismatch andjeads to selection.

. . *
The interactions between the earth's morphology and the physical cha-
racteristics of compartments produce deviations from the theoretical
values ofaaany periodic physical parameters.

The lithosphere's own activity, variations in the energy inflow, in-
teractions between these factors and the circulation of material in
rh different compartments an lead to disastrous events which are

rtompletely aperiodic. Any n w element introduced into an ecosystemI
tan mct asa calamitoUs factor.

Possibilitiesof selection are limited by any departure from theore-
tical periodic values. Survival is made possible only by the variety
of individual responses and the diversity of possible responses within
populations of each type oforgadism.

Selection in a given ecosystem is both controlled and variable.

The larger a population and the richer its genetic make-up the greater
the possibilities fbr phenotype divesification and the higher the
probability of survival.

No selection process can be oriented by phenomena of a calamitous
nature which upset the population of

organisms and disrupt the quali-
tative and quantitative evolution of the populations."

All ecosystems.are evolutive, and note are stationary. Every ecosystem
is the product of on-going evolution.
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It is impossible to preserve nature unchanged, and the objective of

nature protection cannot be to maintain'a status quo.

Human activities should be organised in such a way that evolution can

continue without any lost by ecosystigt of biological capital and of

genetic capital by populations.

The study of the evolution of the populations in each ecosystem calls

for determination of their biological'and genetic capital.

Any simplification of an ecosystem implies that both these forms of

capital be depletet.

It is essential to maintain reserves of biological and genetic capital.

This can be done only in ecological conditions corresponding to each

type of ecosystem.

.t Only by simulating the operation of ecosystems can the evolution of

these capitals be studied experimentally%

4. Since the ecospher and ecosystems are.open energy systems, 'the

prevents entropy apd allowi the.zys-periodic introduction of energ

tens to operate permanently.

The energy balance of each of these systems depends on the ratio

between the usable incident eeetgy and the degraded energy released.

Any alteration in this ratio changes energy b once.

The release of potential ene4'y contributes to is change.

The continuous nature of human activities requires that the energy

valance of the ecosphere be respected. The tapping and use of free

energy make such continuous activity possible without reducing the

amount of usable energy.

The human economy should e redirected towards the use of.sources of

free energy in the ecospHere rather than sources of potential energy.

Research should deal with methods of using the different forms of

free energy.

All parts of the world possess sources of free energy in one form or

another. Develop-rent of the different usable sources is one prerequi-

site for balanced development in the different countries and their

economic salvation.

S. The organic molecules of fossil fuels origin4te from a process of

synthesis during which there was an input of energy ; they ate the

raw materials which enable rare complex synthesis to take place.

Materials circulate between the coMpIrtments of each ecosystem and

between ecosystems. Although displaced, the materials are not con-

sured. Mate ,-ials .a.r inexhaustible; only organic matter can be 6e-
. .1

graded and rust Le renewed..
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Apart from araniam and thorium, raw materials are not exhausted. Dis-

placement takes place, from ecosystem to ecosystem, whether or not a

change of compartment occurs. Urban development increases the dis-

placement.

When nthe huaa economy $ based on the production of goods enabling

igapital to be invested - means of production, then the industrial

=aterials circuit is broken.

After processing and use, ra materials are converted into wastes.

The industrial process transfers matter from the raw materials compart-

men; to the wastes compartment.
1

This one-way traffic, ty breaking the circuit in which materials are

circulated contradicts the perEanent nature of economic activity.

Fermanence means reinserting goods into the production process after

they have been used. It is independent of growth rate. Zero growth is

s fals ecological problem.

The one-way traffic situation is wade worse by the technical ohs°-

lescence of goods and, production facilities. It is artificially.ag-

gravated ty the obsolescence deliberately built into goods which is .

linkca to the redaction, in the production process, of the relative

magnitude of variable capital generating capital gains.

If artificial obsolccence is eliminated, human labour can be freed

for other purposes and the energy used to provide society with a

given service can be reduded, -

Fecycling goods into he production process .after use calls for re-

distrikution of the manpoweE now concentrated upstream of the goods!""*.

This requires that the means of production and the goods be so:de-

:Lp-ped that they can bb' re- introduced after use into the production

process.
Nor

The training of engineers should be revised in the light of this dou-

ble req4,iremeet, i.e. later recycling and longer useful life, without

reducing the service given by plant and products.,

the economfC otstaeles standing in the wayof these ecological require-
.

rents should
,

to removed.. Any. economic system will henceforth beI

assessed in terms of its capacity to achieve these objectives.

6. Man has gradually colonised all ecosystems. No natural ecosystem.

is safe from man's intruion. As a result of the introduction of DDT

and radioactive strontium into the 44.mogpher,e compartment, all eco-
,

systems are contarinated.

The scientific and technological revolution has increased man's

capacity for intervention and has shown how inadequate Ili's methods

are.

13 9
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The consequences of human activity are Spread through time and space.

Any'action in terms of,sectoral and short-ter= objectives conflicts

with the economics of nature- .

The sectoral and short-term pattern of economic activities stems from

the production ratios which were developed during thaindustriaf revo-

lution. As a result, =an have been trained according to a.sectoral

bias in order that industrial processes might be controlled,,with no

regard fqr their ecological background. 4
s I

An essential part of any solution to the environmental crisis is to

renounce an economic system ultimately designed for sectoral,..short7

ter= profits. A change in grol.th rate cannot obviate this necessity.

If the crisis is to be resolved; there is no alernative but to reform

training systems designed with these objectives in rind.

Research.Olould Me intensified in order that the ecological conse-

quences of productior 7-!oesses.can be ascertained and The content

and form of university courses so designed that men can be twined

to gfasp the2re and,extent of these problers.'

7. Each popula... tion is "a link in the chain of energy and materials.

flowing in an ecosystem. There is no such thing as an. isolated popu-

lation.

The dynamics of a pOpulation depends on the dynamics of the system.

The interactions between trophic chains tend to damp fluctuations in

populations.

The mare complex an ecosystem, the more varied the slots and the

more limited any quantitative changes in population.

The =ore simplified an ecosystemthe rarer the stabilising factors

and the greater explosions or regressions of populations become. In

simplifying ecosystems 0 restricting them to those species that are

useful to him; man substantially increases their fragility. He must

act deliberately in order to maintain the level of useful populations.

This law of ecosyStems applies to human activities, The more viried_

the industrialoomplex of a country or region, the less se,sitive it

is to market fluctuatians.or to technological upheavals.

8- In the'coeurse of tine, pan has transformed the vast majority of

ecosystems. Felationships between man and nature have taken ,.11 various

aspects according to how the different cultures of mankind have evol-

ved.

It !s impossible.: to alter man's intervention in these. different eco-

systems without taking historical patterns into account.
.
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Any change in the human economy must be made in the light of require-

ments of th. natural eoonory ar.1 of the relationships between .m3n

' and nature which exist .in e given ecosystem.

Managers of the human economy should It.e taught the natural laisgovern-

ir, the operation of ecosystems and trained in the human sciences

.hich determine tyres of relationships between men as well as between

an and nature.

These relationships are evolutive in character. By studying the evo-

lution of the interactions between society, science.and nature, the

ideological aspects of the environEental crisis can then be analysed..

nc longer passible to separate the economics of human activities
S,- the ecc-omics of nature. Any change introduced means inserting

nne human economy into the natural economy. The system of training

ecoro-rists to deal w.th economic activities while neglecting natural

economic should be replaced.

9. The division of human labour has led to the formation of towns,'

and ttit ha: beer made possible by developing means of communication.'
4

.1:owing urbanisatibn geopardizes the circulation of materials by de-

priving certain ecosystems of essential elements and by stifling

others by t=eans of these same elements,

A, 3 re:ult. of the deL.clopment of means of communication, the appear-

:f less ponderous materials, the diversification of energy

zources and the reduced dependence0on conventional energy sources

and traditional maPerials, a balanced redistribution of human activ-.

ir s.i.az!* can

he:. *nears of communication can contribkte to limiting man's movements.

Mac cah beg.ndistributing his activities in the light of ecological

constraints and his need for fulfillment.

%:.r. pl3nning and development activities should be regarded no longer.

in terms of a narrow, outmoded economic ra.tionale but in the light

of ecological constraints and man's needs'.

L. The speedier groath of knowledge and technology means that struc-

tures will have to be more adaptable.

All development activities must be planned so as to less jeopardise

the fue ture. They must be functional but capable of alteration.

I

All civil engineering works. should be designed in the light oetheir

speedier technological obsolescence, so as to less jeopardise any

later alterations and re-use.
4

It AS therefore necessary that the whole strategy of civil engineering

be revised.
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Legal and administrative structures reflect a given stage.In the evo-

lution of society. The'greater speed of scientific and technological

revolution is changing living Conditions.

As knowledge and technology expand, and'as the technical and practi-

cal revolution proceeds, legal andadministrativeogtructures rapidly

impose constraints and hinder the development of society.

In their present, precise state, they rust increasingly often be

changed. At the same time, the norms governing relationEhips between

ran and nature rapidly become outdated.,

If legislation is not continually to,fall behind events, detailed

legal and administrative relationships cannot be established. Legis-

lation should increasingly become 1 framework for general principles

so that flexible application can take place as.society develops.

11. The expansion of knowledge pushes back the boundaries of under-

standing in increasingly varied fields and leads to the interdependence

of areas of knowledge'

Research cannot be channelled solely into sectors where sore techilolo-

gical advantage can be foreseen. The increased interdependence of

disciplines instead requires that knowledge as a whole be developed,

since sor=e neglected sector increasingly threatens to jeopardise the

whole.
1

.
All Immarkactivities_must at into open_systems 7-Aheing, fro= the

ecosphere to individual organisms themselves. It is no longer possible.

to disregard the position of any of these systems, whether for pur-

poses of study or action. The study of;complex systems is becoming a

decisive factor.

The air of training should be to produce specialists capable of study -

ing one particular aspect in depth as well as generalists capable of

studying the operatiOn of a particular system.

Any specialists perceived as a generalist by someone studying a more

limited process, and any generalist is perceived as a specialist by,

someone studying a syster of a flibeeorder.

Technologies are Incoming obsolete at an increasing rate. It is in-

possible to teach techniques that will endure throughout professional

life.

It is *becoming essential to learn how to learn. Education can no

longer be lim,ited to tyl pre-professional phase of life.

The objective of trainiile should be to acquire.an understanding of

principles and methods rather than to learn specific techniques

which Are immediately out of date. Montaigne's goal of "a well-trained

brain rather .than a well-filled brain" is more than ever desirable.
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Young people are :ncreasit.gly co..versantwith phenomena which previous

generations krew nsthing about. The niermrch} of age no longer corres-
.

ponds to tr.e hierarct* of knowledge. Personal experience acquir4d. with

age -s ri! longer the prime source co: understanding. imparted social
Jawareness cs becoming increasingly important.

Youtt Thus .increasiggi-y rejects any authority or hierarchy based

exclusive:, on age. Lacking opportunities to renew their knowledge,

tte o:dest generations jam no longer keep up with social change ; they

art left tesind ofting to oircumsztances they are unable twunderstand.

ft lz thut, a social as well as an economic necessity' to enable man to

readfust to :...cu-stances by continuously updating his knowledge.

The t.ceta:.( of e:er; adult should be so organised that he can spend

an increasing proportion of time adding to his knowledge.

The technological upheavals which are transforming entire sectors of

tne e.:onom4 call for i.,AuLztanIial occupational changes, which are fea-

t.le only .f t?-e kno.;ledge of all concerned is as wide as possible.

1:. The envirtnmental crisis, which parallels the scientific revolu-

tion, is affecting all areas of human activity.

It is therefore unthinkable that environmental research facilities

should restrict their activities tm some specific field. The orienta-

tion of all current research should be revised so that the problems

of the changing ecosichere and man-made ecosystems can be dealt with.

No exhaustive list of the sectors affected can be drawn up. Every.one

should be reviewed, with 'due regard for their various components,

which must all be Known if some given system is to be understood.

Stressing the need to develop research. with tile environment in mind

in no way means that a new discipline must be set up. What is needed

is to re-examine strategies which have be4n'adopted for expanding

knowledge ana promoting human action.

.
The accumulate g.d la, in krow7edge regarding the growth of complex

systems, parti..ilarly the ecosphere and natural man-made ecosystems

calls for a strengthening, of man's research potential; not a pauid

in such efforts.

Since ecological problcr arm lira,edto natural consii.aints.dependent

on the operation of ecosystems, research should deal with systems

regardless of national boundaries. Scientific cooperation is a sine

qua non. .

As the strategy for action In man-made ecowstems rust take history ye

into consideration, it should be based on research into both the

natural and human sciences. Strategies cannot be transposed from one

man-made ecosystem to another.
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C
Any research concerning the ecosphere and ecosystems calls for inter-

national co-ordination to determine what is common and linked to na-

tural laws, and what is contingent and linked to the.social and eco-

nomic development of some given society.

The magnitude of the scientific effort that needs urgently to be under-

taken is such that any wastage of men and resources must be eliminated.

It is essential that the men and resources still engaged in developing

the means of destruction be channelled in other directions.

4
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Chapter 2

THE SPECIAL CHARACTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

. AND PROPOSALS FOR ITS ORGANISATION

by

J.H. Abillon,'Department of Environment,
University of Paris VII, France

POSITION OF THE PROBLEM

A. The Environmental Crisis

The environmental crisis must be blamed on the affluent societies,

whose' present ills are much like those ofleople who have eaten too

much. This would not be so bad (obesity can be cured by4trict dieting)

were It not for the fact that people who do not eat enough also suffer..

It may safely be claimed that the currently unbalanced state of

the universe - pollution, the destruction of biosystems, the population

explosion and the increasing lag_of the underdeveloped countries_- is

a direct or an indirect consequence of the growing demand for and

fquandering of world resources.

The reason for this demand and wastefulness is the poor use made.

of the advances resulting from the scientific and technical revolu-

tion, which have va9tly added to all or at least part of humanity's

capacity for action.On this score, J. Platt (1) estilaates as fbllows :

"During 1,11e,last century we multiplied our communication speedidy a

factor of the order of 107, our travelling speed by-102, our recording

speed Ly 106, our energy resources by 1u3 and our Vire power by 106..."

Egergy has therefore bee" and is still being used in steadily

increasing quantities. In the irnited States,.this incrAhse yearly

amounted to 2.8 ptr cent from 1947 to 1965,.but rose to 5 per cent

from 1965 to 1969. Between 1935 and 1938, pore metals`were used than _

d ever been before thin period., According to H. Brown (2), the

ited Btates economy requires that 25 tons of material be extracted

er capita each year.
4

' According to the systems dynamics group at M.I.T. (3),by assub

ing a rate of use stabilised at present values (while the population

is growing exponentially and average individual consumption increases

annually), bast,/ on resources five times -greb.ter than known

es
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pes.mmis %aluminium resources will be exhausted in SS yearb, copper

in 48 years, lead ip'64, mercury in 41, petroleum in SO, etc.

This, of course, applies to non-renewable resources.Wher renew-

able resources are cc,ncernedeiduring the past year costs have risen

at a staggering rate. According to a'recent OECD study (4) of price

trends on international zaPkets, wheat prices have tsrebled, maiie

doubled, sofa doubled of trebled, cottOndoubled and wool increased

nearly fourfold between 1972 and the end of 1973. Part of the process

can be accounted for by the fact that "... stocks - especially stocks

of wheat and soya beans'- declined progressively. The decline was

even mol-,e pronounced in relation to world trade. Thus almost without

realising it, the world moved into a situation of insecurityregard-

ing supplies, at the mercy of unforeseen contingencies like those

which were to occur in 1972/73" (such as the poor grain harvests in

tlie USSR and China, and the substantial drop in Peruvin fishmeal

production).

A natural corollary of the greater use Of energy needed to pro-

cess resources is heavier pollution. The Meadows report (S) thus

points out ; "The process of economic-development is in effect the

process oT utilizing more energy to increase the productivity and

efficiency of human labour. In fact, one of the best indications of

the wealth of-alhuMen
9
population is the amount of energy it consumes

per person, Per capita energy Consumption in the world is increasing

at a rate of 1.3 per cent per_year: which'meanst total increase,

including populetioh'growth, of 3.4 per cent per year.

At present, about 97 per cent of mankind's industrial energy 4

production comes from fossil fuels (coal, oil,s0k nat.% gas). When

these fuels are burped, they release, among other Siii)stances, carbon

dioxide (CO ) into the atmosphere. Currently a t4.20 billion ton/g.

of CO
2

are being released from fossil fuel co 'tion ch year....

The.measured amount of C3
2

in the atmosphere is incre ng exponen-

tially, apparently at a rate of about 0.2 per cent-per y _ ..Only

about one half of the CO2 released from burning fossil. fuels has ac-

tually appeared in the atmosphere - the other half has apparently

been absorbed, mainly by the surfate water of the oceans."

Even though the effects of such ,higher percentages of CO2 in the

atmosphere have.yet to be more closely investigated, they already

seem rather alarming. This is because out; planet is an open therm-

dynirdc system and Constantly receives energy from the sun which is

dissipated into space. The temperature of the earth's surface results

from the energy balance between incident solar radiation and the

infra-red rays which are emitted. Any change of relationship between

dissipated radiation and incident rays,directly affects climatic
1 conditions.
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It so happens that the CO2 in the air and thvcioud cover in the

lower troposphere add to the "earth effect",.by Zimitiing the disSipa-

tion of infra-red rays. Hence the atmosphere tends to become warmer.

E. Fedorovithus estimates that a 1 or 2 per cent rise in surface tern-

perature can have considerable climatic effects and cause the polar

ice to melt.

-0 Economic activity moreover dissipates heat by releasing energy

which has played no part in the energy balance of the ecosphere.

Again, according to E. FedCrov's calculations, energy released by

' human activity amounts to some 0.01 or 0.02 per -cent mf incident

soar energy. At the present rate of increase, in SO or 60 years, the

figure wculd pe 1 to 2 per cent..P.F. Chapman (6) sets the threshold

beyondwhich(the ecosphere's energy balance would be destroyed at S'

per cent, a limit which in the Los Angeles area already extends.Qver

10
6
hectares. In the opinion of S.M. Greenfield (7), by the year 2040,

this thntshold will have been exceeded in the eastern United _States

over a 90 x 17.)6 ha area. On the strength of these data several docu°-

meats, including the MeadoWs report, set an energy limit to the growth

of human activities.

"Nuclear energy", put forward as a cure for all the difficulties

stemming from the,increased cost of oil, dcei'not solve the,problem

of heat dissipation and "will produce yet another kind of pollutant,-

radioactive wastes. Since nuclear power now provides only an insig-
nificant fraction of the energy used by man, the possible enViron-2

mental impact of the ,.antes released by nuclear reactors cab-only

be surmised" (3). We omit any reference to theseffectsion the human .

bodyltf continued exposure to small doses of radioactivity, which

have only begun to be studied.
0

For the record we may point to all other forms of pollution,

amply described in the press. Yet these are but 4 foretaste of what

the immoderate use of resources can leadto

In the capitalistic system, the object bf which is to generaXe

profits by producing goods, materials usedare-transferrAd from the

natural-re'souree compartment to the waste compartment. By following

such a strategy sources are depleted.while the earth inevitably.

becomes choked up with wastes.

The threatened exhaustion of major land sources is the reason

which originally prompted a continued effort to improve the mining

of scattered deposits, make use of the ocean bed or concentrate the

salts dissolved in seawater. Regardless of any advances achieved,

these can but postpone the final day of reckoning if the principle

of the eco.omic process is still to consist.in transferring assets

from the resources to the waste compartment.
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As fixed assets ificrease, profits decrease with improvements in

'.technology, with the result that a quicker rate of turnover is system=
atically sought by renewing goods at a faster pace. Hence the common .

practice is to reduce their use value by decreasing durability. Goods
are purposely ditsigned tolast the shortest possible time. The mass
media help'to shape public opinion in causing fashions to change, thus
promoting the rejection of% goodS"which still have some use left in
them. As early as 1822, Fodrier (8) denounced the "system bent on
bringing about the industrial disruption caused by changing fashions

and on manufacturing shoddy fabrics and furnishings in order to double
consumption and enable merchants to make money at the expense of
real wealth".

At the time an increasing share of materials, including large
. .

quantities of scarce goods, is used in arms production, which rapid-
+.

ly become obsolete due to the vertplayed by the stientific and
technical revolution in the arms race. This type of waste, though

very substantial, cannot accurately be evaluated since no exact fi-
gures are provided in official documents.

Human activity not only entails transfers from the resources

compartment to the waste department,but consists in shifting any

. materials which are extracted, processed or used from one area to

another. Waste is thiA geographically displaced in relation to-re -

sources. During the utilisation process materials are tr:..sferred from

the lithosphere to thethydrosphere arta atmosphere, or from the hydro-
sphere to the atmosphere. Hence no mere geographical shift Occurs but

an ecological transfer fromone compartment of the ecosphere to an-

other. The scattering of materials into the hydrosphere is sibsta;tial,
and even more rapid ardWidesPread in the atmosphere. In the space
of a few week's the strOntium90released by a nuclear explosion can

thus travel round the world. A pesticide such as DDT can remain in
the dirseverel years and contaminate any part of the globe. Thv lead

produced upon burning of premium motor spirit leaves sizable traces
an the polar cap.

We mentioned that the Meadows rep ort sets an. energy limit to

the growth of human activity. But this limit exists only insofar as
the energy used comes from a potential source, i.e. from an energy

source built up through geological time. If instead man makes use of
free energy he does not change the balance and taps a source which .-
is constantly being renewed, since the ecosphere, as we have said,
is an open energy system.

All living populations are thus links in the chain transferring

the chemical energy obtained from light energy by photosynthesils.
Broadly speaking, the chemical energy of plants (prilary proolVers)

is used by primary consumer.. (herbivores), which become an energy

.1
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source for secondary consumers (carnivores). DLomposers thereupon

burn up most of the energy contained in the dead tissues constmed,

and therefore can only exceptionally serve as an energy source for

further links in the chain. Some recycling is however possibl" with

extremely dense populations. Plan to obtain proteins from bacterial

cultures as food for mamma oe under this heading.

No animal population is hence able to live in isolation. Its

size depends on that of its energy source (the lower trophic level

whim 1a used) and on how many consumers and decomposers make use of

it in turn as a trophie source. Each population is both food and

fee.-.1,1,with the result that ho change in population level can occur

without tealance being restored owing to the influence of.the species

with which it interacts. A certain stability of natural populations

thereupon ensue., knowrt as biological balance. This essential concept

has often Leer, igno'red by "nature conservationists" who, in order to

protect aAarticular species, have eliminated its predators. Such an

approach tree led to a population explosion of the prote'cted species,

whose number could no longer be kept down by predators, followed by

a ..udder drop through hunger or disease below the level the popula-

tion would have reached'in a balanced system.
A

Human populations managed to rid themselves of most of their

own predators daring the first few hundred years of their history.

They have also recently become free of the decomposers (pathogens),

which up to the last century still'preyed upon them. Hence such pop-,

uiations are an "ecological cul-de-sac". This is because, while they

continue to depend on the availability of food resources, they are

no longer kept wAthin bounds by consumers and decomposers. They will

neveY be entirely freed from this constraint titil man is able'to

create living matter through artificial photOsynthesis.

Biologically, the outcome may be a population explosion of the

human species far in excess of the one we are now witnessing. The

reproductive behaviour of humans was hdTver codified at a time when

mankind was subjected to huge ecological pressures from decomposers

and warfare. In the countries now considered developed, most 'religions

and _laws necessarily favoured a high birthrate, and lacking such a

policy populations 'would have disappeared. For sociological' reasons,

however, these laws axe no longer suited to the new era in the his-

tory of such -populations. In the so-called underdeveloped countries_

the pattern Pat been very different: The remarkable degree of demo-

graphic balance achieved by many of these populations was destroyed, .

as will later be seen, by the largely diffttUpting influence, whether

conscious or not, of colonial systems nor is the eradication of dis-

case among these groups the only factor responsible for the present

population explosion,
S
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The important fact to note is that the human species hat usually

adjusted and continues to adjust its reproductive habits to existing

production means and ratios. This adjustment is the result of a long

evolutionary process acid in some cases is reflected in extremely spec-

ific sociological laws. "Before the.'developed' countries intervened,

the rural population in traditional African systems hali-reached a

stage known in ecological terms as a 'climax', with the controlsys-

tems adapted to such communities, which were relatively stable from_

a demographic standpoint. The consensus has nearly always bedn.that

the lower death rate achieved through the prevention of disease, '1010

incldding malaria, destroyed this balance. In such areas as the high-

lands of Angola, however, population growth was not the result of

health assistance, but rather seems due to interferente with the

social systems promoting'birth control

Hence it is invariably difficult to ascribe the lower d ath rate

to some specific action, as in Ceylon where malaria control has been

regarded as the decisive factor. Yet in areas free of malaria and

where no steps had been taken, the decrease in the death rate has been

exactly the same. In most cases, therefore, the-system of population

'control peculiar to .pxtremely,rigid cultural groups may be said to

have been tampered with In, many African cultures biyths used to be.

carefully controlled by marriage practices, abortion, initiation rites,

and other methods. This System of control was greatly weakened by the

disappearance of such rites, changes in marriageable ages, etc. Since

anyone was free to procreate, it is small wonder that the birthrate

should have increased. Nearly every so-called "primitive" population

has its own social methods of regulating births, It is not merely by

introducing contraceptive pills, uterine devices or sterilisation

that births can be controlled, but when the need is also recognised

by the community itself (9). One telling example among others is

the failure of India's aggressive birth-control policy.

Demographic conditions hence vary in terms of production ratios

and the techtological and cultural level achieved by the social stra-

ta in different countries. There is not,nor can there ever be, an

average world rate of population growth.

Such, in.very brief terms, are the four essential marks of the

present environmental crisis : the exhaustion of natural resources,

pollution, loss of energy balance and the population explosion.

B. Economics and Ecology

The astonishment evinced in economic and political circles, pan-

'titularly in France, upon. publication of the Meadows report for the

G.lub of Rome and the Mansholt report fOr the European Communities

shows how little ecological concepts affectthe thinking of the eco-
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... nomic and political leadership. While these reports fail to take cer-
tain basic eccloiicadatS into account and are guilty of fundamental

methodological errors, they do succ'eed_in impressing the gravity of
the problem upon a public generally less reponsiveato the arguments
of ecologists than to the coolly complacent attitude of someone like

H. Kahn, whose scenarios bank on the steady gro»th of population aiiA
of gross national product per capita.

.

Yet a fey: economists have earlier underlined the extraordinary_'
degree of conflict between the nature of the problems and the econo-
mic methods udea: Thus A.W. Zipper (10), considers that "conventional
eco)mic criteria are at best irladequate'and at worstdisastrous when

they are used as the sole basis for decisione regading natural re-
sources",

:t is surprising to rote that the writings of K.E. Boulding (11),
pointing as early as 19E» to the need fez' an economic policy based on

an u:derstanding of the processes that govern the ..ohere, should

ca

u
have had such a limited impact. In 1956 he wrote t t "most economists
have been unable to grasp the final consequences of the transition
fro= a li=itless earth to a limited earth". He called thjir economics
"'cowboy economics ", the cowboy symbolising nimitles lams associat-
ed with a carefree, rough, romantic and vloUnt behavi character-
ising open societies". Ouch analyses Jo not however appear to have"'
prompted the political.and econSic leaders of western Europe to.ask

themselves any questions. Thus W. Beckerman (12), an economist who is
a me=her of the United Kingdoroyal CommissiMn on Environmental ____-

Pollution, wrote in a 1972 issue ofl The OECD Observ;ar as follows :

"Contrary to a widely held belief to the effect that growing aware-

ness di if environmental problem demonstrates the inadequaCYo4 cra-

ditj.onal economic theory and the need for some sort of 'revolutionary'

new approach to economics, alrost all the majors fcaturej of the environ-

mentq. problen-can by greatly clarified in the light of existing,-
eConomic theory".

While, as pointed out by Marston Bates' (13), ecology and econo-
o

miss have pommon roots, they are generally unrelated, taught in quite

separate university departmenilpand are dealt with by categories of

research staff who have nothing to do with each other.
. This is large* due to the athiguity,.partiCularly in France,

of ecology's .area of investigation. Of Haeckel` 1869 definition none

but the nost restrictive aspiects of relations between living beings
and their environment have often teen retained. Owing to this narrow
base ecology is pagafded as a branch of biology, and some people still
eve spear of aniral ecology and plant ecology, On this account they
depart. from the ?ley aspect of Kaeckel's definitior,.which is that

ecology is "knowledge of the economics of nature". Haeckel explained '

N. .
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haiis position as follows . "The science of ecology, often imgrpetcliy

considered as biology in a narrow sense, has long constituted. th."

.leading element of what is connonly regarded as natural history....;

. Since the purpose of economics as a scientific discip:':gnisto.

organise hu=an activ ities, the problem is tether these caitel:10.

ised without ary know.ledge of nature's economic laws. nu's'tprically4

during t,le industrial revolu.t.on economic activities ..e.re'organisea%

by sectors and led to the 7oreation of specialised'schools of higher

leaning in order that specific economic goals might be met. Such

train.ng in terms of specific objectives prompted specialists to neg--

leer theAnvironmental'side-effects and to lock upon the environment

as Ro sigle entity. Moreover, the sectoral development of activities,

. by being bred on the production of goods, -sore particular branch,

isolated production fro= other processes. Tile result was a sharp

4
division ofthe natural sciences from the social sciences.

With. the headlong growth of man's capacity for action during

the scientific and technical revolution, the inherent defects of such

a strategy were bound to erupt. The environmental crisis isthe form

this hAs taken. it would hence be wrong to claim that the scientific

and Niphnica lrevolution is what caused the crisis.

Since man is a part of natur d and uSes it.to his own advantage,

human-activities cannot be organised unless the laws of nature are

-correctly understood. ,Dn this account the ecosphere, at aggregate

made up of our planet and its gaseous layer the atmosphere, must be

studiedas a system whose of operation are kno,A, including those

governing the cVculation of energy and matter. This entity cat more--

over te divaed into subaggregates, i.u. into ecosystems or biogeocen-

oses ar `spatialeUnits formin'g open subsystems which aocordtng to

L. Von Bertalauffy's definition may be in a stationary state and

within which most energy and matter circulates. Suab, e'cosystems should

be studied as autonomous, active, open cyclical ssteips harbouring

living organisms, Including man

From the standpoint of ecol y, spatial units must therefore be

regarded as complex systems and studied from *hat angle. F. Shepard (14) _

thus rightly points out that ecology cannot be studied as such nor

`defined interns of some particular technology. Hence, even though

many ecologists came from different bravhes of biology, increasing

numbers of physicists and chemists, for example, now also sure in

finding out hay...these systems work.

Unfortunately, although ecology has already made real progress

and quantitative ecology has produced a Matter of laws regarding the

operation of natural systemS,, the study Jf these must still be consid-

ered to be in the Incipient stage. 11P situation is due to the

traditional fiaghentation of such systems, which are approached by

iti
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artificially separating their various components on the strength of_
positivistic and reductionistic concepts ; for this reason the dia-
lectic aspectpect of nature ientirely passed over, the premise being
that.the study of some higher system cannot be'undertaken until enough
is learned about others which belong to a lower order. According to
these notions, in order to ascertain the properties of an aggregate
it is enough to add the prOperties of sub-aggregates together.

The delayed use.af ecological data for organising and distribu-,
Ling human activities must therefore be largely attributed to the
lagging knowledge of how natural systems'and the economics of nature
work, and.to the lack of any general systems theory required for such
an understanding. Under,these circumstances, the curbing of.fundamen-
tal research, a step advocated by several industrialised countries,
strikes us as a criminal act from the standpoint of man's future fate.
In the United States research investment now tends to favor econo-
mics at the expense of biology and ecology, he argument being that
economics, an older art long used in system manipulation, is there-
fore deter suited to shbrt-term forecasts. Such forecasts are how-
ever invariably directed towapds objectives which, as we shall see,
well deserve to be challenged. ,The present inability of economists
and policy-makers by themselves to plan measures which will be follow-
ed and respected longer than two or three years shows the frailty of
such provisions. In fact "the new frontiers of science lie"; as point-

,ef oat by H. Brooks (15), "in the exploration and analysis of complex
syvets such as the ecosystems". To persist in delaying such studies
means-that-errors writ): be perpetuated, nature further degraded, and
the continuity of human,:dciivities jeopardized.

Until the lag can be made up, it must rleanwhile be determined

whether humankind is really confronted with the dilemma of pollution
versus poverty, or whether some othbr policy for organising human
activities can b4 given effect. This is all the more necessary as the
onlychoice offered developing (or under - developed ?) countries

threatened with malnutrition is the alternative mentioned above.

C. Growth or Development ?

Even the most superficial analysis of regional projects, so-
: called "development" planning and policy optioni clearly shows that
the primary concern of authorities is to achievea rate of economic
grbwth which will benefit sonefavoured sector of the.economy if not
some highly privileged fraction of the population.

Growth and development are in fact quite different concepts, and
their objectives may well conflict. Development indeed calls for
growth, y6t growth ,can be and often is, achieved while development
declines. Economists and policylmakers haI unfortunate'. adopted the
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word development ingan erroneous s4nse. To'define gro*th and develop-

ment, the first.term simply means an'increase in size (in production

rates), while the second denotes transition through increasingly com-

plex stages. These definitions apply with equal force to 'natural bio7

lOgical and human systems.

Under these conditions a corolla* of growth may ver) easily.be

underdevelopment, such as fourd in the operation of natural.ecosys-

tems, whose fruits are removed .;.o that ancillary systems can be devel-

oped. Through such action ecosystems are prevented from reaching

macurity, ..e. an advanced stage of development. They can only star-

?ate in a state of immaturity arid permanent imbalance. The ancillary

systems whist benefit, when of a human kind, ray either be an urban

system (preventing a rural system from producing), a colonial power

(basing its growth on the colonised country's output), or a highly

'comme!"cialised or industrialised powee(increasing its hegemony with

the help of the raw materials*and cheap Manpower, whether imported

or not, provided by underdeveloped countries).

To take only the case of underdeveloped sectors, development

must not consist in simplifying and eliminating the controls regula-

ting these areas, unless the aim is to maintain ttem in an immature

state and so deprive them of maximum output.

At this stage of analysis, two fundamental questions arise.

In the first place, is sheer growth compatible with development ?

The answer is that lot only are they compatible, but that growth is

also a reqaisite for achieving successive stages of development. To

take an example in third-world countries, the greater agricultural

qpportunities provided as a result of the spontaneoUs, largely effort-

less introduction of new crops, nas considerabl} promoted the develop-

ment of African farm communities,'which moreover goes to show that

they were not closed societies. Fut when the rural sector, at whole

expense urban areas are developed, shows any signs pf resistance

this attitude is qualified as routine inertia on the part of rural

communities and is a source of marked irritation for economists who

vainly strive to change what they consider to be a closed society.

What this really mcans is that they have been unsuccessful in exploit-

ing the sector quite as ouchas.they would like, or in integrating

populations more interested in quality of life' into accepted patterns

of internatipnal trade or buying and selling structures. Yet such

populations are perfectly amenable to change provided it is to their-

advantage, by adapting growth4to new fors of development. This in

fact is what has happened in many parts of Africa, where rural commun-

ities have readily accepted new types of crop imported from America,

such as manioc, groundnuts, beans, cacao, maize, cotton, and thi pota-

o.
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If growth is then a necessary factor, is the maximum exploitation
of such growth and the intensive.trading of 2roducts compatible with
development ? From an ecological standpoint the answer is no,since the
productive sector then has no chance to rebuild itself during latter,
more ddvanced stages. We have already said that drawing upon such
growtF, rather promotes ..dvelopment of the urban sector or dome sector
ol:tside the producer country. It may hence be claimed that the only
reason why the'so-called developed countries have been able to grow
and develop is because they wrongly palled themselves of opportuni-
-.es which other countries-no longer have access to. Ipso facto, the

otner countries cannot retaliate, since the haves would then' merely
cnange places 6ith the have-nots.

hence it 6i1l most likely be impossible for the developed coun-
rAs to comtlnue'along the same lines, mainly because the other coun-
tries te less and less compliant. Another reason is the disaster
which would ensue in regard to the recycling and depletion of natural
resources, pollution,. etc.

In concluding this brief analysis, whith will be expanded later
it this paper, it must be pointed out that development does not consist
in destroying conditions such as to prevent growth by building up a
control lystem and human system which are totally in conflict with
nature because they are utterly rembved from Natural systems. What
develtpment really implies is an understanding of how, the man-made

system taken as a whole can be made to function in the best interests,

of mankind.

Unfortunately the chances are that anything ecologists, socio- '

logists,or even well-intentioned politicians could do to the course
of developed countries would be utterly fruitless. Patters have now
reached a stage where some events can perhaps be postponed but hardly
prevented. Otherwise it would be the first time any civilisation
engaged in a. sheer process of accumulatio; by draining some external

sector failed to collapse like others before it (16).

THE OBjECTIVES'OF EN'IRONMENTAL RESEARCH

Having once briefly reviewed the reasons for.the present envi-.
rOilmental crisis and shown that it is prImarily,due to the fact that

decision-m4kers (politicians A'nd economists) confuse growth with
development, a process aggravated by the fragmented approachlto pro-
blems, we arc now in a position to define what nay lOgically be des-
cribed as environmental rsearch.

Such research can, of course, be defined only in terms of a

general development policy. *If the essential objectives guaranteeing
a satisfact47 quality of. life for mankind were lost sight of, an
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extremely technocratic approach to problems would rapidly result. To

. mention but a single case, that of pollution, the current practi4 is

to try and remedy the effects without tackling the core of the problem,

which is to cure the root of the evil. The paradoxical situation which

has consequently arisen is that yet further energy is consumed to re-

duce the effects of poor energy utilisation. Anti-pollution devices

are thus installed in motor vehicles, whereas a sounder transport pol-

icy (17) would largely eliminate pollution b'y automobile engines and

prevent oil products from'being waste.'

-What are, then, the essential objectives that ill enable man's

quality of life to be improved ? 9hese might be define as follows :

- the right to existence, the right to health and the right to\

culture, including the preservation of local, ethnic cultures ;

- the right to shelter and to the fair distribution of resources ;

- the sight to free time and to recreation.

implicit in the right to eRistence and to health is another

right, that of freedom from hunger. While to us, who are nationals of

developed countries and are more than amply supplied, this may seem

an elementary proposition, quite the opposite is true of third-world

countries. Here, with minor exceptions, the statistics show that food

production per eapita "has declined in spite of all efforts to increase

or intensify agriculture. .4

Thus the main objective in most third -world countries is not to

-achieve a maximum yield $r acre in order to solve the vital problem

of feeding the population. It would be meaningless to undertake re-'

search so that one acre. could be made to yield two or three times as

much as it does now, or so that varieties capable of achieving these

levels could be introduced, since there are no farmers able to apply

these methods or grow such varieties. Moreover, in most cases the

solutions proposed consist in intensifying permanent far:ming, while

all the research so far conducted on tropical ecology has yet to show

whether the soil in these regions an in fact be permanently farmed

under present conditions, or whether shifting cultivation, the usual

practice, can be replaced by a more profitable stable kind undertaken

by the'local Population.

In the case of traditional third-world'farming populations, how-

e4r, as clearly illustrated by African examples, security is the

price consideration, and the great diversitq of some of themf left

largely untouched by the colonial tystem, is conducive to the sort

of stability guarant4eing such security.. But security can never be

achieved by'oversimplified systems aiming at maximum productivity,

since these are invariably unstable and have no built-in controls.

The recent disaster in the Sahel region, whsre poor climatic.condi-

tions (that because of their cyclical.cilaracter'could easily have



been earlier forkseen) were the catal ing agent leading to tine rapid'

degradation of an unduly simplified fa ing system, iQ an example

which well deserves to be considered by economists and agricUltural

experts alike. rine of the objectives.'of a genuine '"green revolution"

in third-world Countries should be the diversification of activities

as well as rational integration withr, and careful handling of, the

environment , while natural systems of control, of which man is neces-

sarily a part, should as far as possible be preserved

The problem of health is largely one of sociopsychological and

somatic imbalance. Mental disease is increasing in urban centres,

which are no longer regulated by sociological controls. Although west-

ern medicine has made enormous strides in eradicating disease, so'

far it %ctS Or.ly offered remedies for effects rather than causes. The

problem In underdeveloped countries is altogether different, in-that

health research should begin with nutrition, which is'related to the

complexity of rural cultures. The, same process occurs in any plant

ecosistee, which becomes infested with parasites if its Mineral diet

.s 1.ade:,.atct A development policy should therefore allow the cultures

of suet, social to evolve in thrir own way, to maintain and even

strengthen the controls inherent in the system and prevent the= from

:icing starred out by sore western culture or of some dominant

group.

Tt.e rest critical problem is clearly the fair distribution of

resources, since almost all growth patterns increasingly tend to

croate inenuiti. This is especially prevalent as regards appropriation

of the goods prod,,ced under the system of some country or class of

society (e.g. rural or "factory wori,ers"): It Is the result of a sys-

tem where the majority is despoiled for the benefit of a sma.11 mina-

4-Ity. The same pattern occurs in nature, in which mature (developed)

etc: steel sonetim.ez function, at the expense of immature (underdeve-

loped) ecosystems.

The last prool'em is that of free time and recreation. While the

ultieat.: purpose of progress would 'seer, to be freedom from workicon-

\ straint,it is easy enough to see that progress in many instances

has actually consisted in creating additional tasks as.a means of

increaising wealth, and still does. The hidden or chronic unemployment

found in industrialised countries is thus recognised by economists as

something whic.h should be exploited only as a means for promoting ftir-

ther growth. Actually such free time (on lack of work) should be re-

garded as a perfectly normal situation, and such "lost" tine is often.

used, or should Le, for essential purposesof social contrbl. One works

in order to live instead of the other way round, regardless of What

the puritan ethic may say. '



It now seems clear that environmental, research cannot be under-
.

taken with a view to achieving the present goals of growth policy.

Other courses must be plotted, with the object of integrating man more

closely with his environment, and §o enabling him to achieve a better

balance both witty nature and fellow creatures. We must firmly re-

solve to stem the tide of degradation and permanent disruption now

rising at every level and engulfing all-countries. This calls for cour-

age and political ,awareness on the part of all communiti:es confronted

with these problems. Yet this will not be enough - it is vital for the

human species that a far-reacting policy be promptly devised for under-

taking fundamental and applied research into natural and man-made eco-

systems.

WHAT TYPE OF RESEARCH IS NEEDED ?

. Since man is a component part of the environment:and uses it to

his own advantage, just as all other liZ,ing creatures on a smaller

scale, environmental research must be deliberately based(on the study

of more or less complex mat-made system?. Ive shall therefore begin by

eliminating research dealing with some'single d.isciPline, single fac-

tor or paftial aspect, since an und4ly fragment4 apprOach towards

. environmental problems would result..

We have already explained what we mean by "ecosystem" - it is a

berm that should not be_interpreted in the_strict biological sense.

In studying the operation of ecosystems, therefore, an interdiscipli-

nary approach must be adopted ; meanwhile, however, no interdiscipli-

nary team set up for the purposes of such research will be able to do

useful work befori basing its analysis on a minimum theorttical found-

ation pointing to what needs to be known and why.

Ecology, dealing with the study of natural systems, can provide

such a theoretical base. The concerts, whether.in quantitative, theo-

retical or applied ecologyi by now are on the way to being soundly

established, but will of course have qo,be studied at 4reaterdepth.

Use of these concepts'for solving the development problems of human

societies also calls for more systematic study:

We shall now attempt to explain and comment on these aspects.

A. Eeolo-gicalAspects of Development (18) P

In natural ecosystems which are left to themselves one always

finis a tendency towards devtlopment. This tendency is due to the con-

tinuous absorptiort of solar energy and transformation into potential

energy in the ecosystem.', which can only maintain fits structure and

increase its complexity as a result of these processes. The great
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difference between living systems and abiotic sytems is that the
former tend to develop and improve in structure, composition, diversi-

ty and richness, whereas the latter tend towards uniformity and to

gravitateto a state of maximum entropy, i.e.,of minimum potential

energy.

this is also true of human ecosystems, but like natural ecosys-

tems they can only develop as far as the limits set by the energy
Ivailable to them at the start.

The energy P available to a
-1
!:. ystem is absorbed from the sun

o
through photosynthetic organisms, n. that is primary productivity.
It is used ty the ecosystem to build up the biomass B'agd for consump-
tion by the activities t

of the system, which ecologists refer to as
' its R.

.

As the ecosystem evolves, its biomass grows overall and respi-

ration of the components of tne system, i.e. its consumption of ener-

gy, grows also. In the case of natural ecosystems it has been found

that the ratio B/P increases up to a maximum value so that, with a

given energy input E7; a system can sustain a maximum biomass in the

particular conditions in which it functions. Moreover, the ratio P/R

tends towards unity and 411 the system's output is consumed by it'in
making it function and maintaining the biomass B.

In the case of .human ecosystems the energy P is often the same

as for natural ecosystems, but it flan e increased by an amount P'

representing the contribution of other types of energy, especially

fron fossil fuels, supplied r.ther directly or in the forst-a-Indus
)._

trial products, such as fertiliser, pesticides., clothing, etc. In
thesame way one may lump together with the biomass all those struc-

tures which store energy, such as dwelliilgs, means oftransport,

roads, etc., 4nd whiCh need to consume constant amounts of energy to
keep the biomass in working order.

Vhus ecosysterp go through necessary stages, in the first of

which P/R is greater than unity and the ecosystem is in what is consid-
ered to be an immature state, i.e. the stage in which there is sur-
plus productivity as required for the system to develop. Uftfmately,

however, these ecosystems reach the stage of maturity, called the

climatic stage, when P/R is of the order orunity and they then main-

tain a maximum biomass (B/P is at its maximum) and maximum efficiency

in using the energ available. The diversity H of these ecosystems,
..

i.e. their complexity, will then be at its maximum also, since H is

propor:tionel to B/P .^ . .

These 'principles of ecology are important for an understanding

of the evolution of human ecosystems and their deyelopment or under-
.

deielopment. Thus it has been found in ecology that when ecosystems

at an advanced stage of maturity come into contact w(yh immature ecor
.

.
systems, they appropriate the surplus output.P/R which the latter
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produce, generally by predatory means. They then prevent the immature

systems fom developing by depriving them of the energy they require

fordoin% so. Likewise highly developed human ecosystems which are in

contact with less developed ecosystems (tofins and countryside, or

developed countries and the third world) deprive them of surplus out-

put.

Furthermore, it is well xnown in ecology that developed ecosys-

tems with a, FIR ratio near to unity are very stable compared with

those with higher ratio because their great diversity corresponds

to stages near the climax. In the case of traditional human ecosys-

tems such stability has sometimes been the despair of economists,

who have called such societies "closed" and have proposed an array of

strategies for "oVening" them. "Opening" has in fact first consi.sted

in disrupting and simplifying these ecosystems, thereby making them

more immature and hence "exploitable". This stability and stamina

are one of the qualities of developed ecosystems, which one cannot

destroy without the risk of causing underdevelopment.

In what then does development in a human ecosystem consist ? in

increasing production, which is almost aluays stated alk.4. ultimate

goal in rich countries ?!.(If ol ecological analogy is valid and if

mankind's aim is a society which is stable and amply diversified,

development will consist mainly in increasing consumption R insides

the system as a result of activities performed, by different groups,

of creating new socio-economic categories, and of adding to the sys-

teat'srdiversity.

The economichistory of the United States provides many examples

in support of this argument. After the last World War the city of

Los Angeles succeeded in weathering the slump caused by the stoppage

of m4lahry orders, bechuse it had the ability to change over imme-

diately. The engineers and technicians dismissed from fig'like

Hughes and Rockwell began by setting up their own small. businesses

using their past experience to manufaciui'e sliding doors, servo-

mechanisms, etc. Diversity was created spontaneously and the city's

development thus promotbd.

In Detroit the industrialist, Henry Ford, started off by going

bankrupt twice because he wanted to produce his motorcars entirely

in hiS own factoriets, but later he farmed out his production and made

it more diversified by assigning a part to a nurser,of subcontrac-

tors,'leaving his on factories to do only the final assembly work, 4

and this improved the stability of his manufacturing system.

Thus it is undeniable that simplified systems are unstable and

keep having to be corrected, because they are not self- regulating

and could .oply be made so by consuming part of their production. A

new disease, a crisis or a drought, and the system which seemed so

'attractive collapses, as,is witnessed by the case of the S.ihel al-
.

ready mentioned.
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Must one then conclude that no outside intervention is possible.?

By no means. Assuming that development is a succession of stages ot

increasing complexity, what is required to increase the complexity is

to further diversify the system and let new elements take root inside

it so as to give it 'a net. maximum productivity. This means increasing

diversity H, which will cause an ine*se in consumption R. When.

corsimption is maximum the system can develop no further, but in some

cases it cannot develop even now, since it is so heavily disturbed

and subjected to.such considerable constraints. It is then necessaily

to increase the energy input P by adding a quantity PI of external

eneiiy.to overcome the bottlenecks. Great care must however be taken

as these techniques are still far from easy to handle.

in the case of the underdeveloped countries, a policy of substi-

tiion ha: teen al.opted which-replaces traditional farming by inten-

sive farming, This usually dells.for a very high energy input which

has to be paid for, and the system will owe its survival to the ad-

ditional inputs of energy (P') in the fprm of fertiliser, motor fuel,

pesticides, interisive research, capital, etc. and will have to export

to the systeme which supply all these for of energy. The output

consumed in the .4stem will drop to Ri - R' (R4 can be greater than R,

while P' corresponds to the output exported and so not consumed with-..

in the system).\Thus the addition of P' will give a primary produc-
tivity of PI = PI + Pm, which will be more than P, otherwise the ope-

ration woule*not pay. This makes P1 (R1 - R') substantially greater:
.

"as 1, 1whis)* ce.,ses increased underdevelopment, even though accompa-.

nied by growth which does not all go to supply external markets.

An evolutionary polity can hottever meet the requirements of

whichwhich must then however reflgct the wishes of the people

concerned and the conclusions of their thinking. As the tatter's start-
ing point can only be the basic situation, development must start

from the same point: Developnent cannot be u0dertaken on people's

behalf - it is the people concerned whoemust decide on the increase
in consumption r, wt), the aid of energy brought. in from utside

which must always be less than the energy reqyired by a paicy of
substitution.

Apart from a few rare examples, the facts show that in unabr-

developed countries any httespt to inposo cultural change on i\nmp.kila.-

tion has failed, either because the population has rejected it out

right, which is usually the best course, or because the change has

been adopted wholesale at the expense of all ethnic values and with,

no attetpt to adjust to loca, ditions or to'the nativ4genius of

the population's culture. -The Sequences, such as a population'

explosion or the introduction of diseases like bilharzia have usually

been dramatic.,

2
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The fundamental tenet of ecological development concepts is that

consumptioh is the basis. Consumption must of course allow for the

amount of.available energy (B/P must not exceed a certain maximum)

and. must be decided by individualS, while means to achieve*it

will depend on their productivity. The gresentpolicy of accumulating

wealth and profits leads only to the development of those individuals
A

who's14-ceed at the.expense of those who dos not succeed or who have not

the means of doing so.

The principles on which ecosystems, including human ecosystems,

function and all their social and political implications apply also

to the rich, developed countries. But the reason why the latter Seem

so well protected from the difficulties is because they receive re-

sources from all over the world and because their populations cannot

obtain a thorough insight into the real implications of their system.

Since we represent paraMtical ecosystems in relation to the rest of

the world, we naturally feel, as parasites do, that everything is for

the best. Parasites may however end by dying, and our society as it

now functions ma} hence well disappear, following the example some-

times found in predator-prey or host-parasite relationships, whenithe

prey or host is destroyed or develops its own system of defence,

These are some of the principles of ecology as applied to the

problems of development and we hope our explanation of them has been

easy to grasp. The foregoing picture of development problems is clear-

ly still 'incomplete since, while quantitative ecology is a mostprO-

mising science, it is still in its infancy, and since it is Always

dangerous to try to take a still imperfect theory of natural systems

and apply it badly to human systems,As a picture of the problems

raised by the environmental crisis it May also be wrong, although ef

do not think so, since the universal laws of nature cannot be Milken

without disastrous results, and since whether we like it or not, map

is but a link in. the chain of natural systems. However, we repeat

that we denot intend to uphold any such new theory as an ecological

ideology. merely propose to study nature's economic laws and try

to see whether they can be made to cover.the working of human socie-

ties, as this method seems, to us to be a fruitful approach to inter-

disciplinary environmental research.

B. Possible Lines of Environmental Research

We consider that in seeking a health development policy one must-

take acc6unt of economic and natural laws and that a grasp of the

operation df ecosystemsis therefore of prime importanCe. By an eco-

system we mean, as'alreadY, stated, any moretor less man-made comp]ex

system, a definition which implies a necessary combination of- natural

sciences with, human sciences to an extent depending on how farthe

type of ecosys.lem under study has been influenced by man.
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As the main environmental problem is to prevent the disastrous

development process we are, now witnessing., i.e. to prevent the de- .

gradationCf.ecosystems,it is, especially important.to study the laws

regulatingthem.and the dynamic principles on which their operation

is based.-They include more or less mature, and therefore more or

less stable ecosystems, so that the subject to be studied is their

reactivity and evolutiop under the influence of external or internal

change. The ideal is to obtain dynamically stable ecosntems,atirmsugh

investigation must be made of the conditions in which they change,

from the mature state to the immature or underdevelopei state, and

conversely from the immature state to the mature or developed state.

Thus environmental research should follow two paths which will

interact closely with each ether, namely, \,

a) a thorough study of existing ecosystem's providing'a store of

information on which to Wild up a general'iTeory orthe

operation of ecosystems ;

b) the development of a general theory of ecosystems, whose

concepts, as and when they take shape, will help in guiding.

These experimental and theoretical aspects of environmental re-,

search resemble the aspects already stressed by many writers in dis-

cussing the studyof natural ecosystems. As-early as 1964, for exam-

ple, E.P. Odum (19) described them as a "systems ecologynee wrote

"... the new ecology is thus a systems ecology - br to put it in

other words, the new ecology deals with thd structure and functions

of levels of organisation beyond that of the individual and species":
_

t G.M. Van Dyne t2O) discussed these aspects in 1966 and stressed

the urgency of this type of research. He wrote : The long-term im-

pact on man of fundamental, total-ecosygtem research should be recog2

nized and the framework should be developed for extensive and in-

tensrve interCooperation of these three groups of ecologists. Analyt-

ical and experimental research on total- ecosystem complexes should

be initiated as soon as possible, if man is to benefit tomorrow,

because most problems of environmental magnitude require mapy years

of study before conclusions may be reached."

This is as true df the study of ecosystems in the general sense

as of the study-of natural ecosystems which are. only a part of the

general systems..

C. Thorough Study of Existing Systems.

There is a remarkable lack of information on existing ecosystems

and on those which are dying outs so that there is a vital need to

make case studies of them, and especially of the moribulnd systems

whose tisappearance would certainly depriye us of a most valuable

basis of comparison for untierstanding the general laws governing the

operation of ecosystems.
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' The fact must, however, be collected meaningfully, i.e. must

relate to the assumptions to be verifieein order to define a basis,

from which to start. Pending the formulation of certain general theo-

retical concepts, models cin to some extent be used to-point th'e way

to the.iight parameters to measure,"as models can be good testAg-

grounds for assumptions (21)!

The investigation procedures depend on the-typee of ecosystem

studied, which fall into two main groups

Humanised ecosystems,i.e. mAinly urban andagticultural eco-

systems, and a knowledge of these traditional systems is essential

as a starting point in studying a.development policy, because by ex-

plaining the sociological, anthropological, biological and'econrmic

aspectt of change it enable.s the problems raised by devglopment to be

better indentified.
.

For examiple recent studies, especially in anthropology., have

. shown with increasing Clarity how.r,ich a store of knowledge and eco-

logical perception there is in many human systems.. This knowledge and

perception is indispensable to rural societies,-for example,in carry-

ing out their economic activities and has been developed by adaptive

interaction_between theflpatural and pultural environments.

Urban ecosy,tems4are among the most 4ifficult to study, t ause

they are in Course of rapid change and their social structure is conti-.

nually being undermined. In this dense one cannot say th. a town is

usualty a mature'system and studies are now being made to try to de-

termine the state of maturity of urban ecosystems, which are'in fact

economically very powerful; but prey like parasites on the rural ecO-

systems.f

If our conception of development is as outlined above, we must

consider human beings from the biological is wellas*the psychologi-

cal and sociological standpointd,lbut in doing so we must take great ,

care in choosing, the parameters: For example, it has become very dif2

ficult to define "hear.6. It is thus possible to organise the diet

ind way'of life of a society so tha4 the diseases of childhood malnu-

trition disappear, but at the cost of increasing a whole set of so-.

called degenerative ills such as cardio-vascular diseases, obesity,'

high blood prespre and dental decay in adults.

k Accordingly, if it is desired to understand what occurs in de-.

velopmenta study must first be made Of all'the flotors in a society

or population which make for 'balance or imbalance.

Many such studies have already been made and many ofthem have

led to the conclusion that so-called traditional societies living at

a low technological level by our normal standards maintain a remark-

ably even balance with their environment. On the other hand, drama-

tic
.

cases are known of upsetting the balance, ,such as, for example,
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'what has been called the genocide of a lengthy series of"American

Intlar pop.u.ations, sometimes as a result of alleged 'good intentions

in,1.Jing action by miss.onarLes. By changing. a society% valuelthis

de'act:on has caused some populations to4cotmit a kind of moral su 'de

art allow themselves to die out. well-known example is a community'.

in trcp-cal Amer:sa .*hose tiology has been widely studied and in which

the Introd..ction of values which we are atcustomed to regard as uni-

versal moral' valu?cs, such as the .preservation of a child's 1;fe,, has

population control, the,likely outcome being that the infant -

lE .chi used practice on a very small scale wilIgive way

to general ..nterfeeding of 'thfe children.

mowever, there are more insidious ways of upsetting the balance.

"r-e, of-en zons:st in lancning big projects for inProving a popula-

-u- and -w-e-fone its resources. Th-us large dams have been

twilt.- Afr:sa w:Ich have very often led14to outtreaks,of such pare-

h_lnarzua due the lack.of any preliminary study

Tte final'cu-cone of such projects for the populationl.

instead of ap ,-,meted 'diet, as expected from the increase-in crops

:n fa7::,:ccur.r,t has seriously i^. fired health as a result; off

.re dis,%:-s; ,

1111 t-ee examples show that absolutely necessary to sart

study of al: the states and culturalwaspects of a

popJlatien wnok teohnOlogy .i;t is intended to develop, ar4- also to

.eep -t .-der :ors art sirveillan4t5 andtthis is true of All the pop-

In the .:or id since all-4re undergoing dtvelopmeet and change

IIPI 7Co4,Crammes for, cartying_out this surveillance alreaq

*
tts- **.e-r:2 Health :rganisation drew up a blockti-ic teasur-

;:E ircesramme 1- :?,:9 for. following tie trend in a populat4A! diet,

tut rw -'ncP a population's physical co

de:vs-3 greatly on caimate. %_
A: we'll:dye already pointed o*, a study showing th9 structure

. ar..4 operation of an entirely tan--.ale ecosystem. will have to be inte

but 4,:o far itse.--_ that interdisciplinary dialogues

* J sar onlete sld, and an .74.-erall stun,: planned can only be made,,ron
----4the .rng. .. of the w3sic principles of ecology, As,,moreover, the"

activities of man-made ecosystems pursA- Coo:Comic aims, ecology hnd

cononics should b,* closely combined.

The tt;.0 obtai.r:0, hrwever', cannot be a tomopely of

the un.ers.tics, nor a mass of data stored in thteutZ:,eT institZ4.'es,

tut rust accu!u44te and grol. Inside the ldifferent cortuaities so as

to t,w0e.,-, thinspming of their deverofmen1.--

Y.avingted the ..tategi ^cal for a.theoret4a1 basis and also.

th6 need tm lecide,whso should eth.aally beaefit frcrr the knowledge

otaancA, onc Aq1.1 cannot Tfscuis this study groject without refer- .
4

to tt". soh 1h ainge Oelitnting the "area.of

:.-

1,$4
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study" to problems of historical analysis (required to understand

the dynamic of the'system) and of quantification. While the economic

aspects (measuring the factors of productiw production itself,

trade exchange's, etc.) can be analysed quantitatively, there are im-

portant structural, flpctional and behavioural aspects which cannot

be described quantitatively nor a fortiori introduced into a mathe-

matical formula. Thus the quantitative analysis must be,supplemented

bya,descriptive, qualiiative analysis of all the non-quantifiable

aspects of thb system under study. That is the-problem in the human

sciences, since here the apprdaches are so scattered tnat the are&

, is stilt largely unexplored. Thus the methods to use and the pro-

'blems to attack in studying the reactions of individuals to different

types of ecosystem yet rain to be defined.

/ , Natural ecosystems. The study ot-tle operation of natural eco-

systems has-already provided nem, ecological concepts and principles

enabling the general lals governing the way ecosystems function to

be_bettei, understood (22).

,Little or no study is being made,'however, of a'number of eco-

systems and inParticular of the interfaces or tolnderies between

different ecosystems. karoelyanything is known about the hyarc-

' sphere,the.atmospher*, the layers which bound certain compartments,

such as the soil,' the

.

penetrating, properties of water and pollutants,

the edges of 'forests, ;he shores of lakes, estuaries (the gcosystems

in bi'acKish water are among the most seriously threatened) and so one

These boundaries are well worth studying o-...ingsto their great diver-

--oily and the ..,..-.-rumgration ay emigration across -Them.

. studies of natural ecosystem: should of course serve to work out

a general mystdms theory andsthould therefore be planned with that

end in view.
k
This means that in the

dp
:nent factors and tneir-distribution

energy-flows will ;lave to be better

first stage quantities of compo-

in space, materials cycles and

defined. These parameters must

be quantified syvenatically, which yillinvolve

requiing large technological re:ourcenut't

c,essaryji the aim is :,.. o understA4 how

selves and develop.

Towards a general theory of the functioning of ecosystems.

basic factor in the operation of ecosystem: is, the relationship be-

ts e:%en their _organisation in space, their structure and organisation

' in time, and their opsration. Since Schrdinger's time it has been

.'" .. knoWh that the s4pliotir% or an ecosyStem canonly remain stable if

C----

the are exchanges between its components and between these and the
,

. \
outside world, so that it is very important to ascertain the funda-

:on - -term

are a

Studies

solutly ne-

living speci4s organise them-
.

mpntal astects of such transfers of energy and matter and how living

organitme traufmrn et.ergy into organisation, i.e. to find the phy-

sicAi basis for the tendehoy to an orderly 'local accurulation instead

' -
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icy.

Fogression to.ard: homogenecos chaos and macroscopic uniform-

This aspect, orthe problem.leads straight to the important

qaestion of the dirction an ecetem takes and then to many other

qukstions. What are the condltionei.hich bring about change ? Can

one assume that any patters is possible for the components of eco-

systems, or is the number of possible patterns'l'imited ? This is an

important questior In ran-made ecosystems, 44.nce human societies

seem to have an extremely 11mfrec choice of avenues of development

for a giver biotope.

3hould the conclusZontt.ttat natural ecosystems naturally evol-

ve tok:ards a limited nurtct of patterns, the conditions governing

slucn deJeloptent must tten to defined.,:t is already known,that an

ecosystem cannot keep gr=ing .._shout tte ai'd of accumulation and

consumr_tiOn processes and That for a relatively short.time it cannot

develop .it4out imumigratio.r.. Taking a longer time-scale, it can

-evolve throug', reproduction, tut development will be slowed down

less immigration is This is a ifost importantpoint, since

the natural reservoirs of invading forces in the world are drying up.

All these re:ervoi. should to protected, whereas the variety of them

available seems now to be decreasing.

We have mentioned Only, a few of the basic questions to be solved

in a general th4ry of the operation of ecosystems and they will

rewire long-term rese'arch Lased or nterdisoiplinary and mathemati-
.

cal methods 6hich are still in the-- infancy, including simulation

eh-1 modmiffing with digital or anal gue computers, the study of ener-

gy exchanges, systets theory, and no doubt, much else.

THE :);":.:ANISAT ON CF t'ESEAPCH

A. Tuo tvec, of research

Environmental research ru:t start with practical studies, but

need not necessarily becoM'e en rossed in solving immediately the

problems it encounters, the da.gerhere being that environmental.re-i

search workers .d bk change ifito technocrats owit.g to the urgency.

of the specific problems to b solved.

Environmental research ust include two kinds of study.

First, solatiOns must b. studied and proposed for concrete eases..

This is a short-term task t be undertaken by rultidisciplinary

teams chosen to suit the fe tures of each.problem and including spe-

cials:: 1n the natural andihuman mien in proportions commensu-
raterate with how far the r..!;,stO concerned.is man-made. They ihduld of

coxse include the specialists or generalists now tieing trained ins4

thk various envibhmental study courses.
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Lecondly, longer-term general problems should be studied. WiIhout

neglecting the urgency of preparing new alternative development poll.-

cies which it should be possible to derive from the general laws gov-

erning, the operation of ecosystems, it must be remerteredthat.it

was the hasty solutions worked out with r.c overall perspective which

led to the environc:ental disasters facing us today. Interdisciplinary

teams sould do this eecond type of work and should t'erefore concen-

trate or ;aging the foundation for a theory of ecosystem operation.

:t is not for research s-aff but for the cqmmunities themselves, as

we have already said, to wcri; out their development policies.

B. the .role of the iniversitics

The univers.ties or other research centres have a large part to

:r d f.eld 6..ere ;he direct use of research findings by communi-

-ust be made possible. They,cam help in many respects by :

making communities aware of. environmental problems and of

their possible solutilors ; the various experiments with deci-

sion-makers (23) are valuable but inadequate in as.mach as

knowledge of these problems is still confined to a small mi-

nority ;

pointingout the possible dangers to'the environment of some

particular reg:oral planning decision or erowth policy ;

- helping to solve the probAms raised by the environmental cri-

sis by doing research and providing advisers in ;Ile fore of

reSear;h, teams tOcommunities requesting Item ;

helping to build up data banks on emosystersi. These are indis-

pnsable if research work dealing mainly with complex systems

is to mii.e the fastest possible progress ;

building up records of practical case studies to which local

auxboritie: ray have easy accesi ;

elaborite on studies already under way dealing with existing

developirg fundamental resrarcr into the reactivity of eco-

system: and the conditions governing their operations.

This ..ork- calls for a wide interface etween uni'versities and

,communities, as research centre: or tears can and must learn much

from human societies. Conversely, as we have already the .

nowldge'so obtained must be h-arded `uaC to tee community, which

will be the ultimate decision-maker. Whil the.erivironmental crisis

is partly a result of over-fragmented approaches to its constituent
.

problems, it is alto a result of imp.osing unduly te7chnocratic deci-

sions on human societies.

.play
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C. Level of research

It is in the tradition to say, that research must be done at a

very'high level, but while this may well be true of, fundamental re-

search into the operation of ecosystems, it can no longer be so when

the research is applied to development pf.oblems, because societies

that wisn to develop must understand how it can be applied and accept

or reject.the results on rational grounds. The research worker in an

ivory tower speaking an esoteric language understood by only a minor-
ity of sp.cialists would seem to have had his day and-environmental

education,-more than any other, calls for a close interlocking of

teaching with research.

Thus an important question for discussion is the level. of envi-

ronmental research, since everyone must be able to understand the

findings. Yet action to popularise them must not encourage the belief

that they are easily obtained in a field -which is so complicated and

calls for research workers with a great capacity for synthesis.

For example', recuitment of students of the environment for

research work shcsild be done as soon as possible., which is what these

students themselves .:ant anyl.a). Mopoyer, until they .have acquired

enough knowledge to synthesise, whiakthey can do only at the post-

graduate stage when genuine research becomes'possible, It would seem

essential to prepare them as early as possible for their research

wor-. In fact first-year students can and should be introduced:co

research work so as to familiarise them with sinple problems by col-

Iecting data, undertaking field studies of practical. cases and so on.

D.,Stn.ctures

%0 Sy definition, e tal research siems from an interdisci-

plinary approach an mobabiy cannot be dons, therefore, intradition-
al specialist research centres. Hence, laboratories or research cen-

tres for it must be set up in which researchers from different disci-

plines will be employed on practical problems. These establishments

should of course be closely linked with the specialist research

centres, far example, by means of interlocking boards, so asst ofacil-
/itatc the exchange dl experience.

The principle should be.firmly establied that the teams, and

even more so their members, must.be mobile so as to prevent any dis-

persgl of effort and ability, as Well as ossification in a field of

research.whiih requires a great 'amount of drive.

IGD
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E. bonsrraints due to history and the university system
.

EnAroneZntal research requires, in addition to material resources

and ad hoc struciures, qualified research staff. The latter, such as

systems-theory specialists, have however not yet been trainedr so that

at the'outset specialists Ln the traditional disciplines will have to

be engaged.

If, however, (as in France) research workers can only hope to take

a career in their Initial disciplines, and as the research services

*do not yet include a branch for the environment, it is to be feared

that those who hope to see good quality research workers leave their

present jobs to do enviro;imental research will be disappointed.
0 It is also possible that the environment, being a new and large-

ly openield of study, may attract mainly second-rate researchers

who. feel they hare not yet been sufficiently rewarded by the disci-

plines they were brought up in. Thus the.recruitrent of good quality

researchers presents a problem and is one of the reasons why environr

mental research has made so little progress to date.

F. Co-operation at home and abroad

Co-operati n at home and abroad is necessary and must be esta-

blished soon fo everal reasons :

even short-ter= environmental problems often transcend the

bounddries of An area or country, e.g. in Europe the pollution

45;the Rhine affects Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, France and

the Netherlands ;

$%,

- all countries belong to one and the same large ecosystem, the *

ecosphere, and the sub-system which they form are inevitably

interdependent. Every country must therefore try to devise a

development .po.licy which will not hul-t the other countries,

but this istfar from what happens today ;

- env.:ronmental re::earzt. workers are such :03 scarce for each

country to be able to wait calmly, even if it wanted to, until

new researchers are t"ained ; it must therefore take steps

td remedy the shortage ;

due to their initial training,'environental research workers

are usually Specialised in a very: narrow field. When a coun-

try has a practical environrcntal problem for which it does

riot have the right specialist(s), there must be arrangements

to enable it to call in someone from abroad who isIatiliar

with the questions to be solved.

rf
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Consequently :

- specialisation by universities or research teams in particular

areas should be accompaniedby recruitment, for a fixed .eriod,
of specialised research workers from the different countries

,...ibncerned having a. detailed knowledge of the'particuSar area
of ecosystem ;

- staff s}'ortages in particular sectors can be avoided by taking

ia national census tn every country, and in fhe world as a whole,
of all the available research workers ;

- in addition to helping with the study of problems in some given

.area, these research workers should be given courseslasting-

one academic year or less, in research establishments abroad

to widen their experience and give their foreign colipeagues the .

benefit of their own experience.
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